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REV. C. ¥. PENNEY.
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other and important thing, to

fixed measure

of Christian

have some

beneficence.

If one is seeking fora general rule by

which to fix his calculation, none better
can be found than that of givin
a tenth
g to
sturt with. Now there must have been
some worldly wisdom at the base of that
Old Testament rule of ten per cent., or it
never would have been adopted. All of

God's ancient people brought their tithes
into the store-house. This they began to
do when poor,—when, in fact, a nation of
slaves. They consecrated from the first,
one-tenth part out of all their annual gains
from harvests and from toils; animals,

* COMFORT.
BY EMMA F. WYMAN,
Oh, love of God that comfort gives
When all besides gives pain!

money, grain and first-fruils ; these they
conscientiously divided and tithed for
God’s service.

‘When earth hopes die my Saviour lives,

And joy is mine again.
Oh, faith in him that shall prevail!
I know my Father's power—
Though all my earthly blessings fail
The Lord will give me more.

Even Jacob gave a tenth, snd gave early ; whose portrait,as printed in the Scripture history, is that of a man penurious

Though sun and moon's bright beams should

And
take a fair lead of close, tight men.
if almost the meanest man in history gave
ten per cent. to God's service, how can
any Christian man do less?

and grasping, who, in fact, seems ever to

cease
Upon my path to fall,

1 know the glory of the Lord
Doth far exceed them all.

So tithes, to start with,

will, in

many

cases lead a Christian on to increase as

THE DEAD LINE IN THE MINISTRY.

| ulation is thus announced : “Give, and

to live. When we met him, this faithful forever, in the mercy which gave him the
* servant of the Most High was going to Lord Jesus as his guest—no longer satisspend Thanksgiving with his daughter in fied with tithes, gave half his goods to
Massachusetts, after which, he expects to the poor. Our gifts, in money, should be
measured by our receipts in grace. And
return and supply the church with preachwhen Christ's cause comes before us for
ing and pastoral labor during the winter.
help, we should think of What we owe to
* They intend to settle a pastor in the spring,
him.
and itis important that‘they should do so,|
Another consideration in giving is the
for the village is a favorite summer reextent of the work which is to be acsort, receiving into its midst several hunAn intelligent proportion
complished.
dred guests every season.
apart for each branch of
set
be
should
Another member of that Conference has
been for several years pastor of a church Christian effort. To many men a collection is a collection, no matter what its obin a quiet little village in Western New
ject may be. But it costs more to evanYork. Not long since we learned from
the Star that they were making repairs gelize a nation than to stock a mission
upon and improvements in their meeting- school, or support a poor family. And
house, which was always a model of taste Christians should be as shrewd in definite calculations of necessities and exand convenience. The church is not large,
and never can
community. It
day-school, and
strong influence

be; but itis salt in that
maintains a thrifty Sunexerts, in many ways, a
for good.

Another one of our ministers, who

ordained more than fifty years

ago,

was

and

is still vigorous and active, has spent considerable time during the past summer in
supplying destitute churches.
While

penses when church business

comes in

for aid, as when other business. When
will the ancient reproach end? ‘The
children of this world are wiser in thein
generation than the children of light.” That
was true when the people of God gave
tithes of their substance. It is folly and
thoughtleseness to talk about foreign missions in India, and then exhaust one’s be-

neficence on a mere stamp for the letter
it became necessary to take up a serious | which would fail half way to Midnapore.
The promises which reward the free
case of church diseipline. Under his wise
spending a few

and

weeks with one

of them,

skillful direction, it was so managed

that the church was purged of a most unwholesome and dangerous element without serious

division or

disturbance,

and

has since called to ils pastorate a strong
7

young man.

Now, these men know

ngthing about

*‘dead lines,” and are .not likely to until
they come to the one line over. which no

mortal foot can step.

Their hearts have

been, from the first, filled ®ith a passion
for soul-saving, and for building upon sol-

giver

are

another

consideration,

which

ought to be noted while we reckon our per
centage. The Bible,even, makes a kind of
holy and lawful appeal to one's sense of
thrift and permitted cupidity., ‘The liberal soul shall be made fat.” Experience
and observation alike attest thatin all

time

those Christians succeed the best

who devise most generous things. Hence
it is that the poor are summoned to bestow their goods out of their poverty, as
well as the rich out of their abundance.
It is a positively fatal mistake to any
laboring man’s piety, for him to say he

id foundations the institutions of Christianity. They have been diligent students
of the Word of God, and faithful preach- can do nothing for God. He might as
ers of the same. They have taken a deep well declare, being a man of few words,
interest in the progress of the denomina- that he can not spare evena sentence in
tion, and have kept abreast of it in all its prayer.
’
advances, They have harbored no jeals | Lam not suggesting that any one should
ousies toward rising young men, but have ever run in debt, even for religious contrirejoiced in the larger advantages of their bution, But any true Christian may ceryounger brethren. When they come to tainly assume that God will help him out
their dead line, it will be with their armor in whatever he plans by faith.

on, striking, with what strength remains,
for God and humanity, and when they

It is said that when Whitefield was plead-

ing for his orphan ho use in Bethesda, the

were among
fall it will be to rise again in fresh im- poor
mortality, and to receive an abundant en- contributors. On one
trance into the kingdom of rest.
dollars was given in
We who are younger will do well to more than his porter

his most : generous
occasion, a hundred

simple half-pennies,
could carry away at

H.,

3, 1879.
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woman in the story remarked,

the Lord

sent it, if the devil brought it; and this
severe lesson must prove a wholesome

work ; and these were emancipated slaves check on the gambling mania. Strange,
and their children. A few years since, that to decent, respectable, even religious

der of all,

trusting in God, which

in the

end is most munificently rewarded.

Another consideration in deciding the
measure of what we shall give, is the fact
that we are not owners of the goods we

manage, but only stewards ; that the title,
everywhere, vests in God, whose absolute, inalienable ownership underlies everything.

‘God wade the

world, and

all

that there isin it; and so he owns it.
And there is no deed of transfer anywhere
on record. Ilence nobody owns anything
—he merely manages. This reverses the
whole question. It is the Lord's money
we are spending for ourselves or others.
A man

makes a blunder

when he

thinks

he is to be asked for the Lord's money.
He is to ask the Lord for the money he
himself uses. He should set apart the
Lord's money, and joyfully bring i tto
him the moment it is due.

Retrenchment,

if it must be made, should always

begin

with one's own extravagance, and never
with religious benefaction; for the first
right and fullest claim is God's, who is
Maker and Owner of all.
ll

NEW YORK LETTER.
NEw YORK, Nov. 27, 1879.

It were devoutly to be wished that the
thanksgiving sermon w hich I heard today on the national criminality against the
Indians mightbe one of many such, on
this and succeeding occasions. I have no
means of judging how far this subject has
taken just hold on the hearts of our
preachers. There is a call as loud as
that of old-time slavery, for a new agitation as vehement and persistent as that

the Jewish rule; the New Testament regit
measure,
good
you;
unto
given
be
shall
In a recent editorial on this subject, the
Golden Rule said some very sensible and pressed down and shaken together, and
pertinent things which brought to mind running over, shall men give into your
~ several illustrations of the sentiments ex- bosom ; for with the same measure that
ye mete withal,it shall be measured to you
pressed.
:
which brought about the war and its
We met, not long since, on1 the cars, | again.” This intimates, that if gains'are grand providential incident, emancipaLord,
good
the’
plentiful;
and
easy
more
one of the few venerable men who were.
whose stewards we are, raises his rates tion; an agitation in which the pulpit
members of the first General Conference
of loan, and expects more liberal returns, “should and would lead instead of being
of pur denomination. He is already far
Now, while it is not for one man to with difficulty led, as the crime is purely
past his throe score and ten years, indeed,
to another just how much, or when, national and the responsibility equal uvpsay
we believe beyond four score, but is hale
ou every section and all citizens.
It is——aiitt-heatty;
enjoying —a- green old age. or to what he should give money, there the opinion of many, strongly expressed
which
considera
prominent
some
are
tions
Some months since, hé went to visitfriends
by the preacher to whom I listened, that
in the interior of New Hampshire, and enter into such a reckoning, which may
the
unprecedented atrocities checkered
while there atiended a session of Quarter make this important matter clearer.
‘in with efforts of justice by the present]
out
God
what
of
thought
the
is,
One
ly Meeting. Among those present, was
Administration, have aroused a widea brother from a small village in the very Maker and Redeemer has dong in out bespread
indignation
that will
make
helped
be
would
calculatio
Oar
half.
n
heart of the White Mcuntain district. Our
itself
felt
at
Washington
and
on
the
of
principle
simple
the
consideri
by
ng
church there is the only one in the town.
frontier.
At
the
close
of
the
sermon
a
credand
debt
of
balance
the
account,
just
It had been without a pastor for several
motion was made from the congregation
years, and had, of course, suffered, as all it. Let each one ask this question,—the
churches must under such circumstances. most searching, and reaching, perhaps, to divert the collection, usually devoted
to charitable purposes, to the fund for
The aged brother heard the story, and the that human lips ever uttered: —What
Suold fire kindled afresh in his heart. He shall I render unto God for ‘all his bene- sustaining the Ponca case in the
visited the place and preached several fits? Under the conviction of this ques- preme Court. A warm feeling was mantimes. The church and community began tion, king David planned to build the ifested in favor of this motion, in spite of
to bestir themselves, and the result is most glorious temple the world ever knew ; reluctance to disappoint expectant charity
at the opening of winter. The result was
that they are about to make another effort and Zaccheus—distinguished and blessed
BY REV, G. C. WATERMAN.

a

Ten per cent. was

he grows in fortune.

a lift.
Five thousand church members gave, il Jamaica, fourteen years ago,
thirty-five thousand dollars to Christian

the poor converts in Marash, sold the gopper dishes from which they ate, to build
a church edifice. It is this simple surren-

It is ane thing to enter early the school
of benevolence and learn to give, and an-

.

PROF,J. J. BETLER,D, D.
REV. W. H. BOWEN, D.D.,

| Terms

and

4-0-0

Rev. I. D. STEWART, Publisher,
ho
letterson business, remittances of

De
Ii mancns, YOmittances,

their footsteps,

time nor energyin worrying about “dead
lines,” but keep steadily at work doing
“the ‘nexte thynge” with all our might.

N.

a compromise, dividing the collection

be-

tween the two objects. We very much
need national fast days, and this spontaneous conversion of thanksgiving to an occasion of national] reproof shows it. The
great revival
of prosperity was
of
course a leading theme of national
thanksgiving in the exhortations of the
preachers to-day, and the striking contrast of our condition

to

that

of the

old

people, thi§ way of getting other people's

money for nothing seems no

disgrace,

such as staking on roulette or faro. People who would rnake a deadly secret of
the latter if they did it (which* they
would not), talk more than freely, eager-

ly, gleefully, of their successes at the
stockboard gaming table. But they are
sensible to the evidence that in this as
well as in the other hell they match
themselves against blacklegs who play

with marked cards and goaded dice, no

game of mere chance or shrewdness, but
and
of deep, unscrupulous conspiracy
fraud. The chief deterrent from the ordinary gambling houseis thus brought
to bear dlso on those who see no sin in
stock-gambling. ‘Eve
a lady,
n the other
day,

honestly

what

me

asked

wrong

there could be in profiting by one’s better
or luckier judgment of the coming course
of prices, at the expense of another person who voluntarily risked his money on
the opposite view. I was glad, however,
that shs could see the justice of the principle of law cited in reply, which forbids
men to wrong each other even by mutual

agreement, and the parallel which robbery by agreement finds in dueling, or
murder by agreement.
The trial of the notorious Captain Williams, of the police, proved a political
farce. Iknow a man who saw the clubbing but who was not called to testify,
and a number of sworn witnesses testified

But a still greater

to it emphatically.

number swore that they didn’t see it, and

the obliging district attorney, of the same
party ring, agreed with the defendant's
counsel to say nothing to the jury, and

the brutal rutfiian was promptly acquitted,
as the jury could not but see that all partics were quite willing he should be—except of course the insignificant person
whose head was broken. So the saturnalia of gamblers and prostitutes in the
chief ward of the city will rage more insolently than ever, assured that their pro“tector is really stronger than law. or pub-

lic opinion; the effort in the police board
to have him so much as quietly transferred to another precinct being defeated by
the votes of-the protector’s political protectors. Aud when I add that this particular ring of corruption is Republican

in politics, you will perceive

that therc

can be no party bias in my representation.
"VipI.
—
tb
pe—

FOREIGN MISSION.
THE LAST REMITTANCE.
We bave all heard something lately

by

th® Star, and some of us through
a very
interesting
correspondence,
about the

‘ nest remittance to India.”

remittance”

is now

on the

Let us all

reverently thank God that the thing many
feared touching this remittance has not
cometo pass.
The Treasurer has, by the
liberal

responses

world, in respect both to peace and to prosperity, was effectively presented from.
many pulpits.
The pressure of business in our streets
is prodigious and unprecedented.
Such
blockades of freight trucks towards the
hour of closing the depots were never
before seen. Such vast amounts of ex- happened to us. Surely, a good beginning
changes, of produce receipts,of shipping is made on our centemnial year’s Mission
arrivals, etc., are chronicled from day to work for India.
That this happy turn im our Foreign
day, as were never before known in the
history of this port. Ia nearly all branch- Mission affairs is not merely apparent, but
es of manufa®tures,

especially

metallic,

but also in beok printing, and binding,
the rush of business makes it impossible
to effect new contracts with any reference to definite time. ' The stock gambling mania has been stimulated by the
rapid rise of prices in Wall Street, up to
a pitch as unprecedented as anything else
in this remarkable situation. Multitudes
from all parts of the country have rushed
into the street to invest all they could
command, even on bond and mortgage, in

the magically growing streams of wealth.
The country people around me, at home,
are off to Wall street by early trains every day, and coming back flush and flushed with sudden wealth, buying houses and
equipages, and finery and plate, and
plunging all their depth into the whirlpool of speculation. Many of them were
terribly nipped or utterly ruined, however, las; Friday, by the successful bear operation executed by ‘Jay Gould and his’
stockjobbing newspaper through a well

is real, seems to be evideat from a few
facts of the past quarter’s experience.
In the first place very little has been received from bequests during the quarter.
In the second place, a considerable draft
has been made on the Treasury for passage money, over and above the ordinary
expenses of the mission... In ¢he third
place,a deticiency existed in the August remittance, which has been made up. In the
fourth place, there has been no inordinate
din on the subject during the quarter in
the Morning Star.
A simple statement
was made two weeks ago of the amount
that would be needed for the remittance,
and the money came pouring in like showers out of low-lying clouds.
Some of the

letters that came
more

precious

has come in answer to prayers offered
with trembling voices
and swimming
eyes.
The next remittance should leave this
country, Feb. 25th, 1880.
A statement of
the exact amount needed will soon appear
in the Star. Meantime, let every pastor,
and every collector,
‘and every church
member, and every friend of the cause,
enter in éarnest into this work which has

the sympathy of angels and
of God.

with

the money

are

than .the

money.

God

bless the writers for their expressions of

the sanction

E. N. FERNALD.

Lewiston, Dec. 1.

A THANKSGIVING IN FACT.
A correspondent speaks of the thanksgiving service at the Main
St. Freewill
Baptist church in Lewiston,

lows:

“All

the

church, to

Society

be.

Me.,

the

by

poor

to the

the

Relief

of the

Much to our surprise, as we

fol-

had

offerings

distributed

among

as

congregations

brought harvest thank

city.

entered the

church, we found that a large portion of
the gifts had been arranged by tasteful
hands ' around the Pulpit altar.
One
would scarcely have supposed that such
an arrangement could have been made
ornamental, but that display of fruits,

grains and vegetables in all their abundant varieties, grouped in graceful order,

extending from the floor to the high pulpit cushion, and framed in on each side
by a long festoon of braided, yellow corn
suspended from the corners of the desk,
was in effect a most pleasing harvest
picture. I have seen many Easter decorations, June floral displays and Christmas evergreens,
hung with exquisite taste
in churches, but all these, though

beauti-

ful and designed by loving ‘hands, could
‘but please the eye. These harvest decorations, when taken down, would gladden
many famished hearthstones. Ah, that
was the beauty of it all! The June roses
may sweeten the air with their perfume,
and the evergreens will twine in grace| fal festoons, _ ‘but the. corn, the apples,
vegetables,

the

and

grains,

pulpit altar

meats,

which

yesterday,

.poultry

and

full

graced

besides

barrels

in

the

offering

of

inspired

thought,

and

the

smiling faces of the large congregation
proved it to be one of the happiest observances of thanksgiving worship that
the churches of Lewiston have ever enJjoyed.”

OFFERINGS.

"The relation of giving to true Christian

broke the share market down in wild
universal panic, and ruined more men
perhaps than any other day since the
Black Friday of 1872, in Wall street history. Yet the causeless stampede was
all over before night; the repurchases of
the bears, at-the endrmously reduced
prices they ' had ‘created, having almost

entirely restored the

status quo before

the close of business.

As

1

|

the good

old

taining the work.

of

the

churches . they -

have gathered, teaching in the schools and
in the zenanas, ministering to the. sick,
longing for two heads where they have.

but one,and four hands where there are but

two. While they are doing this/over there,
let. us, begipning now, bestir onrselves
at this end of the line, and from now : till
the end

of the quarter,

let

us

with

dili-

gence, with love to the cause, with patience and with faith in God gather in and

to

evidence of communion with God and o.

the presence of his Spirit in the believer's
heart.
:
TO WHAT SHALL I GIVE?
There are some who honestly desire to

help the general interests of the cause ol

Christ, but do not know ‘just where their
gifts will do the most good.
They can
not give much and so are anxious that the
little they can give should go where it will
do the most good. ' It is not easy to decide
just where that place is. What seems to
one the most deserving object will seem to
another of little consequence.
This is,
perhaps, well enough, for in this way a
great number of worthy causes will be
looked after by their especial friends. But

a few helpful words may

be said to those

who are not able to decide readily to what

they will give.

Give intelligently.

Know

what you are giving to and for. Ask for
information. Find out the object for which
your money is to be used. Better delay
a little. than to give blindly and without
understanding.
Give to some established society, whose
officers can be found, whose reports can

be obtained, whose methods of work can
be learned. The managers of such societies are usually competent Christian men
and women, who can be safely trusted to
receive and dispose of such offerings. A
great deal of money has been wasted by
being given to vagrant solicitors and irresponsible beggars, veritable tramps, whose

chief concern’ has been to keep soul and
body together for themselves, without doing a stroke of honest work for the world.
They are leeches upon society. Their existence is not necessary and they may safe- .
ly enough be let alone. Money thrown into their insatiable maws will never be

heard from again, and will serve no better
purpose than to prolong their worthless
lives.
Every pastor ought to be competent,and
most

are, to

direct safely

and

-

wisely the

contributions of his flock. If you are in
doubt, take good counsel; give with your
eyes open; giveas the Lord hath prospered. you

and

¢ with

what

measure

~~

ye

mete it shall be measured to you again.”
REV.

Dr.

JEREMIAH PHILLIPS.

Phillips

is

flillsdale, Mich.

still with

friends

at

In a recent

letter

he

says: “I have become very weak, so that
I now sit up scarcely at all, and circumstances seem to

indicate an early termina-

tion.
My own mind seems to fail to
ceive the impression that I am
going

reto

die.” Plans for active work occupy his
thoughts much of the time,and he is wonderfully sustained by the presence of the
Holy Spirit. Let him
also receive the .
prayers of all Christians.
jomary

Five thousand
subscribers will ehange our
bi-monthly missionary magazine to-a: monthly

without an increase of price. Shall the year
growth is very imperfectly understood by 1880 witness such a success? tv both can and
the average church-member.
We think ought. How easily it can be done in. this way.
often, and sometimes with great satisfac- | Let every agent who has secured clubs not
¢ion, of the good our gifts will do to some- only do all in her power to retain: her former
else, but

seldom

of the

benefit

we

ourselves shall derive from them, or from
the giving

buy

of them.

so many

Bibles

What

we

give will

for the destitute, or

support a zenana teacher for so.long a
time, or accomplish this or that result at
the point where it is applied, but is that
all?

Too often, we fear, it is, but

it

need

not be. There may be, there ought to be,
a marked and manifest result in the heart
and life of the giver as well. Tha
may be so, there must be a certain spirit
in the heart of the giver.
The giving
must be done not simply te get rid of an
importunate solicitor, not merely because
it is a duty, nor to maintain a fair show of

respectability, but with a definite sense of
Christian service in the act. Giving is a
Christian exercise, ag iruly as prayer or
exhortation, or personal work among the
uncoaverted, and ought to proceed from
the same source and according to the same
principles.
It ought to be done for the
homor and glory of God; to advance the
interests of his cause, and as a means of
growth in grace. The discipline of well

directed and carefully-considered Christian
benevolence is necessary to the formation
of Christian character, and ought to be
taken into account and provided for by every diseiple of Christ.

We are now in the midst of the annual
season of thanksgiving, when we ought
to carefully review the history of the year,
and give expression to the gratitude which

will fill the heart of every one who does
[interest in the cause, and of Sympathy
this work honestly. Ought not some of us
with those who are expected to huat and
to make something more than a verbal ac| find the ‘ sinews of war.”
knowledgement of God’s goodness and lov"And what next? ‘While the next quarfug kindness unto us? Ought we not, at
ter is passing, the missionaries will’ not be’ least
ht not some of us, to make a speShall “cial thannk-offering to God for his care over
worked up report of revolution in the expected to falter in their work.
‘We know the ug, and the prosperity we have enjoyed?
central trunk lines, followed by a tre- we lag behind in ours?
‘mendous bear hug upon Erie—100,000 | stuff they are made of. They will go on "Some have been raised from beds Of sickwith their. work, preaching the Word, sus-: ness which might have been beds of death;

shares offered for sale on 'Friday—Wwhich

will enable them

Dear Sisters of the Free Baptist Churches:

BY REV. G. C. WATERMAN.

THANK

which

make it as from a pure heart, and in such a
spirit as to draw’ down upon themselves
the choicest influences of God's grace. So
shall giving be a help to Christian growth,
a part of Christian worship, a substantial

5,000 Subscribers for the Mis
Helper.

MISSION WORK.
CONDUCTED

preparation

the

vestry below, will fill somebody’s empty
cupboard, and satisfy the hungry. “Really, the harvest display in the front of the
pulpit was a bit of practical religion.
Dr. Bowen on #4:s side of the pulpit, was
fully equal to the occasion with his thank

‘of body

the churches and brethren. and sisters ¢o
the appeals made in the Star, been able
to remit enough 5 pay up the deficit en
the last quarter, apd meet all the demands
of the mission forthe first quarter of 1880,
without borrowing a dollar,
A full remittance to India, hii borrowed money
in it! Let all the people praise the Lord
It has been a long time simoe a like thing

our ofnext reout for
is due.

_ And while we work and give, let us not
forget to pray. The present deliverance

°° high sea”

cheer from their native land.

grace of God and the:

8
he
lay by in store afd “send forward
ferings to the cause, so that the
mittance may be full and may set
India on the very day on which it

That “next

hastening toward ¢‘ the land of the Veda’
where our brethren and sisters work for
the Master and for us, and wait for good

J

NO. 49

some

have

been

snatched

from

sudden

death by accidents and disasters that have
destroyed many lives; some have enjoyed
uplooked-for prosperity in their business
and have reaped larger gains than they had
any right to expect; for these, and other
tokens of Divine favor,ought there not to be
Some visible &xpression of thanksgiving?
Ought not a genuine thank-offering to be
madesatthe Lord's altar? If any feel the fitness of such an offering, let them seek that

subscribers, but canvass for new ones. Where
there are no agents, and even where there are, .
let any or every sister ‘who loves the cause of
missions make a persevering effort among her
acquaintances to secure
gubscribers.
Five
copies sent to
one
address ' will furnish
five subscribers for 30 cts. each per year, while to single subscribers it willbe 35 cents.
Says Dr. J. L.. Phillips, in a recent letter,.
¢“ How wonderfully well: the - Missionary’
Helper is doing.
1 rejoiee. in its- success, and
hope it may find its way into all our churches

east and west.

It seems to

me that the suly-

scription list might be multiplied many fold by
the united efforts of our sisters in the denomination. I hope the ministers are giving it a
hearty weleome.
How very much a hearty
word from the pastor can do!
And on the
contrary, how much a cold word from the pul-

pit can do toward settling people

in their in-

difference!
In my travels among the churches, I hada fine opportunity of finding out the
potency of both these forces.”
Let us keep in mind that “the entrance of
knowledge giveth light ;>’ and how greatly, as
a people, we need the light of more
definite
information in regard to the condition and the
terrible needs of the nations without the gospel,
the state of our mission treasuries bears unmistakable testimony. Now that God has unbarred
the gate, and broken down the walls, that until recently shut out the entrance of his Word
among the great heathen nations of the East;
and has opened a way into the heart of the
dark continent of Africa, which, instead of a
desert, is found to be crowded with human
beings, and the
prophetic time has come
when knowledge is increased and many are

running to and fro, is it rot criminal in God’s
sight, for a Christian to remain ignorant of
duty because of his ignorance of the conflict
Christ’s invading soldiers are waging with the
powers of heathen darkness?
In our late térrible war, how almost breathlessly we watch-

ed for tidings from the battle-fields.
present conflict which the gospel is

In

the

waging to

depose Satan from his usurped possession of”
the kingdoms which belohg to Christ, is it
possible for a Christian, interested in the
world’s conversion, not to watch with the
deepest interest
for tidings from
this great
moral and spiritual battle-field? Nay,verily.
“Dear sisters, we may do much for Jesus by
spreading
definite ‘information
concerning
mission fields. Our churches and our pastors

sorely need it.

Shall we not, during

month of the year,

this last.

commence such an earnest,

united, untiring effort to raise the subseri ton
list of the Helper to 5,000, as shall, with
blessing, \Syarantes success?

Ry
M.

he pro mpt in sending vour sybkerip
re the 1st of January, to Mrs.
viking Providence, Bt I.
M. M. H. Hru1s,

i
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* Sabbath-Sehool Lesson.--Dec. 14.
BY

NOTES

AND

QUESTIONS

J. A. HOWE.

PROF.

Ovethrone, Hence the divinity of the Lamb.
«See his face.” God, as revealedin the face

- @ommmnacations.,

of Christ, must be. meant; for of God it is

A WOMAN OF THIS WORLD.

written ‘‘whom no man hath seen, or can
see.” ‘In their foreheads.” In Rev. 14:
1, it is shown to be a mark of God's high
favor to have his name written in the fore-

HEAVENLY

DAILY READINGS.
The new Jerusalem. Rev. 21: 1-8.

Tr.

The Lamb’s

bride.

Rev. 21: 9-20.

WW. Her beauty foretold. Isa. 60: 1-22,
. The building of God. 2 Cor. 5: 1-11.
¥. In Paradise. 2 Cor.12: 1-10.
8.

The inhabitants of the city.

8S.

The heavenly city.

GOLDEN

TEXT:

Heb. 12: 18—28.

Rev.21: 21-27; 22: 1-5.

For

he

looked

for

which
hath foundations, whose
and maker is God.— Heb. 11: 10,

will stamp

them with the mark of his ownership.
“Reign forever and ever.” Not actually
sway a scepter, but live the royal life of
God's redeemed, purified and glorified
children.
:
Practical lessons.
1. Heaven is not definitely known or
described to us.

CITY.

M.

meaning is, God

The

head.

(For Questions see Lesson Papers.)

THE

a city

builder

II. Its character is known.

It is a holy,

glorious, perfect place or state.
:
III. Heaven is filled with the influences
and glory of God.
IV. Only the redeemed can enter heaven,

Rev, 21: 21-27; 22:

1-5.

HOME

Notes and Hints.
The heavenly city, called the New Jerusalem, John saw ‘‘coming down out of
heaven from God.” The time of its appearance is after the judgment. Death is
destroyed ; pain and sorrow are passed
away; all things are made new on the
earth. ‘This city some regard as a literal
city, 575 miles square, and hgving a jasper wall 216 feet in hight. Others regard
it as figurative of heaven, and, like the
description of Christin Rev. 1: 14—16,

symbolical of sublime truths.
“Twelve gates.” Three on aside. The
number corresponds to the number of the
4ribes of Israel, and to the order of their

encampment about the ancient tabernacle. ‘Was of one pearl.” This is said to
indicate the magnificence rather than the
strength of the city.

All great cities, an-

ciently, had walls for defense; and the
gates were made strong, to resist assault.
«The street * * J} * pure gold.” « This is

beautiful as ¥Fymbol
heaven.
No
«I saw no

of the richness of

tepiple therein.”

In this re-

spect, unlike thé earthly Jerusalem.

The

temple, to a Jew,gave Jerusalem her chief
attraction, and it would

be first inquired

after in such a description as this. Are
the temple of it.” They are not a literal
temple, of course, but they will be so
clearly, directly present in heaven that

VISITS.

There is a great gain in getting

at the

members of your Sunday-school class at
some other time than on Sunday.
There
is a power in a teacher’s visit at the homes
of his or herscholars, whatever may be the
social grade of those scholars. And there
is an added power in a gathering of those
scholars at the teacher’s home.
Such a

gathering makes a new

relation between

the scholars

teacher, and

and

their

be-

The sotween the scholars themselves.
cial and friendly element is pleasantly
in-

troduced.

Peculiarly is the advantage of

this shown in a class of restless and more

or less wayward boys. A teacher was recently put in charge of a new class of this
sort. The boys were fullof mischief,
and
they showed it in Sunday-school. The
teacher said. to them on his first Sunday:
“Boys, I see you like sport. - Well, Tenjoy a good time as well as any of you, in
the proper place. Now if you will all

come to my house next Friday evening,
at seven o'clock, we will have a good time
together.” The boys came. They were
waiting at the teacher’s door for the clock
to strike seven, and they were prompt to
ring the door-beil when the hour had ar-

rived.

Then the teacher did his best to

make a pleasant evening for those boys.
And he succeeded.
As they were going
away he said,

‘You

see, boys, that I like

“The glory of fun, initstime. We have had it this evenChrist is sometimes called ‘the ‘ing. Now when we meet in the Sunday-

no-temple will be needed.

God.”
brightness” of God’s glory. We may here -school I want you to remember that - that
regard the Lamb as synonymous with the is no place for sport. We will get all the
glory of God, or view the glory of God as good we can there, out of the lesson. The

one thing, and that of the Lamb

as an-

fan we will have outside.”

The boys be-

haved better the next Sunday.
It could
other. . The latter view is the more com-.
‘hardly
be
otherwise.
They
would
feel
mon one. ‘The Lamb 1s the light therethat
it
was
not
fair
for
them
to
play
in
of.” He makes heaven a glad, delightful
place.
He is the joy of it. He is ‘‘the Sunday-school against the wish of such a
_ light of the world.”
s teacher as that. One well-managed even“The nations of them which are saved.” ing with your class, in your own home,
¢« Of them which are saved” is to be omit- during the week, is more effective in givted because the clause is not found in the ing you a personal hold on the scholars,
oldest manuscripts.
The reference, then, than six months in the Sunday-school,
is to nations regarded as surrounding the without any outside intercourse, would
heavenly city,as they did the earthly Jeru- be.—S. S. Times.
salem.
It is a conception in harmony
with the figures of heaven whieh John employs.
:
.
“Walk in the light of it.” That is, by
means of the light emanating from this
city. It will be so brilliant as to serve as
a sun to the nations. ‘‘Kingsof the earth,”
.&c.
The
conception here introduced
serves to highten the impression of the
grandeur of the heavenly city. This may
be all that was intended by it.
«No night there.” For the glory of God
never sets, is never obscured.

‘The glo-

ry and honor of the nations.” The ultimate triumph of God’s people, of theking«dom of Christ here, may

be meant.

The

-expression, like the most of this deserip‘tion, is based on expressions in the
prophets.

Isa. 60:

11, 19, 20.

“Anything that defileth.”
‘‘Anything
unclean,” is the literal rendering. There
is a reference to ceremonial

uncleanness,

but with the design to teach that the mor-

ally unclean will not enter heaven. ** Worketh abomination.”
ures,

is

often

Idolatry, in the Script-

called an

“abomination.”

The meaning of the word, however, is not
confined to that evil, but here, since there

+o rv

OHINESE SUNDAY-SCHOOLS.
A correspondent writes the Advance:
The Chinese work in this city greatly
interested us. Each of the four denominations — Congregational, Presbyterian,
Methodist and Baptist, has a prowsisiag
Chinese Sabbath-school. But the Presbyterians have an advantage over the others, in that they have a returned missionary from Canton, who speaks the colloquial of the Chinese here; he has labored

six years in Canton, and his wife, whom

he married

since his

return to

America,

has now acquired the language,so she can
visit the Chinese in their homes; and con-

verse with the women without an interpreter. Having these advantages, this
missionary, Rev. S. M. Condit, has organized a church, a branch of Dr. Eells’s from

which he received its first fourteen members. At a Sabbath-school gathering during the session of Synod, some seventyfive Chinese

young men were

assembled,

with other of Dr. Eells’s scholars. I was
greatly moved to see one of these Chinamen rise, and, with full voice, filling the
large church, and in good English, invite
the Synod to come to the Chinese chapel
that evening, to unite with his countrymen in remembering Christ at his table!
China saying to ChristianAmerica, ‘‘Come
to the feast of love.”

~ 4s an allusion to the gentiles (or nations)
idolatiy seems to be meant. ‘Lamb’s
book of life.” This book contains the

BY

ZABETH

« That is true,”
heartily,
/
“But we have

HARP.

Some years ago, a new minister ‘moved
into a town with his family.
Not long
after his coming, one of his parishioners
called on a female friend and said:
his wife is a woman of this world.”
¢¢ Isn't she pious?” the friend asked.
"¢¢ Oh, yes,—she is a church member,
and will be the head of the sewing circle,

ladies’

class

school, but the tone of

in

Sabbath-

Christian

charac-

ter is not going to be elevated by her advent among us. It seems rather strange
that Mr. Janes should have chosen such a
worldy-minded woman for a companion,

for he seems devoted to spiritual things.”

‘ Are you not rather premature in
passing such a judgment upon
Mrs.
Janes ? She has been with yeu but a
short time.”

«« Straws show, which

blows,” was the answer.

way

the wind

‘I would

not go

about speaking thus of the minister's wife ;
let the people form their own opinions as
they know more and more of her character. Butto a judicious friend,I may speak
with a degree of freedom. Several of the
members of the our Female Prayer Circle
called on Mrs. Janes last week,and found

her wearing a gold watch with a very showy
chain, and finger rings, and great bows
of ribbon ; the whole make-up was little
less than ‘flashy,’ and she seemed

so
in

to feel

much satisfaction and complacency
herself.
She showed us over the

house, and there was

spread out

on

the

bed in her front chamber, in a manner to
make as much display as possible, a new
silk dress, almost stiff enough to stand

alone.”

;

¢¢ A black one ?”
¢¢ No—of the color most in vogue for
young people at present, and made with
the utmost of plaitings and rufflings. I
was not going to remark its presence, as
apparently it was placed there to draw
attention and elicit admiring comments,
but she called particular notice to it: said
it was a gift from her son, who was very
wealthy ; perhaps some would think it
too rich for a minister's wife, but she supposed # son might be allowed to-make his

‘and

silk,’

the suit

it- tle bdnd held their gathering. ¢ The peo‘ple expect her to take charge of it, as

son says

are

fashioned

ideas

done away with, and I see not;

did cur former minister's wife before her
death, but her condugt says she doesn’t
care for it at all, and we ay as well give

for

my own part,
why the middle-aged
should not try to make themselves look as
pretty as they can ss well as the young.’
“I could not help thinking a ministers
wife might find some nobler employment

than trying to'miake herself pretty.

itup.”

She had a dish of fruit to

offer

wife was responsible for this, she ought to

be alarmed for her influence and

or;if she did, it produced no visible effect.
She

re-

maked to Mrs. Janes: ¢ What delightful
hours you must spend amongst these
volumes, I should prize them beyond all
else.
¢¢ ¢« Mrs. Janes votes my study rather a
dull place,’ said Mr.

J. ¢* Well,

I

reading,’ she

have little time for heavy
said,

really,

‘a minister's wife has other things

than study to engross her.’
“I said I hoped she would
minister's wife seemed
person for such a place.

assume

the appropriate
She did not re-

unbelief snd other sins blot it out.

the modern Sunday-school. They propose
a universal Convention of Sunday-school

Rev.

- “Pure river of water of life.” The word
pure is to be omitted as an interpolation.
The earthly paradise had its river. Gen.
2:10. In the visions of Ezekiel (47:1)
and Zachariah (14:8), Jerusalem had
living waters flowing from its sanctuary.
So the New: Jerusalem has a river of life,

workers of the . world, to be held in London, during the week commencing, June

98, 1880, one feature of which

will be a

visit to Gloucester,and the unveiling there

of a statue of Robert Raikes.

It is hoped

that many delegates will be appointed
from this country to represent the Sunday-

fice of any sort. She was
having much company in
year, and wished to be
more or less on visits.
« «My son’s family spend
portion of their summers

piety.”

Mrs. Janes never heard of this remark,

us, ®nd

it, and

*‘ no

good would come of breaking up a band
of praying women, and if the minister's

She

called our attention to the latest fashion
magazines on her table, volubly expressing her opinion on different costumes.
“Mr. Janes came in at length with a
modest, retiring manner, in partial readiness to go to a conference meeting sev“eral miles away, in a neighborhood where
he said there was some religious interest.
He asked us to look into his ‘ study’a
moment. It was a plain apartment, and
contained a large secretary with glass
doors, well filled with valuable religious
I was drawn toward

accustomed to
the course of a
away herself,
a considerakle/
with me, and

wish me to be with them a number “of
weeksin fall or winter. One needs then to

replenish one’s wardrobe, you know,* she
said, ¢ and needs enlivening by a taste
of city life, to see the styles, and attend

headed a subscription, and got

up

a

levee to repair the church building,and she
had nota few applauders and admirers
to say: ¢ What an active,public-spirited
woman our minister's wife is.”
And tbis was true: she sought to lift
the church into more respect and infinence through the agency of the outward

and visible.

:

« You must fix up the meeting-house,”
said Mrs. Janes, ‘‘ if you want people to
come to meeting. It is style that draws.”
So the house was repainted,recarpeted,
and re-organed, all of which things were
well. It is simply disgraceful for a community to let their church go. into dilapi-

in chapter 47: 12. These fruits denote
Re

in heaven.
The eartn, too, now has ceaseless proofs of God’s remedial love.

tree for the healing.”
of the s
“Leave
' This means that heaven is ever full of life-

"hut

not only there,

ry, 1878, a meeting
was held at 4 o'clock,

Saturday afternoon, at the rooms of the

while - they

build

have a minister with a wife settled in our
‘midst.
The Female Prayer-meeting

ER hi.

EE

¢ Acquaint now thyself with God, and be at

|

Thereby good shall come unto thee.”

To no class of persons can this acquaintancebe of more value or bring
greater good than to travelers in the
slippery paths of youth.
1. In a moral sense. This heavenly
friend, all unseen to mortal eyes, is an
ever-present helper to the devout youth.
He may see others, on either hand, fall-

ing into wrong, and consequent disgrace,
while the angel of this heavenly presence
saves him.

those

This acquaintance

strict rules

inculcates

of temperance

«« How our church is being built up,”
said some

prosperous

of its ardent admirers;

and influential

‘how

it is. Mr.

means.”
And so the community generally seem-

of the Baptist Publication Society was re- ‘of mature women, some of whom are in-. oiled 50 as to run fairly well.
If there
sorted to, ‘During the last winter, there telligent and earnest in seeking after was an occasional creak, Mrs. Janes genwas also a class of five or six hundred at Bible knowledge. Indeed, the general erally had a drop of oil to apply, and the

| tone of our church society, as shown in complaining wheel did its office again
with methodical respectability.
|
sewing circles, and other of its social with
And yet, a thoughtful observer would
gatherings, was low, lamentably so, and

which

in

a strong, healthy, eflicient condition.
““ They thut strive for the mastery are
temperate in all things.”
In eating,
drinking, and dress not ouly, but in abstaining from all unchaste, degrading,
debilitating habits, which, in every age
and country, have slain and are still sl
ing their thousands, and crippling for lif
their tens of thousands. From this vile
monster, may the God of peace and purity preserve the dear young friends whom
I now address.
‘ The glory of the
young man is his strength,” which is but
another expression for a sound mind in a
sound body.
The young manu, aye, the young woman, too, who possesses these precious gifts,
and a disposition diligently to use them
in the right direction, can not be poor,
either in a moral or pecuniary sense.
2. The pecapiary interests of the young
are also greatly subserved by such an
acquaintence, leading, as it does, not
ly to the patient, diligent use of time,

onbut

Place. “Throneof God and the Lamb.”

edge? let us study toinstruct the ignorant.

community.’”

:

Mr. Janes was a good man und preach-

acquaintance to which your attention has
been called.

next

at

hand,”

however

humble

that

thing may be. ‘Honor and shame
no condition rise; act well your

from
part,

there all the glory lies.”

As the little

child that does with cheerful

promptness

the little part . assigned by parents, is
making the best possible preparation

for

the next stage of life, so the boy or girl
of larger growth who

fills with alacrity

the place reasonably assigned him in the
family, is laying a good foundation for
days to come. I repeat, don, I pray
you, forget or neglect the simple duties
of home. Ina long life, I have rarely

known a boy or girl, who
or unkind

towards

‘was negligent

parents,

C..
REVIV ALS.

BY

:

REV, J, 0. STEELE,
——

Earnest, well-directed labor in revival
work will produce conversion. So the

apostle says : ‘‘Let him know who convertetha sinner from the error of his ways he
saves a soul from death.”
Now no
Christian doubts that a true revival of re-

ligion is God's work, but it is God's work
in harmony with that law which makes
God's church his workman. No Christia doubts the active agency of the Holy

Spirit in conversion, byt it is an agency
which respects the foolishness of preach-

ing that Christ's church may
in the conversion of men.

be honored

There is a sense

in which the words of the Lord's last command and commission is true : .‘**Whosesoever sins ye remit they are remitted, and
whosesoever sins yeretain they are retained.” He who, despising the church of
Christ, begins a pilgrimage to the Celestial

City, is apt to end in the slough of Despond
or in the castle of Giant Despair.
The time usually selected for revival
effort is near at hand, and the churches
fcel the need of revivals. What better
can we do than discuss, pray over, and
meditate upon this work? One of the

directions of Charles G. Finney,

upon

how to promote revivals, was to keep the

thoughts of the church bent in the direc
tion of revival work.
2
Men's thoughts affect their hearts.
ter wept after he had gone out
over

his

the busy work

denial

of

his

Peand
Lord.

amount to

in

season of the year find

they have slipped back from the fervency
of their love. When time is given them
to think, their cry ‘is, * O Lord, create .

within me a’ tlean heart and renew

right spirit within me.”

a

Such s prayer

usually precedes a revival, and it is proper and fitting that many of us pray this
prayer at this season of the year.
For a season there has been with some
of us a depression of feeling over church

plans and work. Maybe we have slipped so far away as to speak of the church

as * the” and * their” instead of our and
we—how fitting then this prayer, “0
Lord, revive thy work that thy people
may rejoice in thee.”
It is possible that with some of us the
cares of this world and the deceitfulness

of riches and the lusts of other things

have entered into our hearts and choked
the word so that it has become unfruitful.
How proper then that we'pray the prayer
of Agar, **O Lord, give me neither poverty nor riches;

feed me

with

food

con-

venient for me,”— and meditate upon our
Saviour's words that he will never leave
us nor forsake us. Surely, the prayer of
Agar has become pointless with long dis-

use in some of the mansions of the worldly-minded professors of religion.
1 am very sure if all the members of
our own well beloved denomination
should spend a week in meditation, prayer, consecration, and deep thought about

revival work, and personal responsibility,
we would soon hear the sound of a going
forth in the tops of the mulberry trees.
The

busy

spinners

would

begin

their

webs in haste.

‘We may see no door of usefulness now
open before us, and wonder what is in the

Lord's vineyard for us to do;

bat if we

pray for open doors, they will open for us
as they did for Peter, and we will find
plenty of work to do. If we excuse ourseives under the plea we have no work
to do, neither will we have any reward
for labor done. However far away may

be the general judgment, the judgment
upon our lives is being passed every
day.

Iappy

is that

man

whose

and whose virtues alike are

beforehand to judgment.

open,

God

sins
going

calls us

into his vineyard; why stand we all the
day idle?

:
S-0-O-0-0
"roe

LOVE OF KINDRED,

Then do with cheerful alacrity the *‘ thing

1

BY REV. A. H, MORRELL.

While it is in a certain sense true that
all'men are to be esteemed as equal in
value to ourselves, it can nof be contrary
to the economy of benevolence that we
cherish peculiar regard for our kindred.
Our relations to them are such as to impose upon us special obligations. It has
been of late, justly, I fear, complained that

we are, as a generation, more and more in-

clined to indifference towards our family
friends, especially those outside the nar

row cirel

home.

LR

Whoever will give this matter careful

thought will, T venture to affirm, see substantial reasons for checking this unnatu-

| ral tendency and returning to the old
-Don't trouble yourselves, I repeat, about fashions of the fathers and mothers; for,
gaining
a high position. Remember the it must be confessed, that the/ generations

‘much in after life.

caution of Him who never
choosing the highest room.

erred, about
Luke 14: 8.

Bat rather try to make yourselves %

use-

fol where you are that places will hupt
the Spirit
of God‘others.
4am
ric
ind a real strong, active, devoted Christian say this was a
church of conformity, a for you. The markets of the world, and
dons.” Be 0
S-bb
woman would find an ample field among worldly church, In being popularized it especially of our own country, are al“No more curse.” See Gen. 3: 17. No |
Have
we
experience?
let
us
employ
it
us, and be, as it were, ‘a blessing sent had not been spiritualized—it had rather ready so over-stocked with would be
quences visited on
great men and women, that such wares
for
the
benefit
of
others.
Have
we
knowldown from God out of heaven ‘to our been secularized to sore extent.
happy,
a
so
sinless,and
a
sin. Heavens
~~

dens, and quietly wait their coming;
they'll come soon enough, And may you
right early make the glorious, exalted

Many Christians almost unconsciously

1.
peace.

with suitable preparations for such bur-

thought

ACQUAINTANCE WITH GOD.

magnificent

American Sunday-School Union. These was languishing,—we had not the right ed to think.
There was considerable
proved too small,and the Assembly Room | sort of aperson to instruct the large class ¢ machinery,” which was kept pretty well

and
here, those influences «re freely giv- ‘the rooms of the Y. M. C. Association, begospel of Jesus, and the gift of tween twelve and one o'clock, besides sevThe .
‘en
now healing the na- eral other classes for primary teachers and
imparting influences,

of maturer years. Rather busy yourselves

to strict economy in expenditure; thus
barns to accommodate their four-footed avoiding those extravagances so ruinous
to youthful prospects.
The integrity,
beasts.
probity,
and
patient,
persevering
promptWhile Mrs. Janes was urging on her
ness
to
meet
every
obligation,
which
is
levees and material improvements, her
the normal result of such an acquainthusband was indefatigable in the discharge of his parish duties, and some re- ance, will open to its possessor the most
vival interest was awakeued and a num- desirable and lucrative situations, in difT close this
ber of names added to the church.
But ferent departments of lite.
in a very short time, these fell into the- number with a few kind words of advice.
Dear young friends: —While I would
ere routine
of Sabbath observance,
have
you spare no pains and lose no op“while they were just as wordly in spirit
and no more exemplary in their conduct portunity to prepare yourselves for any
than many who professed not the name employments, or to fill any station to
of Christ. Indeed, they were sometimes which, in God's providence, yon may be
guilty of flagrant lapses which gave rise called, I would not have you become
fo
criticism, that the church should wink mere place-hunters. Let your motto be,
at such sins in its members, or affect igno- I'llbe good for something.” “Ill try
to make myself useful in some sphere.”
rance, or pass them by in silence.
dation,

Janes is so.devoted, and Mrs. Janes
school interest, which is nowhere more
makes it very popular with her style
fluences. ‘Proceeding out of the throne.” flourishing or useful. The New York In- lectures.
v
:
ternational
Executive
Committee,
of
which
“I half held my breath, expecting I and activity.”
Here see the fountain of all the influences
“We can't expect
to be perfect in
of grace. ‘Of the street of it.” That is, Mr. Franklin Allen is chairman, will make should hear next, ‘operas and theathis world,” she would
remark, rather
of the city. ‘The lree of life.” That 1s, the needful arrangements. — Christian ters.”
Weekly.
“Ha, ha,—yon do draw a picture | apologetically, when she heard of some
there were in the middle of the street,and
onl
*ostrongly colored with this present world, misdemeanor in a member, ‘ and nonon both banks of the river, rows of these
professors are always finding fault, but 1
trees. This tree is first mentioned in Gen.
The Philadelphia Sunday-school teach- I confess,” the friend said.
8:28.
‘Twelve manner of fruits.” This ers-hold enthusiustic meetings for study- |
* Yes, and I came away depressed. 1 think, take our church as a'whéle, it will
description
is much like that of Ezekiel, ing the lesson. Beginning with Janua- had hoped for much when we should compare with most any one of its size and

-a ceaseless flow of holy and life-giving
in-

ally favored lot. ' Be not in anxious haste
to assume
the burdens and responsibilities

merriment,

tend to preservé both body and mind

When an old brother of very outspoken character heard of this, he said,

had her silver out on the side-board, and
the doors of her china closet ajar, so her
visitors could see what were her table appointments. Her carpets are very nice,
and she has a number of Persian rugs.

books.

discussed with a glee and

ladies

‘when there
was a minister’s wife in the
neigboghood, sitting at home in her jewdress- elry, pr off visiting on days when the litmy |

quite

She took a class of young

she

too dressy for one of my age, but

old

of Murs.

was

made by the most fashionable
maker in the city. Some may think
such

minds

own souls. Mrs. Janes would always be
having some curious question before her
class of young ladies, and this would be

led it, said she didn’t feel like doing so

¢ «Jt is avery nice piece of

on to say,

another,

meeting a pressing want of every age
and country.
:
|. Let me counsel you to cultivate cheerful contentment with your present geuer-

curious to know what became of the *‘ten
tribes” than what was to become of their

en, and with your presence and hele the
little prayer meeting would be enlarged,
and exert a much greater influence for
good in the community.”
:
But Mrs. Janes made no response to this
appeal, and ere long the prayer meeting
gasped outits Tife. "The sister who had

mother a present.
went

and

be a surplus of honest, intelligent, faithful individuals of either sex, this class

and people went to

meeting and Sunday-school. But in their
study of the Bible, they were -often more

which, if not sinful, was unlooked for, and
¢ Mrs. Janes is just splendid; she is by some deemed unseemly, if not impropPerhaps Mrs.
real lively; she invits us to visit her, er, in Sabbath-school.
and loves to show her pretty things, and Janes thought a degree of liveliness
talk about fashions as well as we do. would render the school attractive and
How did Noah
She tells how we must think much of draw in outsiders.—*‘‘
ourselves,and maintain a nice appearance, manage to keep all the creatures he got
and try to make good settlements in life, with him in the ark at peace one with another?” ¢ Who was Cain's wife?” ¢ Did
80 as to be respected and honored.”
All for this world apparently.
Mrs, the sun really stand still for Joshua?”
Janes was very social,she visited much,and '¢¢ What did the wheel within the wheel
treated company finely. Her French head- of Ezekiel mean?” Curious things, but
dresses nodded superbly above the heavy of what spiritual profit? None of Mrs.
silver tea-service, as she dispensed hos- Janes’ class ever heard her pray: she
pitality at the head of her damask-draped never said to them, ‘ You have souls
dining table. None had such dainty dishes whose value is beyond all else: there is a
she to set before her guests. Her son sent life to come for which you should be
her so many rare things from the city: training yourselves here, by living lives
Parmesan cheese, canned meats and for- devoted to God and man.”
eign jellies. Mrs. Jands thought much
Mrs. Janes, however, has had the adof what she ate, she said she did.
Hers dress to maintain a certain power of pepwas a ‘‘fleshly body”
to look upon ularity in the community ; she is still the
certainly, too stout for *‘ grace” in one dressy, lively, nice sort of body, but I
sense. If she had been fifty or seventy- never heard a person say she was a spirfive pounds less in avoirdupois, the fash- itnal Christian :—this is not her rank and’
ions would have fallen more gracefully standing. Ido not know as she would
about her figure. Several times the mem- care to be thus ranked ; she seems excelbers of the Mothers’ Society invited her lently well satisfied with herse}f, and her
apparently
to attend the monthly meetings, and be- position in the community;
come its president. She did not answer wholly occupied and engrossed in domesthem yea or nay, but she never went, tic and social affairs ;—dressing, receivand so carried herself that at length the ing, visiting, keeping up style and apmembers of the society felt themselves pearances. A residence of several years
distanced, and not at liberty to approach has verified the opinion formed of Mrs.
her with the subject.
One, bolder than Janes at the time of her coming. She is
+‘ a woman of this world.”
:
the rest, said:
But
upon
the
whole,
has
not
the
church
¢ Sister Janes, you will come and take
the lead of our Female Prayer Circle, prospered under the care of this minister
won't you?
A few of us have struggled and his wife? In some ways, it has.
along most two years, and felt it was a But I must leave the consideration of that
means of spiritual profit;—when you ‘question till another time, having written
came, we felt our prospects would bright- what I have in the present article.

ble commemoration of the Centenary of spond, save to say, she did not crave of-

3:5.

We

«I think Mr. Janes is a good man, but

and take the

and

s

in Sabbath-school, and they said:

Robert

reputed originator of

sorry, I am pained and disappointed.
have a woman of this world.”

and another spoke their

writes the name there ; and when written,

Raikes, the

am

Time passed on, and one

charge of our ‘Mother’s Meeting,’ as the
The London Sunday-school Union have
completed their arrangements for a suita-

I

Janes.

ed good doctrine,

the friend responded,
*
;
not
such a person

as this in our minister's wife,

names of all who believe in Christ. Faith

the ceaseless fertility of healing influences

:
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are at a discount; while there

can

never

of the past did not regard it a mean practice to “* go-a-cousining.”
Aue
One or two facts, However, seem hope-

ful at the present time: first, the re-unions along the measured periods of the mar-

riuge-life-journey ; and, secondly, the efforts being made to collect and publish
the family records of our ancestors. It is
well that this good work should go on.

hyBR
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SOME OF THE GREAT MISSIONARIES
OF MEDIEVAL EUROPE,
BY MRS. V. G. RAMSEY.
2

&

X.

OtHO, VICELIN, MEINHART, ADALBERT,
Though the advance of Christianity in
the eleventh century had nearly obliterated

the old Sclavonic superstitions in Russia,
they continued to maintain their supremacy in other parts of Europe, and the
opening of the twelfth century found
Pomerania, Livonia, and Prussia still
. heathen lands, presenting

the

most

for-

midable obstacles to the labor of Christian missionaries.
)

In the ‘year 1122, Bernard, a Spanish
priest, entered

Pomerania.

the garb of a mendicant,

unprotected,

and

the ambassador

He came in

bare-footed, and

announced
of

the

himself ae

great

God,

who

sent him to them with the words of truth
and life. Accustomed to the pomp ef
their own priests, the Pomeranians re-

garded

him

«How

can we

with

profound

believe,”

the great God

contempt.

they said, ¢‘ that

sends us

a messenger

without even shoes on his feet? If he
has words for us, let him send a suitable
person who will not discredit his name.”
In spite of his piety, zeal, and self-devo.tion,

Bernard

country.

was

forced

to

leave

Returning to Poland,

Bishop

Otho,

a Suabian

the

he met

of noble birth,

and commanding presence, whom he besought to undertake the work that had so
signally failed in his hands. The King

of Poland, who held Pomerania under
his government, seconded the
of Bernard, offering to send
escort, and to sustain him by
of his arms. Otho was moved

entreaties
a military
the power
to under-

RL

AT

is ag

resisted the attempts of their German
neighbors to force Christianity on them.
In the year 1124, Vicelin and a number
of pious men who had rallied around
him, formed themselves into a fraternity,
vowing to devote their lives to prayer, to
visiting the sick, to relieving the poor,
and to especial labor for the enlightening

and conversion of the

heathen. They

settled down among this most unfriendly
people, and by their zeal, their charity,
and the sanctity of their lives they won

the hearts of many to Christ, and opened
the way for the introduction of civilization and learning.
In the later part of the twelfth century
missionaries forced their way into the
wilds of Livonia, nd planted the outposts of Christianity and civilization on
the eastern

shore of the

Baltic

Sea,

and

on the Gulf of Finland. Bravest and
most successful among these was Meinhart, a man who had been

trained in

of Bishop Vicelin's schools.

amid perils and discouragements

but not

without a measure of success.
We

turn

now

to

Prussia,

the

last

stronghold , of Sclavonic
superstition.
We find this country, in the heart of Europe, at the beginning of the thirteenth
century, given up to the most revolting
heathenism. Their altars streamed with
the blood of human sacrifices. Infanticide
was common. Widows were doomed to
perish on the funeral pile with their hus-

attired in rich

pontifical robes, with the utmost display
of pomp and power that he could command, marched boldly into the town, and
ascending an ¢minence where he could
be heard, he addressed the angry crowd.

“The

blessing

of

the

Lord

God

of

they

and

were so awed by his bold and

manding attitude,

com-

and so moved by his

- persuasive eloquence,

that many forsook

their idol#, and came to him for baptism.
We can

not

follow

Otho

through

+ many years of labor in this land.
" tlound the Pomeranians a fierce

born
strong

race.

The

heathen

in

numbers

and

his

He

aad stub-

party

was

influence,

and

determined and bitter in their opposition
to Christianity. They often put his life
in peril,

and

threatened

to

drive

him

from the country, - but he persevered in
his work, till the temples and idols disappeared and Christian churches took
their places and Pomerania was nominally a Christian land.
Some incidents in the life of this
missionary bishop prove to us that the
gospel he preached,
though it might
have been mingled with the prevailing
errors of the age, had in it the power to
touch the hearts of men, and to reform
their lives ; we are told that he had erected a church at Gutzkow, on the site of an
idol temple. At its consecration
he
preached so eloquently on the duty of
consecrating the heart to God, and the
utter uselessness
of temples of wood,

and stone, if men

did not devote

them-

selves to works of mercy and forgiveness,
and avoid rapine.fraud and slave-dealing,
that Mizlav, the governor of the district,

was moved to release those whom he
held imprisoned for debt. In reply to

the

bishop's exhortation

to remember

the words of our Lord’s prayer, ‘* Forgive
us our debts as we forgive our debtors,”
he exclaimed, ¢ Her then in the name

of the Lord Jesus, I give these men their
liberty; that, according to thy word, my
sins may be forgiven me, and that dedication of the heart, of which thou hast
spoken may be fulfilled in me.”
Among

those debtors was a noble

Danish youth,

who was held for a debt of five

hundred

pounds which his father owed the governor. He was brought forth from his
cell, laden with

fetters, and led

to the

altar of the church where Mizlav pronounced him free, expressing the hope
that as he forgaye this debt, so at the last

day all his sins might be forgiven.

bordering

The Wends

on the Elbe and the Oder.
were

strongly. wedded to

their barbarous idolatry, and had fiercely

harih to visit similar places in the city.

Many a young man will date his ruin
froma that smoking car. Then abolish
the smoking car temptation.—N. E. Methodist.

done,

ality of the people of God; there is the
soil preparing
for the seed of the word,
and all these belong to the prayer-meeting.—Dr. Todd.
>

WANDERING THOUGHTS.
foreign

If they

advises

all

detain

them

A New

more fully on God, shut out, as effectually as you can, all distractions from with-

to

not

who

re-

is ad-

circuits

and

by

raise

and

of decorum

the government of Poland,

and natural-

ly felt the discontent of a conquered people, but the unjust and unreasonable burdens imposed by their new roaster aroused them to fury, and intensified their ha-

tred of Christianity.
An insurrection
broke out, and the heathen party swept
all before them.
Nearly three hundred
chiurches and chapels were destroyed,
and Christians wherever they were found
were put to the sword.
These sanguin.
ary measures were terribly avenged.
*¢ The Teutonic Knights,” and ¢‘ The

Brethren of the Sword”—now

that cru-

mers Presbyterian Church, Quebec,

in

Haven clergyman thinks the

Mexicans, of whom

the State.

there

are

20,000

in

At their late meeting they li-

censed a Mexican ruling elder
to his countrymen.
A sperm whale was lately
off the island of Eleuthera by
sixteen Methodist fisherman,

the oil and

ambergris

to preach

harpooned
a party of
who . sold

in London

and

with the proceeds paid off a debt on ome
of their mission chapels.

The great Cathedral at Cologne
was begun in

1248,

will

be

which

completed

and sold.
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though the last to take her place

in

her in advance of some of her older sisters. On the soil where scarcely six centuries ago, the Teutonic Knights planted
the cross on the ruin of heathen altars
that had been bathed in. human blood,

she stands to-day,

proud and strong, a

‘leader among the Protestant nations.
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ALVIGE THAT SHOULD BE HEEDED.
:

Do

Not

Use

Nostrums.

REV. WM. ANDERSON, Fordham, New York, writing to a
Childs’ Catarrh Treatment:
I would advise you to write to Rey. T. P. Childs, Troy, Ohio.
if you can be relieved by medication, his remedy will afford you
treatment for catarrh I have known. Do not use those nostrums
can recommend them. They seriously injure the healthy parts.
dorsed by three physicians in his town.
Yours truly,

THE ENTIRE

FAMILY

friend in Andover, Mass., says of
His remedy
you can rely on; and
certain relief. It is the pire reliable
advertised unless your
physician
Rev. T. P. Childs’ remedy is enWM. ANDERSON.

OF A MISSIONARY

Childs’ Treatment
Rev. Thomas Allen, now residing
the position of District Secretary of

:

all it professes

CURED.

to be.

in Dayton, Ohio, after twelve years’ service in India, accepted
the American Baptist Missionary Union for Ohio and West
Vir-

guia; The entire Samily contracted catarrh in its worst form while in India. Their wonderful cure
r. Allen relates himself. Mr. Allen has a wide reputation, and the cure of such prominent men is
worthy the attention of all the afllicted.
& Bev. THOMAS ALLEN, District Secretary of the American Baptist Missionary Union, sends us
e following:
.
DR. CHILDS—Dear Brother: This is to certify that I have used your Catarrh Specific and Cold
Air Inhaling Balm in my family with the most beneficial results.
¥ son, now in Madison University, New York, was so badly afflicted with catarrh

1 feared for a time that

he

was

incurable;

and

when I spunea to you for medicine my hope was faint. It acted speedily and efficiently, and I believe saved him from an early grave. He is now perfectly'cured. My
wife, who had become very
much reduced by a residence in Farther India, as a missionary, has derived Froat benefit from your
Inhaling Balm. I can most heartily commend these medicines to the afflicted, believing they are all
they profess to be.
THOMAS ALLEN,
Truly your brother,

THE CHANCELLOR OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA CURED.
Too much stress can not be laid upon the following testimonial. Dr. Fairfield is well known all
over the United States as a man of high standing, learning and great elofuenes in the pulpit. He is
at present the Chancellor of the University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Neb.
Prior to the use of Childs’
Catarrh Specific he had entirely lost the use of his voice, and was compelled to
lectures.
The fact that Childs’ Catarrh Specific restored so prominent a man

health, should convince the most skeptical that their cases are not hopeless.

CAN LECTURE
Catarrh

Specific

A

LEADING

OHIO
Thanks

suspend bis daily
to usefulness and

DAILY.
the

True

Theory.

JUDGE

for Childs’

practice for cure of Nasal
is now so well restored
in preaching. You are at
F

AIRFIELD, D.D., LL.D.

CURED.

Treatment.

J. COLLETT, of Lima, O., writes : ‘ You will remember

3

how terribly Catarrh

Now I am cured ; head free, air passages all open, and breathing natural.

had

A LADY

IN MASSACHUETTS

taken

I express

and

so

CURED.

REv. T. P. CHILDS—Dear Sir: Ihave suffered from a severe cough,
most of the time for the
Jase four years. Physicians have told me it was caused by chronic inflammation of the bronchial
bes. I procured some of your Cold Air Inhaling Balm, with other medicines, about the middle of
last January, and have used it since with the most satisfactory results. 1 have not been so nearly
free from a cough during the past four years as I'am at this present time, and the result is wholly
your Balm, which I heartily recommend

to that large

class

of invalids

Very vespectfully yours,
Y
©
MES. J. H. BULLARD,

who

have

3
Springfield, Mass.

Sufferings

of a Resident

of Texas.

One of the most terrible cases of Catarrh we have had in our practice was that of W. 8. Sandel, of
Willis, Montgomery County, Texas. He writes:
J
In 1878 I was attacked with Catarrh, slight at first, but it gradually
grew worse and worse. In
the spring of 1877 the disease assumed a new form ; my mouth and throat were attacked, ulcers
were formed, and soon the ulva was all eaten away, and large sores through the posterior nares.
My condition now was not only deplorable, but apparently hopeless. Large quantities of very offensive matter were discha
from the nostrils and throat; and for days together I could take no
food but spoon victuals. Iknew of no remedy, and the doctors could
give me no relief” or advice.
My sufferings were intense, and distraction of mind was added to my physical sufferings.
:
After three months use of our treatment he reported a radical change for the better, and again in
a recent letter he says: “I AM ENTIRELY CURED; all the horrible disease entirely removea.”

PACIFIC R. R.

CHICAGO, ROCK ISLAND &

THE

Can you soniprehend in its terrible significance that this disease is more fatal to mankind TL
all the fevers and other ailments we know of, or the millions of people that labor under it?
y
often are unconscious of its rava
until the discharge from the nose and throat bring it painfully
home to them, in the ineffective efforts to cough and Sxpeciorate the offensive matter. Can anyth
be more disgusting to the looker-on than this spectacle?
Yet none are so frequent. You will find
in every street car,in every public conveyance. This is only the be DINE of the disease. If reuires instant scientific treatment. From the delicate organization of the p
affected, there is no
me to lose ; Rothing but the most decided measures will
arrest the silent progress of this cruel
:
malady. There must be no neglect.

Horrible
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Pastor in New Jersey Does Not Regret the Cost.

IS THE GREAT CONNECTING LINK BETWEEN THE EAST AND THE WEST!
Its main line runs from Chicago to Council Bluffs
and Omaha, passing
through Joliet,
Ottawa, La
Salle, Geneseo, Moline, Rock Island, Davenport,
West
Liberty,
Iowa City,
Marengo, Brookly
Grinnell, and
Des Moines, (the capitol ot Iowa)
with branche: from Bureau Junction to Peoria;
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Inflammation of the Ear is frequently caused by the
extension of the inflammation from the Throat and
Nasal Cavities through the Eustachian Tubes to the
delicate and complex machinery forming the organs
v
¥
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® of hearing, often resulting in the closure of the tubes
or Suppuration of the fragile bones, causing more or less impairment of hearin , and. sometimes

hold upon me.
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TUBES.

to Jou again what I said in a recent letter, * A thousand thanks to you for so sure a remedy
very cheap.”
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For eighteen years terrible headaches, disgusting nasal discharges, dryness of
throat
bronchitis, priv thoy soreness of the lun; s OE
mealy mucous, and ne
ae
ing me for my professional duties, and b:
ng me to the Jorge of the grave—ALL were caused by,
and the result of, Nasal Catarrh. “After spending hundreds of dollars and obtaining no relief,
Rounded my CATARRH SPECIFIC AND COLD AIR INHALING BALM, and wroght upon myself aI comwonSori] cure.
sures Now
Now I Lea
can speakpea for hours
with no difficulty, and can breathe freely in any atmos1

BY

J

ot

GCA TIE

SR. WT

Gr

our Palace Cars i8_a SMOKING SALOON where
you can enjoy your “Havana' at all hours of the day.
Magnificent Iron Bridges span the Mississippi and
Missouri rivers at all points crossed by;this line, and
transfers are avoided at Council Bluffs, Leavenworth and Atchispn, connections being made in
Union depots.
THE PRINCIPAL R. R. CONNECTIONS OF
GREAT THROUGH LINE ARE AS FOLLOWS :

X40 not regret the money it cost in using your medicine. I can heartily recommend
me nt.
urs,
sida LapPINCOTT, Clarkshbbro, Gloucester
.

Pastor of Methodist

your treatCo.,
N. J.

wl

Church Cured.

Your treatment cured me; your inhalers are excellent. This is the only radical cure I have ever
found.
E. 8. MARTIN, Pastor, M. E. Church, Port Carbon, Pa.
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REV. T. P. CHILDS—Dear Sir: I think you have the true theory
and
Catarrh, and also for the treatment of the respiratory organs. My throat
that I lecture daily without any difficulty, and find no difficulty whatever
full liberty to use my name for the benefit of others.
Yours very uly,
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to take

such cases, at least, as have bafiled

perseverance and skill.” Brochure sent free. Address DRS. STARKEY & PALEN, 1112 Girard Street,
Philadelphia, Pa.

0)

and
South.
)
At ENGLEWOOD, with the Lake Shore & Michigan
Southern
and Pittsburg, Ft. Wayne & Chicago R. Rds.
At WASHINGTON HEIGHTS, with Pittsburg, Cint LA BALLE,
Atronia,

religion of the Prince of Peace was established by the sword, Strange and sad as
this history is, we can but rejoice to ob-

sciences followed in their train. Prus-

ment—in

Carter Winows

5y

en city

¢
§f

influence the most incredulous

WITH THE CEOCRAPHY OF THIS COUNTRY,
EXAMINING THIS MAP, THAT THE
=
=
roe
am

Tih Aankale >
N Non
IcHorihingt

™

deep rooted love for their old, but abomi-

were established, and learning was encouraged. Agriculture
and commerce
t comfort and wealth, and the arts

character, and your reasonings and facts, ought to

MAN

1S UNACQUAINTED

l——

held as slaves. Even under this treatment, paganism was not easily exterminated. Again and again the Prussians asserted their unconquorable spirit,and their

serve, that even here under all these disadvantagds, Christianity began at once
to assert its beneficent mission, schoels

LOOK AT THE EVIDENCE.
A retired physician in the State of New York
says: “I have read with care your Broheure, and
many of the cases given and treated by the ‘Com.pound Oxygen Treatment,’ and freely say the testimony from 80 many persons of reputation and

4,534 fami-

A

efficient.

Sold by druggists.

OR INFLAMMATION

This disease is 80 closely connected with Ca.
tarrh that it may be IY donne as a branch
of that disease, only modified and changed
by the nijure Jd ganization oF ihe pints af.
»
’
ected,
confin
e in
of the Nore, while Bronchitis affects the Smalt pipes entering into TT]
the vis known as the Bronchial
Tubes. Where this disease obtains its worst
aracter, tumors grow up like mushrooms, creating
inflammatory adhesions and discharge of offensive matter from the throat, extendin
through the
Eustachian Tube to the ear, which becomes affected. The absorption of the
ous matter is
very dangerous, and frequently results in Pulmonary Consumption and Death.tu
R

through

perfectly harmless and pesitively

eight thousand miles on his tours through
the State, and reports fifty per cent. of the
people as never attending church, many
of them having never listened to gospel
preaching.

baptism, were admitted to all the rights
of citizens, but those who refused were

and

is

extending

Allan, has perfected and given to the
world Allan’s Anti Fat.
Thus far in several hundred cases this great remedy has
never failed to reduce a corpulent person
from three to six pounds per week.
It is

lies weve visited during the year, and upwards of 1,200, Bibles were given away

in the year 1238, they entered the Prussian territory. For neatly fifty years they
continued a series of remorseless wars on
the wretched inhabitants.
Slowly but
surely they made themselves masters of
the whole country. The idols and temples were destroyed, and idolatry was
punished as a crime. Those who professed themselves proselytes, and received

in blood,

it

the disbursements $3,198.65;

The two orders were solemnly united and,

ism were obliterated

on,

experiments,

months of patient investigation and toil,
the celebrated analytical chemist,
J. C.

doubtful philanthropy to give a list of a
neighboring pastor's flock and not one of
of his own.
We have heard of such considerate help by a pastor recently.—Baptist Weekly.
The receipts of the Vermont Bible Society for the last year were $4.030.33;

sades into the Holy Land had become unpopalar—resolved to use their swords in
a crusade against heathenism in Europe.

nable customs. But the war was unequal.
All Christendom was against them. The
army of the crusaders was constantly reinforced by men who thought it glory to
fight under the banner of, the cross.
At
last the mastery was gained; and the
struggle ceased.
Many of the Prussian chiefs were reduced to the condition of serfs, and the peoplein despair accepted the religion of their
conquerors. The last vestiges of pagan-

many

Can-

ada.
It is well to help benevolent causes,
but when a clergyman gives the names
called

BRONCHITIS,

tendency of evangelists is to break up
astorates, because nine city pulpits have |
come vacant.since Moody an
Sankey
were there 18 months ago.
The Presbytery of Colorado has entered actively on mission work among the

the house of God. The time was when
only the openly ungodly would talk in
time of prayer and misbehave in the
honse of God; but how many professed
Christians could much improve their deportment, during divine service, by imitating the more decorous of the irreligious! With the mind fixed on God and
the things of the world shut out, let those
thoughts of things which are liable to distract us be perceived, as they must be,
but let the mind instantly be called back
to the main line and current of devotion.
We shall thus apply the same principles
on which we rely in other matters to the
building up of the life of God in the soul.
Brethren, ‘I speak this for our profit,
that we may attend upon the Lord with-

of people to be

Bhtful
character, sud, in serofuto comprehend the terrible extent of this efiuvium in its loath:
is nee of smell; being wusble

invi-

next spring, having been
apore . than. six
and a quarter years in
Wuilding. The
capstones
and crosses
have yet to be
placed on the towers.
out distraction."—J. M. Buckley, D.D.
*+o+
Some time ago the pastor of the Methodist Cre of Cambria Mills, Mich.,
Congregationulist, and this
Miss Mary Travis, a lady who attained became a
the advanced age of one hundred years, a summer their new pastor has left them to
few weeks ago, has recently been bap- join the same body.
by the Vicar of “Cottingham. This
sia with eighteen fellow laborers, but with- | tized
¢ Laugh and Grow Fat.”
event is said to be without a parallel in
in twelve months, they all shared the fate the history of the Church of England.
This ancient bit of advice is well for
of Adalbert.
The Rev. Dr. Matthews, who has been
‘¢ spare” people, but how about those that
Two centuries passed, centuries full for.some years a pastor in New York are already too fat ? What is to become of
of war and blood—and yet this land lay city, has been installed pastor of Chal- them? Sit still, and I'll tell’ you. After
in darkness, and its abominations were
beginning te be regarded as a shame to

by Catarrh,
Th,in
In ordina
nary circumstances,
;
whether brought
ght on on byby climati
climatic or accidentai l ca uses , i8 not
) A ny me ne Hticult to cu rein healthy
ersons, provided proper treatment is commenc
e before
predisposition or direct irregularity, a tainted diathesis, Crd
out hos, Sher Bom hevediary
sumes a phase of the most dangerous characte 1, requiring
the most careful and scientific man
ment, In these cases th
not confined to the linings of the interior of the
Hd po
tends to the Eth:
o disease fy

Rev. Dr. J. N. Galleher of New York
has been unanimously chosen bishop of
the Episcopal diocese of Louisiana.

come,

heart and mind

maintain a true standard

one

EFFECTS OF CATARRH IN THE SYSTEM.

shall all be cleared off.

Be ever on your guard\against

do all possible

the

tation of the Central Church in that city.
For the present all Methodist work
among the soldiers in Paris is interdicted
by the French Government.
:
A gentleman in Philadelphia has offered to give $50,000 towards paying off the
inglebtedness of the various
Baptist
churches in that city provided the $200,| 000 which they owe in the aggregate

is the Sabbath-school ; there is the liber-

out, and

on

will be held at Norwich, Conn.,

or to be prayed for, but this; whereas,
there is the spirituality of the church,
there is the word, the seed sown; there

as they fly,” but fix the

schools

‘missions not to send as delegates to the
Conference any persons who use the
weed.
The annual meeting of the Providence
Conference of the M. E. Church for 1880

Don’t always be harping’ on one string,
either in your prayers, or in your exhortation. Keep the wheels out of the old,
deep rut. Some are always Swelling upnothing

and

ceive for ordination any
dictedto it, and

FO
40

on a revival, as if there is

churches

the use of tobacco, will hereafter

HAVE VARIETY.

as come they will, ‘‘ do not

‘While Bishop Otho was laboring y and
sia,
bring the Pomeranians into the fami
of Christian. nations Vicelin, Bishop o ‘the
has
Oldenburg, was engaged in a similar
work among the heathen Wends, a Sclavonic nation that inhabited
the country

Wit

no regard for religious entertainment, these
corporations agree in casting this sop to
the devil, and thus acting as the puiveyors of liquor establishments
and gambling
saloons. The boy initiated in the smoking car in bad courses will consider it no

tianity had been made

Here, in

sustaining

being furnished by the railroad compa-

go in and out of all large cities?

or three

Mortlock Islands in Micronesia.
One thousand five hundred dollars is
the amount expected to be raived this
year for missions in Liberia by the colored Baptists of South Carolina.
Dr, Palsford, of Glasgow, has been invited to the pastorate of the Weigh House
Chapel, London, of which Rev. T. Binney
was for forty years pastor.
Dr. Foster, of Clifton Springs, N. Y., is
erecting for the Y. M. C. A. of that town
a building containing coffee and prayer
rooms, and a hall seating 600.
The Metropolitan of Moscow lately
preached on
the infallibility of the Czar,
a doctrine formerly held by the orthodox
Greek Church but of late years suffered
to fall into abeyance.
The Western Michigan Methodist: Conference has declared emphatically against

nies. How does a Christian public tolerate such an ogre’s den on all our lines of
travel? Do Christian parents consider
what a temptation these railroad companies are placing before their sons as the

and wandering thoughts.

in vain.

Native Christians, only two

years out of heathenism, are building and

the line of the grog-shop. Its filth with
smoke and slime and spittle should warn
every decent man away as from a pestilent nuisance that needs to be abated.
The miserable sty is also erected into a
gambling saloon, tables for the players

bands, and slaves, both male and female,

heaven and earth be on you, O people of Christian’ Europe.
Again missionaries
Pyritz. Forthe sake of your saivation forced their way into it.
Christian, a
‘and happiness we have come a long and | Pomeranian monk, accompanied by sevweary way, and assuredly ye will be eral brethren labored with great success,
happy if ye listen to our word, and ac- and a bright day seemed dawning on
knowledge the Lord your Creator and those who had so long sat in ** the region
worship and serve only Him.”
and shadow of death.”
:
The people had nothing to complain of . The Prussians were at this time under
in the appearance of this messenger,

A SOHOOL OF VIOE." ‘y=!
The smoking car is a school of vice on

were burned with the corpse of their
master. Many efforts to introduce Chris-

the year 997,Adalbert, Bishop of Prague,
fell a martyr to his zeal. He had labored faithfully for several years to introduce
take the perilous and difficult enterprise, the gospel among this rude people who
and in May, 1124, he departed from lost no opportunity of showing their
Posen: with a great retinue, and plunged hatred and contempt of him. At last,
into the vast forest which then separat- being ordered to quit the country, and
ed Pomerania from Poland. They en- knowing that resistance was vain, he and
countered the utmost difficulties from the his companions departed from the scene
dense woods, the quaking morasses and of their fruitless labor, and while they
unbridged rivers. Having made their were on their way to the coast, they
way to the river Netze, they were met were attacked by a large party of infuriby a Pomeranian chief, with a band of ated pagans. Adalbert, perceiving that
five hundred men,
who
threatened to his hour had come, exhorted his friends to
intecept their course. After an inter- remain unmoved.
‘‘ We know,” he said,
view, in which the bishop explained his “for whom we are called to suffer, even
purpose in entering the country, they for our dear Lord. ‘What can be nobler
were permitted to proceed to Pyritz. than to die for him?”
There he found A’ great multitude of
He had scarcely uttered these words,
people assembled for a religious festival. when a heathen priest pierced him with
The native priests, understanding the a lance, and he fell, offering a prayer for
purpose of the strangers, excited the peo- his murderers.
:
ple against them, nnd the aspect was so
Another
attempt was made eleven
threatening that a weaker man would years later by Bruno, who entered Prus-

have recoiled; but Otho,

©

one

He labored
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Chicalox

MINISTERS,

LAWYERS,

Who are constantly using their voices, should
the dreadful suffering through which I passed
the necessity of care. If Catarrh has ol tamed
Ic, and commence the treatment at once. You

TEACHERS.

be watchfulof the first approaches of Catarrh. After
I can not tpo strongly urge upon my brother s
ers
a hold, send at once and obtain my CATARRH SPECIFmay save yourself years of agony.

HOMETREATMENT
‘Unlike a patent medicine, or the many so.called Catarrh cures advertised CHILDS’ CATARRH
TREATMENT must be adapted to the wants and constitutional needs of each individual patient. A
knowle
of this is of the first importance, and of this we make a Special study. We use in our
treatment the best instruments, nicely adapted to the skillful treatment of this disease, and yet so
simple that the
patient can use them with perfect safety without pain.
St]
Childs’ Treatment for Catarrh, or for the diseases of the Bronchial Tubes. ean be taken at home,
wit pertont ease and safety, by the patient. No expense need be entailed beyond the cost of the
medicine.
x
J. H. Green, M. D., a physician of twenty years’ general and SPecial practice is now associated in
the business, and will pax special attention to all diseases of the p r Air Passages and to Affections of the Kars, and will prescribe where constitu tional treatment is neces
.
Senda three-cent stamp and obtain the facts and expense of this treatment. Say you saw this in
the Morning Star.
ddress
\

~ T. P. CHILDS & CO., Proprietors,
TROY,

OFEIO.

A

THE

3&8
account in this particular.

G. F.

MOSHER, Editor.
and all letters
be

addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H.

.

OUR DENOMINATIONAL OENTENNIAL,
The year 1880, in which occurs the one
hundredth anniversary of the existence of
the Freewill Baptist denomination,is close
On the 30th of June

next,

just

one hundred years will have passed since
Benjamin Randall organized the church
at New Durham. In the midst of our Revolutionary struggle, and after a severe
spiritual conflicton the partof him who was,

under God, its founder, the denomination
came into existence. The period was
opportune, and the demand, forced by the
erroneous theology and formalism of that
day, was recognized as imperative.

From

this one church as a nucleus there has
now been the growth of a century. There
has been development in doctrine and
There have been severe

encoun-

ters with the powers of evil, and some
marked triumphs have been achieved.
There has been commendable endeavor
to keep pace with the progress of the age,

both in attainments and in methods and
spheres of labor. Indeed, results have
been reached which Randall in his humility and singleness of purpose did not so

much as even dream of.

The fruitage of

one hundred years of Christian.

effort

is,

to-day, manifest in the churches which
have been organized, the missions planted, the institutions of learning founded,
aid rendered in breaking the chains of the
oppressed, false theories corrected and in
all the beneficent agencies in operation.
Moreover, how great is the company of
the redeemed ones on the other shore,
who, while here, were abundant in labors

and who being dead yet speak! There
are several things which will pertain to
the special work of our centennial year
to which it seems fitting that attention be
called.
1. The year should be one of earnest
and thoughtful retrospection. It should
be to the denomination what the

anniver-

sary of birth is to the individual. There
should be, and doubtless

will

of

a ** Centenary Fund,” and thus struck the

on business, remittances of money, &c., should

at hand.

means

by their example. Our last General Conference proposed the sum of $500,000 as

All communications designed for publication

should be addressed to the Editor,

By

what was done a grand impetus was
given to all their work, ‘We should profit
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polity.

be,

a

re-

viewal of the causes and circumstances
which gave rise to our existence, the
‘changes through which we have passed,
the nature of the opposition which we
have encountered and what we have accomplished for truth and in the world’s
evangelization. It is not necessary that
a state or a people be territorially or numerically large in order to have an inter-

key-note sufficiently high. It is to be
remembe red, however, that this sum was
designed to cover all our benevolent offerings during the year of whatever kind,

including endowments

of schools

and

colleges,
church-building, debt-paying
and contributions for carrying forward
our benevolent work. But as large as
this sum may seem to be in the aggregate, it is only about six and two-thirds
dollars per member.
Could this sum be
raised, who can compute

the

amount

of

vigor and enterprise which would be
thereby infused into every part of our
work. The send-off which would be
given to the second century of our existence would be indeed grand! Such an
attainment is by no means among the impossibilities. Systematic and persistent
effort will accomplish wonders.
The
voice of the recent Anniversarics was in
favor of action. At least two of the Benevolent Societies have designated sums
as their respective share of the contemplated fund. Will not churches, schools
and all interested enter at once upon the
needed work ?
4. The
next
General
which will be held during

Conference,
next year,

should be made a memorable occasion.
At this point, the last Conference was not
deficient in action. Itcontemplated that
the next Conference be held as nenr as
practicable to the spot where tae denomination had its birth, that a day to be
known as a memorial day be spent at the
spot itself, and that words appropriate to
the occasion be spoken.

Such,

however,

is only the skeleton which will need to be
clothed with flesh and have breathed into
it the breath of life. Itis greatly to be
desired that the Conference itself be-composedof wise and godly men who shall
have great faith, and shall devise great
things. Let it be memorable in deeds as
well as in name!
Shall our Centennial year be of such a
character as we have designated? As
the result of its observance, shall our

in-

strumentalities be increased in efficiency,
ened, and all our people be filled with
hope and courage? These are questions
for each and all to answer. There are,
doubtless, many just now who arc waiting
for some action on the part of the Conference Board in whose charge the arrangements forour Centennial observance were
placed by the last Conference. Aware

that this Board must be embarrassed in its

be fully realized in the minds and hearts

steps with this end in view.

2. The year should be one of careful of teachers and school authorities-—a- disgathering up of the tangible results of tinction which Mr. Adams confesses himpast efforts. During the century of our self to have been slow in perceiving.
existence, and more especially during tie Sincerely desiring to make the public li-last filty years, meeting-houses have been: brary a source of profit and interest to the
erected, schools and colleges founded and humblest of the citizens of Quincy, this
endowed,
and our Benevolent Societies and gentleman took the pains, in the compithe Printing Establishment have done the lation of a catalogue, to incorporate somework for which they came into existence. what elaborate notes, historical and otherThe benevolent offerings of our people, wise, for the use of the common people.
though small in their individual sums, After a season of observation and investihave been constantly increasing, and they gation he was forced to admit, though rewill be found to be large in the aggre- luctantly at first, ¢ that, for the purposes
gate. It was also among the wise at least for which I designed them, the
recommendations of the last General Con- notes of the Quincy catalogue were almost
ference that the inventory of all denomi- wholly useless.” And again: “I have

national property, whether "belonging

to

churches, schools or other organizations,

" be carefully taken and that returns of

"the same be properly made, also that the
Societies and the

Printing

mt give a statement of the
ded. in their work respectively.
things be accurately and

son
"be both int
nan

come to the conclusion that we of the socalled educated class know absolutely
nothing about .
and the dollar and

. . .
the dollar
a half a day people

whom we especially wish to reach.”

«I

_ tenary, which occurred

turned their Cen- |

in 1866, to great

say, not in
a member

of

the school committee and a trustee of the

public library all these years if he has
truly learned thus much wisdom.
;
Closely interwoven with this distinction
is another;

and

that

is,

that

the

food

adapted for the mind of the child is not
the same as that adapted for grown up
people. This proposition is so plain and
simple that it has been almost universally
violated by those who should have known
better. We give an extract from Mr,
Adams's own experience on this point:
There are few things more melancholy
than to reflect on the amount of useless
labor which

good,

honest,

aS RSF

A

ESET

DECEMBER
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1879.

gonsciousness, knows

nothing

whatever

t child, and if he means
the street
‘abou

to

get hold of him he has first got to study

cussions

hold,

nuisances.

They can't understand them;

which holds him up and draws

to him.

Now he is our Saviour. By and by he
will be our judge. Happy those who accept him now before the day of reparation.

opens

up

the

whole question.

What is the appropriate mental food
adapted to those who are the objects of
education?

What, in short, are the means

by which the every-day life of our common people can be made better and “happier? There are profitable and suggestive
hints here and there to be found,

CURRENT

TOPICS.

the church, nor salutary to sinners, nor
pleasing to God. ‘Spiritual rolling seas-

comparatively few instances, but ‘if faith
may they not, also, secure

a

measure

of

this power for all seasons?” The Advocale adds :
Between what are called revival seasons
sinners are perishing,
Christians are
backsliding, and the fruits of the revival
itself are being scattered. Let us have
protracted meetings, revivals once a year,
if we can, but let us also try to have a
good, lively, spiritual church all the time..
e are not sure that God in his dealing

Nowhere else is human character so
vividly depicted as in the first part of the
sermon on the mount.
What makes it
especially valuable is its portraiture of

Saviour

himself—the

model

man.

There he sat with his little company of
lowly disciples near by, with throngs of
scribes and Pharisees, rulers and people
from Jerusalem, Judea, Galilee, Decapolis and the regions beyond, attracted by
the fame of his rousing words and mighty
acts. He began in the strain of David
in the first psalm, *‘ Blessed is the man
that walketh not,” etc. So here he says,

¢¢ Oh, the blessedness of the lowly

mind-

ed, the sympathetic, the meek, lovers

of

the right, the compassionate, the pure,
the peaceful.” Such is the Messiah's estimate in distinction from that of a proud,
deceitful world, and how

true and valid.

The words are but an expression of the
great author himself, in his own life and
character. How fully he embodied all
these traits.
His meekness is
well
brought out in a late sermon by Mr.
Spurgeon, as compared with Mohammed,
with his beloved disciple, with Elijah

and Moses.

View him weeping over Je-.

rusalem, praying for his murderers, dealing so graciously with persons of every
class, and in all' his relations adapting
himself to the needs of men.
He is just the Saviour we need—the infinite Jehovah, yet real man and elder
brother; with all knowledge and wisdom, with full sympathy, kindness, and
love,

patience,

forbearance,

and

tender

mercy.
Mr. Spurgeon says: ‘‘ Jesus is the silver
tongue of grace.
Sinners!
hear the
sweet bells ringing as Jesus now invites
you to come unto him. ‘Come unto me,
all ye that are .weary and heavy laden:
for I am not stern, I am not harsh,

I am

no fire-killing Elijah. I am the
tender, lowly-hearted Jesus.’ ”’

meek,

We deal too much with truth in the abstract—set laws and precepts before us to
reform and regulate our lives, But the
effort always proves abortive. It is not
in man that walketh to direct his steps.
Rules and principles, however excellent,
can never smooth the asperities of our
“nature, make

the

crooked

al-

lowed to confirm any church or body of
Christians in their present low and sluggish condition, but rather to arouse them,

to set them at work for Christ and souls,
and to make them a constant and unvarying light to those in darkness.

straight,

give

sight to the blind and hearing to the deaf.
Miracles of grace, equally with the natural, require infinite power and love.

Je-

Come, weary wanderer. Attempt not a
task too hard for you. Jesus received
"sinners while on earth, made them disci-

solemn

vesponsibility

men:

!

up on
.

;

Can not God carry on this work withoutus? He will not. It is included in
his plan that his word shall be :¢ preached,” and not only so, but that it

shall

be

preached to ‘ every creature.”
Think of the faithlessness of men thwart-

ing the purposes of God!

And yet if men

what

cther

result

on in Junbecould

follow?

Such a state of things may not be among
the probabilities, indeed can not in view
of the positive statements in the Bible.
But it is true of hosts of people that they
are guilty not only of encouraging ignorance, intemperance, vice, and licentiousness at home, but also of refusing

to

aid

in dispelling the same evils abroad.
can

measure

their

sinfulness

Who

here,

or

their remorse in the great day?
——TnHE Christian. Intelligencer (Dutch
Reformed) is not scolding when it says,
speaking of the Baptists:
:
This. large body of Christians which
puts great stress upon an exact obedience
to the.commands and an exact imitation
of our Lord Jesus Christ, and which ac-

cuses other Christiansof glaring
in obedience, tai’

large

body

does

the

Biblical

Re-

corder says that *‘ the Baptists have the
best creed in the world, and therefore
they are bound to be the best people in
the world, but, alas! they let almost all
other Christians give more to the cause of
Christ than they.” Whatever may be the
creed of a denomination,

its Christianity

is shown by its practical daily life, and in
doing the things that are Christ-like. :
There is evidently room for most of th y{
denominations to improve in the matter
of giving—Baptists and all.
-—REFERRING

to the appropriation made

by the Boston school board to be spent in
fitting up and maintaining an industrial
institute suitable for the technical education of young

mechanics,

the

New

Eng-

land Journal of Education says :
The public schools were established to
give children a rudimentary, and not a
professional, education ; the culture of an
ability to obtain a profession, rather than
the elements of a profession . ...Grant
the use of the public money for the education of a blacksmith, a machinist, a
ianist, and you must divide the balance
Praen the aspirants for the pulpit, the
bar, and the school of medicine. There
is no dividing-line between them. . ..

Let us not make a mistake by admitting
the thin end of the professional wedge

into our school system. The thick end
will surely split it asunder.
That may be in part true. But if, in
the ordinary use of the money appropriated for public education, there is no refer-

ence whatever to the natural bentof the
student, is the money used to the best advantage ?
THE

testimony

of the President

of

doing
the same work now. He will receive and save you, if you will give up
all to him. Put your hand in his, rest

him your heart,

to see women take up any kind of univer-

He is

your fainting head on his bosom, give
life.

consecrate

to him

your

new

chapels

The churches seem

tance. About
were given.

BRIEF

NOTES.

Concerning the colored Jubilee Singers, who

forty

warm

exhortations

Sunday-school address by Bro.

Worden,

but from ill health, Bro. W. had not been
able to prepare the address and so was

Bro. Worden has recently

been ordained pastor of the church at
Columbus Quarter. There is one little

have been giving concerts in aid of the school

circumstance

at Harper's Ferry, it ought to be said that
they no longer represent that school, but are

ordination that has never been made public. At the close of the service, while

now traveling on their own responsibility.
We can commend them, however, as being
among the best of that class of singers.
¢ Preachers who do

not

preach,”

the Methodist, * are more

We

exclaims

or less of

refer, of course,

a

nui-

to able-bodied

men; not to the disabled or
‘We might add that churches

$pperannuate.”
hat will not

have a preacher are a greater nuisance still—
that is, ff the church is able and not superan-

nuate.
An admirable

supplement to Forster's life of

the late Charles Dickens

is the

two

volumes

of his ** Letters,” which have been edited by
his sister-in-law, Miss Hogarth, and his daughter, Miss Dickens,
They reveal the man as
nothing else could.
They are published by
Charles Scribner’s Sons, New York.
A concerted movement is on

foot

to secure

from the congregations in all the Protestant
and Jewish places of worship in New York

an annual contribution for the aid of the several hospitals, infirmaries and

asylums for the

sick and suffering.

Sunday

The

last

in the

year, and the Saturday preceding for the syna-

gogues, are proposed.
The Baptist Teacher,

for Sunday-school

:

The evening had been set apart fora

excused.

“in connection ' with that’

the brethren were shaking hands all
around, one good brother quietly slipped

a modest $10 into the writer's hand as a
compensation for the service of the occasion. It was a simple act—so simple that
some churches forget to do it—but it

spoke much for the generosity of the Co-

lumbus church. On Saturday evening, after

a ehort sermon,

» Woman's

Missionary

Society was organized with Mrs. B. F.
Marsden, president, and: Mrs, G. R. Foster,secretary. Several of the ¢’.urches in
this Q. M. have already organi ed auxiliary societies and it is hoped the others will

organize soon.This makes, we believe,
the
fourth Quarterly

Meeting

Woman's Mis-

sionary Society in the Central Association.

We hope

before another annual meeting

of the Association,to see a Society in every
Q. M. within its limits, It can be done
with proper faith, earnestness and push.
~ On Sunday morning,” the writer spoke

to

the people again,

after which the

Lord's people came around his table.
workers, begins its new year in a new form,
with an attractive cover and more than attractIn the evening,
Rev. G.R. Foster, of
ive contents. George A. Peltz, D. D., be- Smyrna, preached an excellent sermon.
comes its editor, Dr, E. G. Taylor will furnish
Thus closed a refreshing season. The
hints on How to study the lesson, Prof. Wm.
people seemed in earnest to work for
C. Wilkinson, D. D., of Rochester TheologiThe collection for missions was
cal Seminary, will contribute Notes on the Christ.
large, larger it was said than before in
Lessons, and competent Sunday-school workers wilti-have charge
of the other departments: |
As a test whether Dr. Lorimer is a plagiarist or not, which most reasonable people believe he is not, Dr. Parker proposes that some
well-known citizen of Chicago shall pick out
promiscuously ten or twelve manuscript sermons of Dr. Lorimer’s and publish
them ,—let..
ting the world be challenged to detect any
plagiarism.
That might be a practical test,
but Bostonians, where Dr. Lorimer’s sermons
were freely epitomized in the press
each
Monday morning for several years, think that
it is unnecessary.
It seems almost needless to call attention to
a paper so well and favorably known as the

Youth’s

Companion.

It

has

been

grad-

many

years before the public, and each year bas
only shown in a clearer light its adaptation to
the elass of readers for whom it is prepared.
It would be interesting to trace its influence in
the case of two families, one of which began,
we will suppose, twenty years ago to provide
it for their children to read, while the other
patronized the more sensational publications.
The contrast would doubtless be a striking
one.
Parents can give their children few
things that are of more value to them than an,

intelligent,

wide

awake,

wholesome

into whose management the
conscience as well as ability.

paper,

publishers

put

Denominational Hebos.

Central Association Notes.

The last session of the Chenango (N.
Y.) Q. M. was held with the
21—23.

nearly four years.
weak, and the

Bro.

Sherburne
B. F.

Mars-

of this church for
He found the

people

church

discouraged,

but,

going to work with a determination that
means success, he has seen great prosperity. The church has been strengthened by additions to its numbers.
They
have just completed extensive repairs on
their house of worship; remodeled the
pews, carpeted the pulpit and orchestra,
cushioned the pews, put in a new pulpit,

stoves

and

other

furniture,

and

greatly improved the house.
The people seem to appreciate brother and sister
Marsden, and well they may, for they

have sacrificed much

for the church

at

Sherburne.
Brother Brockway preached the ‘opening sermon
on Friday evening. He
chose

tunities

.for

as

his

Free

the hint, several women’s societies might

be organized by the Secretary during the
year. Father B. M¢Koon was present
during the meeting and entered with
spirit into plans for work.
The church
at Scottsburg, under the eflicient management of Rev. Wm. Walker, is prospering
finely.
Two years ago, this church was
considered 86 low that no one thought it
could be saved. They have now a good
church, a fine Sunday-school and a large
congregation.
During this time they
have bought a parsonage and are now
building thirty new sheds at an expense
of about $500.
The church
is free
from
debt.
They send—just as we
might expect such a church to do—a liberal collection to pay for the Minutes.
What bas been done for Scottsburg, can
be done for inany more of our churches,
with the right man to lead them.
Migs Cilley visited North Scriba church

theme,

¢ Our

Baptists.”

He

tering prospects of success. Bre. Merriman has been pastor of this church, and
has been doing a good work for his people. They greatly need a new meetinghouse and must have one soon or suffer’

loss and incon venience.
Nov. 11, Miss Cilley spoke at Dickinson
Center. The cards were re-taken and a
collection appointed, but no

morning, the conference

mirably full record of the previous ‘sesTt was the fullest, clearest and

best we have ever heard.

The

letters

from the churches were of the same char-

acter, giving a complete history of the
church for the last quarter. They were

in sharp contrast to the letters usually

read at such times, which contain little
besides ** greeting’’ and * farewell.” The

done by

Sister Cilley and the increased interest in
missionsas the result of her visit to the
vA
LS

So-

accomplish good, and the pastor

will find

tbe reflex influence of mission work helpfal in his own support. Nov. 18, Miss

Cillgy organized a Society -at Fort Jackson. The pastor;Rev. H. 8. Ball,gave the

work his hearty support, and as a result,
$45.24 was pledged on the cards. Nov.
16, Miss Cilley visited the church at
North Lawrence,
3

It did not seem a favorable time to either
introduce
ization.

the cards or attempt an organ:
J. H, DURKEE,

show-.

met and transacted the uswal business.
Bro. G. R. Foster, the clerk, read an ad-

regular

ciety organized. The church will find
an organization the most effective way to

oppor-

ples and maintain the missionary spirit
that has ever actuated our denomination,
there is a large field open before us. Th
sermon was clear and timely.
ie

sion.

This

church is without a pastor, but the brethren are beginning to feel that they must
have one. A Woman's Mission Society
was organized and the cards adopted.
The pledges amounted to $20.50.
Miss
Cilley’s visit has been an especial blessing to this church. Nov, 9, a Society was

Cor. Sec.

**+o+e

Furnishing Rooms in Myrtle Hall.

ed that if we would be true to our prinei-

On Satarday

A Mission Society was organiz6, at Philadelphia, N.Y.

organized at Sprague's Corner, with flat-

o>

den has been pastor

Quarterly
the breththe eventhe trav-

eling expenses of the Corresponding
Secretary, If other Q. Ms. should take

ed Nov.

The Executive Commitee of the Printing Establishment have appointed Rev.
A. Libby, of Lewiston, Me., a canvassing
agent for the Morning Star, and for the
sale of books, &c., and we solicit for him
a cordial reception among the people.

church, Nov.

sual collection, *“ to set other
Meetings a good example,” ds
ren said, they took another in
ing, raising an amount equal to

Nov. 4.

Canvasser Appointed.

After our nine years’ experience in coeducation we have become so accustomed: letters spoke of the good work

sity work, carry it on successfully,

this plan followed before, but it appears

“to be an excellent one, especially in country places where the people live at a dis-

and

church interests generally.
Not less
than $920,000 haye already been raised
for this purpose.

not

average twenty-five cents to a member in
its gifts in obedience to the Master's last
commairid.’
Commenting on this,

edycation,

defects

Michigan University concerning the experiment of educating the sexes together
in that institution eught to be heeded.
There are now in the University one hundred and thirty-four women. The President says:
;

ples, and fitted them for heaven.

so felt in this Q. M.

to have perfect confidence in the manage.
ment of the Association, and are in

several years.” And not content with the

A sentence from the Christian Index
puts 1 most

lief,

OHRIST THE SAVIOUR.

the

position as that, but it ought not to be

harden their hearts, and go

+o

who

they are already getting, praise for the
success which has attended their efforts in
raising a large special fund to be used for

sance.

and effort can coramand a revival season,

some in

very papers by Mr. ~ Adams; |
but for a sound, systematic and general
answer we have yet to wgit. However,
the more thoroughly the existence bf this
want is felt, the sooner will some one
arise to indicate the source of supply.
Thus, although we ‘have no recipes to
give in this matter, yet w& do not deem 1t
a waste of time to get more thoroughly .
acquainted with the need.

those

——Tue English Wesleyans deserve, as

missions,

"roe

they
can't appreciate them, if they with souls, waits for the revival season,
do. When
they have grown up
to The cumberers of the ground are being
them and are ready
for them, they will -cut down all along through the year, the
come to them of their own accord.
Mean- Holy Spirit is striving with souls, and the
while you can’t well begin too low down. gospel message is: *‘ Behold now is the
The intellectual like the physical food of accepted time ; behold, now is the day of
children can’t well be too simple, provid- salvation.”
ed only it is healthy and nourishing.
There is good sense in taking such a

This

by

not

ons” iv does not believe in, but seriously
asks, “Is it not so in fact, except in a

remember well when I was a boy of from
ten to fourteen,—for I was a considerable
devourer of books, being incited to read
Hume's History of England; and Robertson’s Charles V., and Gibbon's Rome
even, and I am not sure I might not add
Mitford's Greece. I can’t now say it was
time thrown away; bu it was almost
that. The first thing in trying to stimulate a love for reading is to be careful not
to create disgust by trying’ to dotoo much.
‘The great masterpieces of human research,
and eloquence, and fancy are to boys pure

of co-education,

churches. The influence of the annual
meeting of the Central Association is al.

have had no opportunity to exami:e it hearty sympathy with all
its plans.
At:
carefully, read strangely to us here on the the close
of
the
busin
ess
session, Bro.
ground.
Itis
a
cause
of
sincere
congratThe Bible is so reliable because it cenulation that, both in this country and M. H. Abbey preached a cheering sermon
ters in him. The law and the gospel Europe, the opportunities for women to from Acts 1:5. The sermon was
followlead directly to him. Effective preach- obtain as extended an education as men ed by the Q. M. covenant meeti
ng
withing, exhortation, Christian work is that are rapidly multiplying.
out intermission.
‘We had never seen

himself,
Our faith must take
of doctrine, but of Christ.

I learned the Messiah by rote, and I have
hated it, and its author too, from that day
to this, and I hate them now.
Se, also, I

“Come,” he says, and * learn of me, imbilje my spirit, and bear my yoke.”

of the

uate in good health, cause no embarrassment in the administration of the institution, and awaken no especial solicitude in
the minds of their friends or of their
teachers, that many of the theoretical dis-

~——TuE New Orleans Christian Advocale
has a sensible article on the subject of revivals, its position being that the habit into which many churches have fallen of
making special and extravagant efforts
for a religious revival, becoming excited
and fervid and doing nothing but rust the
remainder of the year, is not profitable to

schools who are born and bred in the habi| tations of labor
[these] can not
and will not read what, asa rule, 1 am
willing to recommend. What I likeis to |
them incomprehensible; and what they
‘like is 10 me simply unendurable.” In
the education

Preach Jesus; not speculative dogma,
science, philosophy, or even words about
Jesus. Doctrine can not save us; therefore let us not depend on it, though never
80 important. Nothing but the Saviour

men and women have incurred, and the
amount of real suffering they have inflicted on poor little children through the disregard of this one obvious fact. When I
was young, I remember, my father, from
a conscientious feeling, I suppose, . that
he ough to do something positive for m
mental and moral good and genera
msthetic cultivation, made
me
learn
Pope's Messiah by heart, and a number of
other masterpieces of the same character.
He might just as well have tried to feed
a sucking baby on roast beef and Scotch
ale! Without understanding a word of'it,

to save sinners—not to teach them how to
save themselves, but to save them.

and especially the children of our public

\

conscientious

mass of those who use the public library,

‘ative control over

brethren

been

sus came from heaven to earth expressly

Lone of special common people ¢/ out of his inner self-

dist

As Emerson would

vain has Mr. Adams

have consequently found that, taking the

yet other words, he who has a represent-

is well known,

him.”

the. bonds
of union among us be strength- these

action by the wide separation of its
members, we venture to ask if some of
esting and instructive
history. Who them could not so deputize their powers
claims that in this particular New York that the desired results could be reached?
excels
Rhode
Island,
or
that
the Vigorous measures systematically pushed
Methodists surpass the Moravians? It is’ is the need of the hour.
heroic deeds and sterling
principles,
Because we have felt impelled, we have
“rather than numbers, which constitute thus written. Let all remember that the
true nobility. The former often have opportunity presented is one which must
mucu more to do than the latter in set- not be lost. The century plant blooms
tling opinions and in determining destiny.
but once in a hundred years. Such a retrospection as we have suggest- |
I
EE
SOE
GE
ed,and a proper statement of its results,are
COMMON PEOPLE'S EDUCATION,
just now greatly needed by the younger
Those who read the editorial in last
portion of the denomination who are alto- week's Star, reviewing the new departure
gether too ignorant of how itcame to be, in the common schools of Quincy, Mass.,
and of what it has achieved.
Indeed,
need not to be told that it requires a first
who of us can not be benefited by the re- class superintendent to make any such proviewal of the noble acts and the heroic gressive efforts successful, nor have they
sacrifices of the fathers! With these ends to be convinced that such superintendin view, it was. among the wise recoments are scarce. Of all mere theorists the
mendations of the last General Conference common public school superintendent is
that the last Sunday in June next *‘be apt to be the worst. But we do not wish
observed as a general memorial day, and to stop on this question, although we recthat on that day fitting commemorative ognize its great importance.
services be held in all the churches of the
In Mr. Adams's pamphlet there are two
denomination.” There will then be af- other papers, both suggestive and timely,
forded an opportunity not simply for the entitled respectively, ** Fiction in Public
consideration of the leading facts of the Libraries and Educational Catalogues,”
history of the denomination
as
a and ¢ The Public Library and the Public
whole, but also the history of each local Schools.”
There is one thought in these
church or enterprise can be reviewed, papers which we would emphasize at this
and the lessons of that history enforced. time.
:
It will be especially appropriate for
It is that the great end "of common
Quarterly and Yearly Meetings to gather schools should not be to teach text-books,
up the facts of their histories respectively but to beget in the scholars a love of readand to place them in a form suitable for ing and study. But before successfully
preservation.
Some have already ' taken undertaking this work a distinction ipust

our
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The progress in providing furniture for

the

thirty-six

rooms

in Myrtle

Hall

(rooms above the basement), is indeed
cheering. We find that furniture for all

but

seven

or eight rooms is already

promised, or paid for, by individuals or
| socielies.

Now, such as have bee hesitating, will
do wisely to make haste a little, or be dis-

appointed in not securing
the opportunity
and privilege of furnishing one of these

rooms; as some were in being too late

with their very kind offers to finish
rooms.
The plastering is all on;
than two-thirds of the rooms

and more
engaged to

students, at this writing, Nov. 26.

We

desire to decide upon all the names of all
the rooms, as early as New Year's day, both
e

-

-

Our plasterers have dole a *‘ splendid,| the 22d and 23d inst.

this, is our agent, the principal,

C. Brackett, and others,

Rev.

felt the almest

tended on Sabbath, and a true

be necessary

the pastorate

Mainville

;

Brother Miron 8. Giles, the
Rio Grande House, and the
the village. Still more, one
amiable young lady, died a
casting
the sad

of

Baptist

Star

will

proprietor of the
second settler in
of the students, an
few weeks since,
late

taken in

These are sad memories,

connection

with

the

when

religious and

educational interests at Rio Grande; still none
Reed despond; but let allbe admonished to
uty.
The Blanchester, Pleasant Plain and Maineville churches are still destitute of a pastor.
Surely.they do realize the magnitude of the
loss which they are sustaining.

at that place for the past four years, has renoun
Universalism. He was formerly a
Free Baptist minister.~~ Portland Press.
For several months our religious meetings at
attended,

Rev. T. E. Peden,
is doing gond work
in the Rio Grande
that Y. M. Surely

On Bayley Hill, a part

come

forward fully embracing the Lord Jesus, with
promise of still larger results. I preach here
occasionally Sunday
afternoon,
and
have
found several excellent Christian
workers
hereabouts.
[ have visited religiously, ever

energy fails.”

of the Ohio River Y. M.,
for the Master in teaching
College and preaching in
‘ success is secure unless

Rev. John

ville, met with
gerous accident

a
a

Hisey, of Waynes~

severe though
not
danfew weeks
since. While

endeavoring
to secure

family on thesé hills, which has done muc
towards securing an increased attendance on
‘the Sabbath, and spiritual life in the prayer-

a frightened

horse

at-

tached to the carriage, he became entangled in

the wheels and lines and was dragged a. considerable distance. The beast was ut last se-

meetings.
The ehurch on Oak Hill has purcured but not until it had stepped. one foot
chased
a good church organ, which greatly . upon the breast of Bro. H. ‘We are pleased
adds to our church music.
We commence a to learn he has so far recovered as to be able
through
much pain, to fill his regular
appointments.
\
E
Wisconsin.

:
The

New Hampshire.
Aid Society of Gonic

Ladies’

«hurch,

bas

<hurch

two

F.

B.

the

purchased

and

placed

in

stoves

place

of the

furnace

in

Bro. and Sister Griffin are now at work in
the city of Osbkosh, doing
well. Meetings
average four each week.
Ten have been reclaimed, three converted, and others serious,
| The congregations
are increasing.
This is

which was out of order.
“We are glad to learn that Rev. C. D.” Dud-

truly missionary

«church at Milton Mills, N. H., on

Rev.

gift
the

;

were

present

couple of the best

over

citizens, the

so-

ciety being well represented by Revs. Z. N.
Pickett and J. M. Pascoe. The occasion wus
one of rare enjoyment to all present, excellent
music being furnished by the combined choirs

of both churches. The receipts of the entertainment were $101.00, which
was
presented
to Bro. Jefferson, who responded with a very

on

Nov.

25,

Though

few

the Winona

Bro.

Blake

speaks

highly

a series

of

Mr.

Harrington.

The

meet-

&

Houston Q. M., Dec.

14—16.

The interest at Houston continues good.

in

Quarterly Weetings.

number, yet the church is in a very hopeful!
condition.

is holding

of the

success attending the examinations at the | [= We are obliged to leave several Quarterclose of the fall term of Green Mountain Sem- ly Meeting reports for the next issue.
inary. The expense of attending this school
is moderate, and our people in that part of
the country would do well to consult the opportunities offered by the Green Mountain

Seminary,

before

tions.

!

patronizing

New

' Rev. G. W.

other

institu-

of Dale,

and

A. Hathaway, L. A. H. Welch and A.

Harmony prevailed.
to bless,

York.

Knapp,

S71. CROIX Q. M.-~Held its last session
the Beldenville church, Sept. 19—21.
tion
small.
Ministers present, Re

J. C.

Steele, of Attica, are holding meetings at
Attica Center,
Meetings badly broken up by

in cash and $15.00

in

bedding

to

furnish

a

room at Harper's Ferry, and $8 for our
church at Indfan Falls,—making $75.00 in all,

Sister Libbie Cilley was lately with the church,
and though the roads were bad a good audience

was

present.

Her

and feeling were replete
spiration

and

comfort.

thought,

conviction

Between

forty

with

instruction,

in-

and

fifty dollars were secured in pledges on the
Card System for the coming year. Twenty
copies of the Missionary’ Helper are taken
which are truly
. work.

a helper

in our

missionary
:

There is but little news to write from the
Spafford Q. M. The Sept. term was beld at
Summer hill, and was a very profitable

meet-

ing. Arrangements were made to devote Saturday evening of each session to Sundayschool work, and a very interesting meeting
was held at

Summer bill,

The

church

The Muster was

White.

present

Next session with the Rock Elm church,
Dee, 13—15.
L. A. H. WELCH, Clerk,

Business Hotrees,

storms but interest good.
If the new arrangement to supply churches
and pastors in N. Y. works, it will be by cooperation.
Can not this Com. know in some
way about the destitute churches in the State,
and unemployed ministers in and out of the
State so as to go to work at once?
Full ranks
make strong churches, and we need strong
churches greatly.
During the last year,
the Kast Hamlin
church have raised $30.00 for missions, $22.00

with

DelegaRacklef,

Insure with H. Y. Hayes, Dover, N. H.

PRESCRIPTION
For the speedy cure

FREE

of Seminal

Weakness,

Loss

York.

*

i

Ix)

LAME

BACK.

©

WEAK

BACK.

1y28

Benson’s Capcine Porous Plaster.
Overwhelming evidence of their superiority.
‘Rover all other plasters. It is everywhere ree.
ommended by Physicians, Druggists and thefl
Press.
“The manufacturers received a special award an

the only medal given for
Centennial Exposition,

porous

1876,

at

plasters

at th

the Paris

Ex.

osition, 1878.
Their great merit lies in the fact that they ar
the only plasters which relieve pain at once.
\
Every one suffering from
Rheumatism,
Lame
Back,
or Weak
Back, Cold on the Chest, Coughs, or any

local pain or ache shonld use Benson's Cap
ine Porous Plaster and be relieved at once.
price 25 Cents. Sold by all Druggists.
t4
J

sus-

tains an excellent school, and. there ‘is a fine

class of young people, and. if the church sus-

tains their Worthy basior liberally, and stays
up his hands, the church will soon put on new
strength.
The material to work upon is
good,
MHentucky.

A correspondent writes: * We have

three

Freewill Baptist churches in Ky., one at Lattle

. Blain, in Lawrence County, one at Thornes
Creek, and one at Hagger Hill in Johnson
County. We huve had some fine meetings,
and promising prospects are before us.”

North Carolidiz=

Rev. B. F. Fox writes as follows from

Goldsboro’, under date of Nov. 26; * Would

that all who are interested in mission work
South, could be down here, that they might
see and understand the true condition of those
whom they would lift to a higher standard in

life.

Vain are the attempts inade to describs

“such mattersin their true light, to those

have not seen and heard for themselves.

who

All

other’ Christian bodies, fn this part of the
State, seem to have had superior advantages
to the Freewill Reapdiets: still’ our people are
not'discouraged.

their
They prosecute

“

G8

¢“

Ricker Lowell

work

Notices and Bppointments,
Quarterly Meeting Notices.
EXETER Q. M. with the church at East Corinth, Fri»

day,
Foster.

. 12, at 2 o'clock, P, M, Sermon by Rev. O, C.
V.D.SWEETLAND, Clerk.

© ANSON Q.M. Kingfield church, Dec. 20,21,

This is

one weak later than the usual time,to accommodate the
brethren of Kingfield, = MARK L. HUTCHINS, Clerk.
ROCHESTER Q.M..at Fairport, N. Y.,
Dec. 12.13.

Let prayer be offered to the Lord that his bless
ings may attend it.
ISAAC HYATT, Clerk.
Jerr. Q. M. will meet with church at Keeneville,
Dec. 19-21. Rev.d. H.Durkes, Cor, Sec.of Oen, Association, willbe present in the interests of sald Asso-

clation,
87. FRANCOIS

WM. H. MERRIMAN, Clerk.
CO. (Mo.) Q M. with the -Pligrimg-

ome ehurch, commencing the Friday night betore
he 4th Bunday in Dec
The church is sitnated in the
vicinity of Mine La Motte, Mo.
’
<
JOSHUA WooD, Clerk.

HANGER.

St. Croix

Q.M.

with ‘the Rock

Elm

chu
at the Shaw schoolhouse, Dec. 19-21, instead
of the
Ren—14th,
L,A.H. WELCH, Clerk,
Any chiiren desirous sfentertaining the next session
ofthe Lisbon Q, M., will notify the Clerk soon.
;
:
JOEL BPOONER, Clerk,
UNTON (N. Y.)
Q. M. with the Italy & Naple!
chureh, Dec. 12.2 o'clock, P. My Let there bes full del

egaLion from all the churches,

J, D.Smina, Clerk,

. HENNEPIN Q.M. at Champlin, Hennepin Co. Minn,
Dec, 5-1,

2t)

WN H Briggs W
E B Swart
E J Thaver

Mass

Larrabee

J. 8.8TAPLES, Clerk,

176.17

FUNDS,

Potter N Y

Pr.

Int,

17.00

2.03

7.00

12.00

5.00

i

2.70

NY

5.00

25.00

6.91
S00

896

10.82

2.80
2.16

2.80
2.16
© 846
5.50
50
5.79

5.78
30.00
5.00

Rev J Phillips
Mrs G A Lilliston Newmarket N H
Pres OQ B Cheney Lewiston,
Main St Me
Ch Winnebago Wis
.
Ch Fairview Wis towards Rev
J Phillips's home passage.
A Friend of Missions
Ch Milton MillsN H
J R Polleek Guilford Me
Ch Augusta Me
Mrs Rev C F Penney Augusta Me
“Christian Workers” Nich. ols Latin School Lewiston,

4.00

2.00
10.00

wo

Martha Scott
G W Gilman
8 P Philbrick

R King
& wife

*

.

Wi
“

*

“ 0
“07

100

Ch Causan 0
THiage NA)
oh ee
Ch Boston Mass
Wm Huyes

So Stanford x

n

gs
uz
26,00

Me ary Hayes So Strattor
Ch Chepachet RI

Hannah P Bisbee Sumner Me
2Ch New Portland Me
Ch Lewiston, Main St, Me
Ch Harper’s Ferry W Va
D Y Smith Guilford N H, for
Minn
DY Smith Guilford N KH J
Phillips’s passage
Ch Guilford N H
,
Ch Guilford, Myrtle Hall
Geauga & PortageQM
O

1

5
3

8

148
2.00
160

.

Ey

idea
jo on

DANIEL

F.B

2

PHONOGRAPH

SET

TO MUSIC.

ii

The Phonographic Piano.—A Most Wonderful Invention.
cae
Te

B1 ay marvellous
ellous mechan

=

prod
inpeko Ab CIR,
ing manner

BE Ee,

th

masterly [ style,

andit can 8 np

"

ing hour afier hour,

o

hey

required
an

i

tion

BL

o

in the operation. The most
a
hine which

in
Durcly
hanical manner produces
the most
diffiouls
exquisite music, Waltzes, Polkas, Marches,
&c., &¢., withoutan;
or knowledge of music whatever;

far

be

superior to an;
x, even though it costs thousands of dollars;
for their is no
limit whatever to the pumber of tunesit will play, This
is onthe
i
of thewonderful Phonograph. It has
octe
form),and is having
rges
mentin the country,

It

has

solid meral

cases

in imitation

:

of green

2)

Q

bronzes the notesor bars (the music producers) are metal, on same
e
principle as a taning-fork, which produce tho clearest and most melodions notes, and never get out of tune; the bars are struck by
strikers, the same as the wirss are in a Piano, only they work automatically lusicad of by the fingers. The strip of prepared paper
in which the tune is stamped or perforated, is about 10 inches wide, and as it pa<ses through the rollers and over the keys the strikers
spring through the perforationsin the paper and strike the righ *nute; this is all done automatically without any assistance from

the operator

(except turning the rollers), and the tune is playec. as perfectly as by the most expert musician.

_1t would be one of the

most appropriate presents to make anyone, especially where there is no Piano, In point of execution and fineness of tone, it will
compare favorably witha fine
ic-box, and its
ity
is
ited.
We prediet for thisi
derful sale.
oing faster than any musical instrument ever invented, Its action is perfectly marvellous.
The music is superb, and every~
Make your ch id,
No knowledge of music required, and a child can operate it and furnish music for any occasion.
delighted,
a-sensible present, one which will amuse an KR
dere
ap
{he whole. household.
~The.
Ph
hi
Piano is only 85, and a selection of popular tunes goes with each instrument, : Boxed gles. and gent to any address on_receipt of Ris

10.00
9.00

price.

Address The

Massachusetts

Organ

Co., 43 Washington

treet, JBoston, Mass, Us 8.5

This Cut Illustrates the

3

2

25.00
$123.00
Treas.

Gant Rong Saw MAchINE
SAWING THE L0G.

$5.35

TTR

ry

b

$10.00
A.H. MORRELL.

Aug, 20, Mr.

Arthur '‘D.

Butler,
of Newton, Mass., and Miss Melvina Nason, of Berwick.
Nov. 12, Mr, George E. Good:
win and Miss Norisa A. Goodwin, both of Wells.
In Hartland,
Me., Nov. 22, by Rev.
A. T.
Bowman, Mr. John G. Moody
of Corinna, and

Mrs. Frank A. Holmes, of Wisconsin.
In Barnstead, Nov. 26, by Rev. John
Jou

of

6.15

B.

D. Nutter

and

Sarah:

A.

At the home of the bride’s

parents,

ED LABOR: SAVING
GREAT SUCCESS of this WONDERFUL IMPROV
:
ted by the number in use and tne
an RIDING SAW MACHINE is fully demonstra
can saw more ogs Bs
Man
Ome
09”
size.
It saws Logs of any
wresent demand for them.
old way. It will'sawa woul a
cord wood in one day, and easier, than two men can the
for

George

Pendergast,

both

Jog in three minutes.

in Fairport,

gal
—Be
nV
SMPORTANT.

Tiustrated

N. Y., Nov. 26, 1879, by Rev.
Thomas H. Stacy, Mr.
Edgar 8S. Thayer, of Ontario, and Miss Carrie C.

Ellsworth, of Fairport.
1
At the residence of the bride’s family in Bridge-

a= We warrant

Every

Farmer

needs

one.

Township

agents

wanted.

Send

O. 1
Wow. BOSTWICK & CO., 178 Elm St., Cincinnati;
house, an
fall imitators and infringers. We are an old reliable
control five perfect patents on these Giant Riding Saw Machines.

every machine.

Auna Thompson, of Bridgewater.

5.000

5.00

;

ADVERTISEMENTS.

THE SEVEN YEARS,
10.00

00
2.00
10.00
5.00

. A Concert Service for the Sunday School, givthe

fe

Seven

Years

:

International
with Voices, Banners,
and Recitations.
instructive.

Songs,

Chants,

Brilliant,

30
3.60

strong,

Responses

popular

and

Price by Mail, 10 ots.; $7.50 per 100 copies.

3.00
:

BICGLOW & MAIN,
76 East Ninth Street, New

73 Randolph

2.40
7.21

POETS’
very

HOMES.

York.

Street, Chicago,
£48

Beautiful Gift Books
409
4.26
'
56

!

Study,

Every Sunday School in the land should use this
useful and entertaining Review Service. It is also
valuable as a memento of the introduction of the
uniform Lesson system.

2%

3.00

of

for 1880.

VOL.

II.

full biographies of William

Including

Cullen Bryant,

R.
W.Emerson, Dr. Holmes, Col. Paul H. Hayne,
John Boyle O'Reilly, etc., ete. Fully illustrated.

23

16mo, Cloth, gilt.

$2.00.

OUR AMERICAN ARTISTS.
First series.
By 8. G. W. BENJAMIN. Biographies of living
12.00
3,00

840
2.00

5.00
9.00

1.00
3.76

American artists, with original

drawings, studio.

sketches, and
portraits. Especially
for young
people. ito.
Elegant cloth, $2.00.
CHRISTMAS SNOWFLAKES.
Choice
pict.
ures and original poems by favorite American
authors and artists. A large and.very elegant
4to. Fully illustrated. $2.00,
A very beautiful book of very beautiful poems,
AMERICA.
Our National Hymn. By Rev. S.
F. SMITH, D. D.
With exquisite illustrations,
ad dan illustrated sketch of the author. 4to. Gilt.
A book for every American.

Any book sent free of postage on receipt of

6.00
[3
1.04

2.00
52

rice. Illustrated catalogues of over 800 volumes
Sant free on application.
:
:

D.

LOT

H

RO

P

&

CO.

o

#2 </Tmporters of Bibles, Albums and Christ-

2.50
3.60
i
1.00

3.24
1.80

2.52
1.22
1.60

126
”
80

mas Cards.
Retail Department. 32 Franklin Street,
:
‘
Boston, Mass.

Om.

The Scholars’ Quarterly was started in 1876 as a 32 page

ing a one hour a glimpse, as from a mounghin top,
of

50,00
2.00

er”

By Dr. J. H. VINCENT.

book: It is now a 46
matter, a colored map,
Tt is used in schools of
States and Canada, and

page book, containing, besides the lesson
beautiful pictures and appropriate music.
all denominations, throughout the United
a special edition is published each quarter

_in London, for usc in Great Britain,
improved, and its price reduced.

' THE

REDUCED

For 1880 it will be greatly

PRICE will certainly enable any school

Could there be a better time to begin than at the
to use it.
opening of the new year? It will be sent. by mail, without cost
of postage to subscribers, at the following rates: Single copy on:
year (four numbers), 20 cents ; 100 copies, one year, 20 dollars;
single copies (one quarter), 5 cents each; 200 copies or over to
one

address, for one

school, 18

dollars

per hundred,

a year;

400, copies or over to one address, for one school, 16 dollars per
hundred, a year. Subscriptions are taken for three or six months
at the yearly rate. Send five cents for a specimen. Send also
for a specimen of the Weekly Lesson Leaf if something cheap

and good is wanted.

:

These publications are issued from the office of The Sunday

School Times.

Address,

HL

JOHN D. WATTLES, Publisher, 725 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Keep this for reference.

REDUCTION IN PRICE!
Before

selecting

your Sunday-school

Helps

for 1880; send

for: free samples of our

periodicals: The National Sunday School Teacher ; The National Quarterly ; The
They are Reduced
Scholar’s Weekly, and The Little Folks.
Illustrated, Re-arranged, and ih every way made better than ever.

ADAMS, BLACKMER,

ye
+

THE

road:

water, Clay Co., Iowa, Nov. 19, by Rev. R. A.
Cents, My. Wra. Annetts, of Spencer, and Miss

1,04

2

oi

Rory.

Storer College.

Bridges, of Kennebunk.

100
1.00

Ch Great Falls N H
15.35
Ch Blackstone Mass
2.53
J 8 Longley Norridgewock Me 1.00
1 Ch Madison Me
46
D L Herrick Champlin Minn 5.00
C L Russell, thank-offering,
Champlin Minn
:
J
Ch Champlin Minn
252
Vt Yearly Meeting
100.00
W_L Noyes Lyndon Vt
2Ch Sandwich NH.
18.00
A Friend Lewiston, Main 8t,
Me.
:
net Chadwick Weeks Mills
Me
|
A Friend
$i
%iMe 500
MarionQ M, O
Ch Venice O
Ch Cleareland O
\
h
Hodsdo n Me .
2.75
Ch Houlton, $1.00 on debt,
3.00
Ch Dover, Charles St,
N H
A Friend Northwood N H
5.00
Ch Warren Uenter Pa
8.77
Ch Windham, Mecca Pa
2.23
Mrs J M Pense E Otisfleld Me 5.00

only ater

adhier. Fay

iBank

‘Married

100

“0

’

In Raymond,
Aug, 20, Lg Rev. J. Fullonton, Mr.
William D. Knowles, of
R., and Miss Lucy A.
Burnham, of Union Village, Vt.
:
In Wells, Me., June 7, 114 Rev. J. Nason, Mr.
Daniel W. Littlefield, of
W., and Miss Fannie A.

4.00

“0

ed

F W kL Ch acd Soc Litchfield Plains Me, the
balance to finish room
Sarah W Cratty Prospect Ohio

1
5.00

4

r

before manuf,

Hall Receipts, 1879,

T B Lewis, int
Harper's Ferry, Nov. 26, 1879,

11

er’s Ferry
Mrs Mary Hayes Lewiston,
Main St, Me
1.00
Ch Nemarket N H
5.00
E E Harris Springvale Me
Ch Auburn Me
10.00
EO T you Roston Mass
2.00
Ch Pittsfield N H
.
Ch Sutton Vt salary P Mooney
13,00
Mary Scott Chester X Rounds
Ohio
1.00

ADDRESS ALL ORDERSTO

$13.00
A.H. MORRELL.

1.26
4.00

instrument ever

cing,
ELF

2.00

5.50

Main St, Me , for P F Harp-

La
If

A.J. FAIRBANKS,

1.00

2.52

t

Frei

,

pi

ed to y

Three (3)8et

5
BS08,00, this

for your own fireside. 8
Holiday
and Church, Hall, Chapel, and Parlor
Organs.

rt

Nang.
Eo
rtunity.

rated

. 50
10.00

L. A. PEMERITTE,

Mu

sweetest toned

ly

ged t
r differ.

10.00

For Mission Work in Colorado.
York County Q M by MrsJ S Potter

5.79

the

11

ER
RRR

l
cars, or Bont

ears
area)
ok, boxed pny delivered on Tk

ly
: parts of the civilized

15.00

Ed. Soc

Mytele

Se

3, style No, 2400.

Cabinet Parlor Or

Upright

00, thou

0

Cash

ac

CR

5.00

1.60

1,50
50,00
2.00

=

84.13

Rhode Island.
Pascoag Young People’s Miss Soc for Miss
I Phillips’s salary

6.22
10.50
1.80
1.8
4.23

JER SR
in

Missionary Society.

Duover,N. H.

‘0,

Que for a Chyist:

.
hy
boar
on
delivered
boxed and
is a correct cut of this beantifulinstrument, war'ntd 6 years
above

10,
the

8353,

si vomblels for on y

i

and extra

Bret Sout oa Ca

Square

beautiful
1
§

nnd

New Hampshire.

For

New Brunswick F M Soc
for salary of M iss Hooper
$213.40 and for schools un«
der Miss H's charge 50.00
263.40
Fond duLacQ M Wis
12.00
Swaine
i
5.00
A Worthing
1.00
ED Lewis
1.00
Mes A Bailey
20
Mrs Howard
«25
Ch Westford Ct
|
2.52
Ch Danville N H
10.00
Rockingham Q M,N H
531
Cn New Hampton N H
x
4.00
C E Blake New Hampton N H
Ch Windham Ctr Me
8.00
“LA” — Virginia
,
1.00
F A Waterman Providence, G
St, RI
,
Mrs H F Lord Kennebunk
Depot Me
Ch Greenville RI
20.00
Ch Taunton Mass, Miss Phillips’s snpport
2.
Wolfecoro Q M
Ladies Mission Soc Brunswick Me for salary MrsJ
L Phillips.and L M of
Mrs PPP
5.00
Van Buren Q M Towa
6.00
Miss B C Whitaker South
Weare N H
Samuel Warren, Abbott M
3.00
Mrs Sain’l Warren
1:0
J W Warren
Wn
1,00
Prof4 8 Brown Lyndon Vt
Mrs Clarissa A Millard Ionia
Cc
5.00
8 S Mission Soc Manchester,
Pine 8t N H for native
teacher's support
12.50
Ch Waterville & Sidney Me

and gia Stavk:

7.00
6.00

3
Vermont.
South Strafford Aux for girls at Storer Col-

1.00
1.00

A

8

lege

H. M.

case, all ro
TS
heavy serpentineand to mould:
s
ir ek finished same as front.

3.60

native teachers
Newmarket Aux

]

hi
—

al

STATES oF AMERICA: ——
Lor
his Plano would make to a friend
NIFICENT GIF

Twill sell. this

1.60
85

!

Ne® Hampton Aux for one of Mrs Bacheler's

FM.
30.00

reactof all,
Ste
=

1.50

Maine.
Ahbott, Miss Martha Gordon & Miss Lydia
Bartlett 25 cents each for native teacher
Abbott, Mrs O Brown & Mrs 8 Warren 50
cts each for native teacher
Atkinson church for native teacher
Augusta, Aux for Mrs J. L Phillips's work
East Otistield
do
Eilsworth Q M , for zenana teacher
Lyman Home and Foreign Mission Soc for
Harper's Ferry
New
Portland Aux for F M
Saco Aux for nstive teacher with MrsJ L
Phillips
“| South Augusta Young People’s Mis So¢,
for Miss I Phillips's salary
South Dover, Mrs James Crommet & Mrs
B Ayer25 cts each for native teacher
So Parsonstield Aux for native teacher

Societies.

TORY

UNITED.
: Al

WAT A
T

NOTE. Inthe last monthly report the credit for
$13.73 should have been given to the Warwick Central church, R.1,, instead of Norwich,
RI,
E.N.F.
Lewiston, Nov. 29,

¢ Rev Wm Johnson Corry Pa
C Campbell New Sharon
Me
_Rev J P Longley Madison Bridge Me
‘ J M Nelson Hardwich Vt

CH BHIMPORE, INDIA. debt
8 F Smith Biddeford Me
Ellen M Haines
i
Mrs P W Perry Grest Falls
N H. for schools
Ch Lowell, Paige St, Mass
Mrs E D Wade Dover Me
Lisbon Q. M.N H
Ch Whitefield N H
Wheelock Q M Vt
Enosburg
QM
Mrs Tabar Farnham P Q
Ch GeorgiavilleR [
Ch Georgiaville R I for sup=
Fort of native preacher
“SSC” Lyme NH
Ch Ohlo Grove Ill
Ch Edgecomb Me
Mrs O Greene Prophetstown

&—

55
Fr
70

100.91

J

?

GH

4.50
5

*

F. B. Woman’s

FAC

APER

WASHINGTONNEW. JERSEY.

E. N. FERNALD, Sec’g.

L A Rider Topeka Kas
Express.
Rev E G Page Richmond Me
* A Libby Lewiston Me

Receipts.

fe

1,50
3.50
5.00
12.00
1.50

Received by the Treasurer,
G H Ball Buffalo NY
BD Heck Auburn RI

Plainfield N J

Benevolent

NY)

12.00
6.00
60
30

C A Gleason Rochester O
R P Baird Phoenix NY
E W Porter Lowell, Paige
St, Mass
Dividend on deposit in J*ascoag Savings
Bank
Betsey J Brown Harrisville

BC Meg uire Osage lowa
FM Hatch Whitehall N H
Isaac Jackson Harrison Me
J Jeanings Browning Iowa
Mrs Nancy Hine Hickory Ma
Robt Scott White Rock
Me
Mrs H B Sickels Clyde NY
=~
. Mary Wheaton
E
So Litchfield Pa
H

f

50120

Mrs M_Halvestott Marion O

O W Young So Hancock Me

W

2.00
5.00
J3
8.00

|

Oneonta
ict
is

+ AtAbeow

r

L P Bickford Westford Ct
Benj Chandler Lew iston, Main
St, Me
Silas Curtis Concord N H
A E Wilson N Seriba
NY
J L Hammett Somerville Mass
Peter Baidwin Topsham Me
Pres O B Cheney
Lewiston,
Main St, Me
C F Penney Augusta Me
Geo Unlacke Brunswick Me
Annie
hod
wy
Pres James Calder State Col~
lege Pa
:
MS L L Stevens
W Oneonta

F W Towne E Parsonsfield Me
M C Walters Clay Mills Iowa
Rev A J Davis
Madelia Minn
“
W Andrews Newburgh Me
*¢ E G Eastman care A J Bird Rockland Me
NW
Bixby Edgewood lowa
¢ P Jaquith Boltonville Wis
* B H
McMurphy Swiftwater Bath Me
CL
Russell
Champlin Min
“ H Morton Lowville Pa
J W Warren Guilford Me
Rev J R Spencer New Haven Mich
C B Smith Woodsville N H.
"
Rev C A Bickford
Farmington N H
“ SP Fernald Melvin V Tape NH
* LP Bickford Westford
Conn
Lewis Cook Farwell Mich
Joa Wight Sherburne Falls Mass
D Branch Macomb Ill
D Stillwell Kilbourne City Wis
Jas H Bushton Waltham Iowa
John A Ames Box 64 Wayland Mich
Miss Maria Emery Suncook N H
H W Mooers Union Center N Y
Mrs A Coon 517 Cooper St Camden N J
8S H Chatterton Stowe Vt

oe Agents pT ted,

1.50

5.00

NH

hSoonY, RI

Mrs A 8S D Bates,

to provide for successor to

of Manhood, and all disorders brought on by in.
discretion or excess. Any druggist has the ingredients. Address DAVIDSON & CO, 78 Nassau
St., New

A Laveiop

P.O. pray

ranklin Bros., West Haven, Ct.

;

1 50

SCHOOL

Ashland

postnid

rs

242

5.00

880

i

BIBLE
j

:

100.00

1,540.99

CD Dudley

Lace, Feined & Clinton
Chron:

ards, 8, name in Gold and Jet, 10c.

ros., Clintonville, Ct.

00
2.00
1.00

Sarah W Cratty
Prospect O
for J W Phil ha passage
1Ch Newbury
NH Van Buren Q M Iowa
Nancy Horne Hickory Md
CorinthQM Vt

Forwarded.
BY MAIL.
Rev C L Vail Richford N Y
Walter H Foas Stratford Cor N H.
Warren Baker Jeffersonville Vi.
Rev E Crowell W Bethany N Y
“ EJ Prescott Freeport Me
“ J 8 Manning Geneva Pa
E E Willey Cen Strafford N H
Rev 8 Griffith Moosup Valley R I
* F A Stanford Middleville Mich.
“BH Fish 1x12 Lawrence Ave. Phil. Pa
¢ 7 G Davis York, York Co Neb
“ A P Houghtaling Odessa N Y
“ J M Smith Fairbanks Fla
J M Purkis Chepachet BR I

November

Minnesota.

Center that he was the recipient of a liberal
gift”

in a

The church at Castle Rock is holding extra
meetings assisted bys Bro. Plumer, our missionary....It is expected that a F. Baptist
church will be organized at the next session of

appropriate speech.
The whole affuir was an
act of the people to show their appreciation of
Bro. Jefferson’s services to them.
;
Rev. Edwin Blake writes from Waterbury
“ pound

It is bringing

ings were somewhat
interesting, especially
one feature of them, in ‘which the religious
experience of the members was told. From
one to four persons named at a previous meeting, related their conviction and conversion in
a speech of five or ten minutes in length,
much to the interest of others, and to their
“own profit,

seventy-five

Methodist

O. E. Baker

sisted by Rev.

The frends of Rev, Cyrus F. Jefferson, who
is supplying the F. Baptist church at Lincoln,
gave him an oyster supper at W. N. Gove's

There

work.

revival meetings with the
Buffalo Grove
church.
Meetings weil attended and interesting.... Madison church has been favored by
some extra meetings for the week past, conducted by the pastor, Rev. N. W. Bixby, as-

aire for Sutton, Vt.
He would alo express
thauks to the same church for presents, exclusive of salary, during the time he supplied

hall.

LASBarry
rey 11

Books

Towa.

his depart.

their pulpit amounting to $60.

Ch York O tor debt
¥ W B Prioting Establish

Starbird—CO Slack—C B Smith—W C Stim«

lame and.blind.

:

Rev. B. A. Sherwood acknowledges the
of $22 in cash, and other presents, from

Ch Union O for debt

bi

Rice—F

4.80

or Ne:

Washington, New Jersey,

An Ele
t Holday
Present. A gill-bound
pate ls Album, with 48 beautifully engraved
all for 15 cents,
80 47 select quota

1.60

i

2.00

NH
:
J R Kenney
West Point Ill
Ira Rowe
Minneapolis Minn
Rachel Wilkins E Mansfield
Mass

son—C Smith—A E sSlade—) Sanborn—D A Tneker—
J 8 Warren D Watarman—H H Wallace~J T Wheeler—J JI Wheeler—E Wakeman—R Zimmerman—J A
sutten—A B Tracy,
:

class that do not attend church, but they find
a welcome
place here at
O.
Our large
churches in the city do not call in the poor,

ley, of the Ashland church, is recovering
from a prolonged illness and hopes soon to be
in active work again.
:
Vermont.

Allen—C B A

New Hampton—E Huntley—C L Hulett—Mrs 8 Hol-

a gloom over the place. And now,
news reaches us of the sudden depart-

she resided.

held

of the parish, some half dozen, have

P B

It

brook—J H Jones— A D Jones—G W JohnsonN
Jones-J R Kenney—L C Kimbail-B F Kelley—W H
Lituefieid
Lockhart — G Lovejoy—J P Longley—

M. 8. Giles, above alluded to. She died Nov.
19. She was
the only
surviving sister of
Rev. S. H. Barrett, of
Rutland, and her loss
will long be felt in the community in which

‘Rev. Collamore Purrington of ' Fairfield,
who has been pastor of the Universalist church

fully

Free

.

ure of Mrs. Sarepta P. Giles, wife of the

ly were also present....On account of the severe storm, but one-half day’s meeting of the

been

Audios

Crabtree—R B Coy—M 8 Collier—D N Binks
H Culver — M Ouie~C E Davis=J W Dunjee
— W

devo-

recollect, Rev. I. Z. Haning, the leader in the
college enterprise at Rio Grande, died. As
his death was sudden and unexpected,
it
‘brought sorrow to many hearts.
Add to this,
a few months after, occurred the death of

Lisbon Falls F. B. church, visited him Friday
evening, Nov. 21, and gave him a hearty good
pounding. Revs. Geo. Plummer and 8. Wake-
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tion prevailed, in spite of the indifferent feel
ings wich may have existed at the opening of

to be raised, in completing that part of the
building.
)
‘We wish to cheer the friends far away,

on the hall, so far as we have

business.

Pres-

REV. E. N. FERNALD (to whom all contributions
from the churches for our
Benevolent Societies should

day, preaching at 11 o'clock, and at 7.30, by
Rev. J. 8. Chapman, whom they have recently
called as pastor. The meetings were well at-

But it is a comfort to know
less will

Goldsboro’ Chapel is the

entire evening was devoted to

8 B Ridley Springvale Me

ident, the Secretary, E,E. Willey, L. DD, Bryant and
others, will address the conven tion.
BENJ.M.MASON, Pres,
8.Ci KIMBALL, Secy,

‘east of the center of the town. Here we met
Saturday evening at 6 o'clock. There are
some sixty members belonging to the church,
about fifty of whom were present at the opening of the conference. The affairs of the
‘church being in an unséttled condition, the

«chance for cooking, washing, etc.,—to the
amount of some two hundred and forty
that justso much
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THE

Family Circle.
THE DELAWARE AND IROQUOIS
INDIANS.
BY AUNT MILLY.

Every little boy and girl hails with delight
a visit to an Indian camp or wigwam,and the possession of some trinket,
or a gaudily painted basket made by
them, brings with it no little pleasure,
but I wonder how many of those same
little boys and girls know the history of
thered men,

believed,

and

said and did long ago before modern

what

civ-

ilization brought

they

to our

fair. land its

cities, its towns, its villages, its broad
fertile fields, its railroads and floating
palaces, its churches and schools, its

wealth and freedom?
Our geographies tell us that the original inhabitants of America were called
Indians,

because

those

who

discovered

the country thought it must be the eastern part of India. The Indians were
"once
a very numerous people and were
divided into nations and tribes.

At pres-

They are lost in admiration; the dress,
the manners, the whole appearance of
the strangers are to them subjects of
wondergs
The man with the red coat all
glittering with gold lace excites their
curiosity most. Surely, he must be the
‘ Maniton, but why should he have a white

skin P Meanwhile, a large hackhack

(that

is;

a bottle with liquor) is brought, from
which an unknown liquid is poured'into a
small cup. The Maniton drinks,—has the
glass filled again, and hands it to the
chief standing next ‘him. "The chief

takes it, but only

smells

the contents,

and passes it to the next chief, who does
the same. ' The glass thus passes through
the whole circle, and is on

the

point

of

being returned when one of the Indians,
a brave man and a great warrior,suddenly jumps up,and harangues the assembly.
He tells them that the cup was given
them to drink, as the great Manito himsell had done. To return what he had
given would provoke his wrath, and
bring down destruction. He believed it

for the nation’s good that the
drank, and as no one else

liquid be

would

do

it,

ent we will speak of but two nations,
the Delaware
and the Iroquois. The
Delaware was divided into three tribes—

he resolved he should, let the consequences be what they might. He then
took the glass and bidding the assembly
the Unamis, the Wunalachtikos, and the "a solemn farewell, at once drank up its
Monsys. They were known to the other whole contents. Every eye was fixed on
Indian nations as

the Senni-Senape,

that

the resolute chiet,

to see the

effect.

He

is, Original People. The name Dela- soon began to stagger and at last fell to
ware was given them by the Europeans. the ground. His companions now .beThe Iroquois, so called by the French, moan his fate ; hé falls into a sound sleep,
were known to the English by the name and they think -he has expired.
He
of ‘The Six Nations,” because they con- wakes again, jumps up, and declares that
sisted of six tribes joined together by a he never knew before what true happileague.
;
ness was till he drank that cup. He asks
The Delaware and Iroquois resemble for more ; his wish is granted ; the whole
each other very much, both in mind and assembly then imitate him and all become
body. The men are straight and hand- drunk.
some, the women

short

and

clumsy

in

appearance. « Their complexion is generally of a copper color, and their; hair is

jet black, stiff” and coarse, ' like horse
hair.

The men have a firm walk, a light

step, and run with remarkable

swiftness.

Their smell, sight, and hearing, are very
acute, and their memory uncommonly retentive. They possess a lively imagina-

tion, and comprehend

what belongs

to

their interest with great facility. They
say that we white people are a mixed
race and therefore

a

troublesome. one,

" that the Great Spirit,knowing
the wicked-

ness of the white people, found it necessary to give them a great’ book, (meaning the Bible),but that they (the Indians)
had no occasion for such a guide. - They

During

the general

intoxication the

whites returned to their vessel, but as
soon as it had ceased they came again
and distributed presents
amoung the
Indians, consisting of beads, axes, hoes,
and stockings. They soon became familiar with each other and began to converse by signs. They were given to understand that their visitors would not re-

main with them, but would come to see
them the next year, when they would
bring more presents, and stay with them
awhile, but as they could not live without eating they would want a little land
to sow seeds. They received the prom-

ise of as much land as they needed, and
bade their newifriends good-bye.
The following season
found

them

MORNING

STAR,

The women’s dress is usually a petticoat made tight about the hips and reaching a little below the knee. A longer
one would be troublesome in traveling
through the woods. Their holiday dress
is blue or red cloth hung all round with
ribbons of various colors, They prefer
blue because it is the color of the sky and
is an emblem of peace. Their shoes are
and

sometimes

they

ures as the men do, but make a round red
spot upon each cheek, and redden. their

eyelids, the top of their foreheads,

rims of their ears, and their temples ; and
they adorn their ears, necks, and breasts
with coral, little crosses and other articles

of finery
traders.

obtained

from

the European

For their dwellings, they choose

seen.

Many

hurried to

the spot, saw the object,

but

agree upon what it was;

some believed

it to be

an

enormous

fish

could
or

not

animal,

while others thought it a very big house,
floating on the sea. At all events, they
concluded whatever it was it was surely
coming towards them, and that it must
be something which possessed life. It
was, therefore, thought proper

to put all

the Indians on their guard, and accordingly runners and watermen were de. spatched to earry the news to their scat-

tered chiefs:

Their next decision with

reference to the strange object

was

that

it was a large house in which the Maniton
(the Great and Supreme Being) himself
was present, and that he was probably
coming to visit them.

"By this time the chiefs were assembled
at York Island, consulting together as to
what manner they should receive their

Maniton.

Every means was taken to be

well provided with plenty of meat
sacrifice.

The

women

prepare the best food.

A

to

grand dance

was appointed, which, with

was believed would not

for 3

were : desired

a.sacrifice, it

only be agree-

ableto the great Being, but would also
help to appease him if angry. Distracted between hope and fear, they were at a
- loss what -to do. They commenced a
dance,however, in great confusion.
And now fresh runners

arrive,

declar-

ing it to be a large house, of various colors, and crowded with living creatures.

Now they are sure it is the Maniton,

bringing them a new kind of game, but
the next tidings are that the house is full

of human beingsof a differdb}totor and
dress from the Indians ; that in particular, one was dressed entirely in red, who
must be the Maniton himself. They are

for more land until the Indians began

to

believe they would soon want all their
country, which in the end proved too
true.

Bo

think that a divine power has been imparted to him. Even if he does detect
the deception he is ashamed to own it;
and wishing to preserve the chavacter of
an extraordinary person, he continues bis
wicked purposes until he too grows old,

by driving poles into the

ground,

and

strengthening them by cross-beams and
the whole covered within and without by
pieces of bark, fastened by twigs of hickory. The fire is kindled in the midd]e,
and the smoke ascends through a hole in
the top of the roof. Provisions and other
necessaries are hung up by means of poles
across the top of the hut. They used to
kindle their fires by rubbing two dry
pieces of wood together, and their knives
were made of sharpened flint, their
pots and kettles of clay. After the Europeans came they were provided with flint
and steel, good knives, hatchetsand brass
kettles.
The principal food of the Indians consists of the game they take or kill in the

In

Walter Rafeigh, it is said, first introduced
potatoes and tobacco

into

England from

A Reply.

By Rev.

samuel
Ives Curtiss, D. D., with Notes
. and
Appendices,
Chjcago: Jansen, MeClurg & Co. 12nio. pp. 118.
($1.25).

While there is a large class of people that
thinks it would be better to leave Col. Ingersoll alone, believing that his careless, and even
plainly prejudiced statements would sufficiently defeat his attack on the Bible, there is a still

secretly to the reader, dictating

he wishes to know.

larger class that feels as though these inaccuracies oughtto be shown, his recklessness re-

buked

see what he was doing, and

then

Inger-

others, young men,
States, who, being

captivated by his rhetoric and

meals, the common drink is either broth

to do all the hard work.
prepare the

They not only

food, - but plant,

hoe,

and

gather the corn and roots. They must
lie at their husbands feet if they sleep

latter class may not

take the pains

to read the

replies to his arguments, there

are

ers who feel

plain, concise

the

need of some

and adequate line of defense

muny oth-

against his posi-

tion. The book at hand will meet just such a
want as this. It is prepared especiilly with
reference to Mr. Ingersoll's “Mistakes of Moses,”
and while it is easily written, it is sufficiently
thoughtful and argumentative to merit careful

study.

The author, who

is now

Professor of

Old Testament Literature and Interpretation in
Chieago Theological Seminary, pursued his

studies under the celebrated Dr. Delitzsch and

un-

received academic recognition from the univer-

possibly

sities of Berlin and Leipzig,so
brought to his task a good degree
of learning that has fitted him for
plishment of it. The book meets

indulg-

that he has
of the kind
the accomCol. Inger-

soll courteously,and while recognizing his powerasa writer and speaker, shows clearly the
weakness of the position that he has assumed.

The outward style of the book may be shown
from an extract:

He professes to be a kind friend of the ministers, and wishes to free them, as far as possible,
from the tyranny of creeds, so that they need
no longer, owl-like, hoot the same “hoots”
which their fathers have hooted before them.

even told him what quantity he had taken.
It has not been until very recently that

You

how they came there; others affirm that

country.

Among the stars’they are familiar with

see how

itis.

According

to this new

dream.

In other words they are brought

g off to the Woods, but are pressedby

that brave men should paint,and
chiefs and wise men assemblein a large so theyneedaub
these, “Do not fear, I am a rock. I am
their faces and bodies till
circle, and the” man in the red clothes they
look from a distance as if they wore Lord of all things. No one shall do thee
harm, and I will bestow upon thee the
a friendly countenance. a harness.
:

resurrection. If either sun or moon is
eclipsed, they say it is in a swoon. Their
year is, like ours, divided into four parts,

though they do not divide the months into

weeks, nor count the days; an Indian always says, ‘‘1 was traveling so many

:

* In general the Indians believe in one
Supreme Being who made all things;
but before the Europeans came among
them they appear to have had no idea of
the Devil. They now believe in . two
beings; to one they ascribe all good, to
the other all evil. They consider it very
difficult to enter heaven,because the gates

of hell are very near, and the Devil stands
ready to snatch all who are going to God.
Evidently they consider the soul immor-

Library Associa-

:

. The books that come ont of the dail} wants of
people, and become at once the expression
and the supply of those wants, are of the
most practical value.
The ‘‘Reader’s Handbook” is such a book.
Mr. Winsor had charge
of the Boston Public Library at the commencement of our Centennial period, and felt the
great demand that kept voicing itself at his
desk for books that bore especially on the top-

ics that then filled the public mind. He soon
began to'make notes of the books to which per-

sons might be referred
formed on some general
finally his notes grew to
book before us, It is; as

the body to take place, from their usual
mode of expressing themselves:
‘We
Indians can not die eternally; even In-

who wished to be inor special subject, and
the dimensions of the
he says in the preface,

“like a continuous foot-note to all histories of
the American ‘Revolution.”
Following its

guidance, one can hardly fail to understand the
course of eventd that it traces out.

Suppose the

reader wishes to know not only about Arnold's
career as a whole, but about special features of

it, as his exploits on

tal, and even suppose a resurrection of

|

THE READER'S. HANDBOOK
-OF- THR - AMER
CAN REVOLUTION.
1761—1783.
By Justia
Winsor, Librarian of Harvard University;

E. J. Lane & Co.

the moon does not shine, they say it is
dead.
Her first appearance is called a

L

—

tion ; formerly Superingndent of the Boston
Public Library.
Boston: Houghton, Osgood
&Co. 16mo. pp.=328.
($1.25).
[For sale by

course by it'at night. When the sun sets,
they think it goes under water. When

Lake

Champlain,

or his

expedition by the Kennebec river. The index refers to the page of this handbook on
which one is guided to the proper sources for

the

desired information.

The

multitude

of

events, personal, military, social and political,
in the Revolutionary period, are treated in the
same way, It represents a wide acquaintance
with books, and must prove itself of great prae-

is revivbo

“Opoorme!
|
‘Who am going out to Bhs,
‘And know uot whether I shall return again,
To enjoy the embraces of my children °
And my wife.
i
O
po r creature!
A
‘Whose life is not in his own hands,
Who has no
power over his own body
?
But tries to do his duty
For the welfare of his nation.
i
O thou Great Spirit above!
y
|
Tike pityon my children
y
And on my wife!
Prevent
mourning on my account!
Grant that I may be succesbful in this attempt,
That I may slay my enemy
And bring home the
hies of war
To my dear family
and
friends,
That we may rejoice together,
i
ob! take pity on mel
£
ve me strength and cou
to meet my enemy.
Suffer me to return ERTL
ay children, ,
y
To my wife,
:
And fo my relations.
,
Take pity on me, and preserve my life
And I will make to thee a sacrifice,”

such that they may be used against not only
the most of Mr. Ingersoll’s addresses, but
against all similar attacks on Revelation and
Inspiration.

President of the American

the polar or north stars, and direct their

dian corn buried in the ground,
ed, and rises again.”

their reading with a dull ache over the woes

that will creep into human life, and a wonde
r

how the author has seen so clearly into
so many

darkenened “hearts, in Widely different positions, This feeling of sympathy with
others
is a worthy one if it incites us to thankfulne
ss
for our more pleasant lot or efforts to brigh
ten

more unfortunate livas, for in many
a commu-

nity is a self-sacrificing, heroic woman hike
the
~eamstress in No. 13, or & man in temptation
s.
as severe as those that surrounded Neblit
t,
——

tical value to the historical reader,
ént volume is initial and tentative.

The presIfit meets

suitable recognition, it will be followed by oth-

ers like it on other themes of History,
phy, Travel,
and Art.

Philosophy,

Science,

Biogra-

Literature

AN
EARNEST
TRIFLER.
Same publishers,
ete. 16mo. pp. 249.
(81.25). [For sale by
E. J. Lane & Co,

The favor with which this book has been re-

ceived is a better comment upon it than any
newspaper notice can be, for it has, already,
reached its sixth edition,
It proves to have

been written by Miss Mary A. Sprague,of Newark, O.,and its popularity is a great surprise

to her. There is nothing in it startling—no
horrible murder, nor great calamity, and not

very much love. The earnest trifler is a young
civil engineer of wealth and position who, pursuing his business, spends a summer in a coun-

try place, stopping with a man ‘whose daughter is young, pleasant, intelligent, but in no

wise

remarkable.

He

commences

acquaint-

-

CASTLE FOAM; or

A Russian Story. The

of 3 An

oratory, assent

blasphemers like himself, then inward doubters or confirmed skeptics, While many of this

ed himself freely. He was careful to renew this precaution every time he felt
thirsty which no doubt was quite often.
Judge of his astonishment and chagrin
when on reaching his destination, the
person to whom he was sent, after reading the letter and examining the articles,
immediately accused him of theft and

nights.”

wight not listen by the tireside. They are seri.
ous, hardly cheerful, and one turns aside from:

Hie Flcerschata..

Ce naatiout,l jo.

sule by K. Rg peed

to what he says and become in turn, if not open

reader, but so asnot to be heard by any one
else. Hence a letter is regarded as a very
sacred and mysterious thing. An amusing story is told of an Indian who was
once employed to carry certain articles

not

revealed.

while Col.

listeners, there are many
especially, in the Western

Others think that the

der a stone, where it could

feelings

that

soll does defeat himself in the minds of many

whatever

al from the letter, he went and hid it

and his prejudiced

There can be nodoubt

the first Indians had their origin in the
America.
waters. Ilowever foolish these traditions
They have no fixed time for their meals, may seem to us, they all seem to imply
yy eat when they feet turgry-—At their] -that-the-Jadians came from some other

the mode of life planned for them by their
in the mannerof their country, by way who can afford it now Wear a piece of parents. If they are destined for soring an answer. Many are run- cloth, blue, red, or black, about the waist cerers,they beconse scholars at the tender
‘ornamented with ‘ribbons, wampum, or
age of twelve or fourteen years to old
others to stay,in order not
to give offense coral. Some wear hats or caps bought sorcerers. They are easily deluded by
Europeans and others go bareheadto their visitor, who might find them out ofed. the The
men allow their hair to grow apparitions ‘Which these old men perand destroy them. 'The house, or big
form. For instance,
onc of these deceivlong, but pull it all outby the roots,leavers
will
dress
like
a
véry
old man with a
| ing only a little tuft on the crown of the
long
gray
beard,and
tottering
towards the
ad. They think it of the greatest im- frightened boy will mutter such words as

Pat

grades of life use, there is nothing which might
disturb the most refined, or to whicha family

the Indians have had any written lan- teacher of ethics, there is no definite truth. Is
sad that our children should be carrying
guage; consequently, all their history iton not
this same process. and be hooting the hoots.
was handed down from father to son; and that the inventor of the multiplication table
when he used to say five times one are
what they relate concerning their ances- booted,
ve.
:
:
tors is simply a tissue of fables. The
«Ought not Ingersoll, since he is such a friend
of
edueation,
to
seek
a
reform
in
this
particuwoods, and fish, and various kinds of Iroqnois say that the Indians formerly.
lar, so that the children may be independent
vegetables. They make use of different lived under ground ; but accidently of a enough to say five times one are six?
roots of plants, fruits, nuts and berries fine country on the surface,they immediateIt is not
a book that would remove doubts
from the minds of learned theologians and sciout of the woods by way of relish, or as a ly took possession of it.
The Delaware.
seasoning for their food. They are par- declare that the heavens are peopled by entists, provided there were any such who
neededto be enlightened against Mr. Inger
ticularly fond of oysters, and subsist for Indians, who descended forme ly to dwell
soll’s theories, but it is one that will be found
weeks upon them.
Potatoes, also, which on earth.
Another nation prétend that most helpful and valuable to the mass of readare now So-eommon all over the world seven Indians suddenly found themselves “ers—the class, in fact, that most needs the book.
were first found among the Indians.
Sir sitting on the sea-coast, but knew not Its Scripture citations and line of argument are

hailed from, the vessel in a language they | former times their dress consisted of the in this manner to conform willingly. to
do not understand, yet they shout or yell skins of animals, and also feathers. Those

»

INGERSOLL AND MOSES.

grammatical language which people in
the lowest

and in his turn endeavors to delude other reckless arguments, and his inaccurate and

When an Indian dies, his corpse is
without fire, and at his back if they sleep
Amid all the cruel wrongs which they before the fire. They receive no assist- dressed in a new suit and ‘carefully laid
have suffered from the whites there is one ance in tending, feeding or carrying their out, and the female relations and friends
bright exception in William Penn. They children.
assemble around to mourn over it. The
fondly cherished his memory and that of
When a child is born, it is immediately graves are usually dug by the old women.
his peaceful followers. When he entered
laid
upon a board covered with moss, with The bodies were formerly placed in a sort
into any treaty with them, no weapons of
of coffin made of bark. They used also
war were seen, and they remember with ‘small pieces of wood fastened to it to pre- toput in the grave a tobacco pouch,
gratitude the affability and sincere good vent the child from falling off. When knife, tinder-box, - tobacco and pipe,
faith with which he always treated them, -| the motheris at work this rude cradle is
bow and arrows,
gun, powder and shot,
and how he adopted the ancient custom hung upona peg or branch of a tree.
skins and cloth for clothes, paint,
a
The
child
is
usually
carried
in
a
blanket
of their ancestors, and convened them in
small
bag
of
Indian
corn,
sometimes
the
a grove of trees. In commemoration of fastened te its mother’s back. As the
kettle, hatchet and other furniture of the
these conferences they often assembled ( girls grow up they are taught all sorts of
deceased, supposing that departed spirits
work,
but
the
boys
loiter
round,
do
nothtogether in the woods in some shady spot
would have the same wants, and occupa-,
as similar as possible to those where they ing but follow their own fancies. They
tion in the spirit land.
early
learn
the
use
of
the
bow
and
arrow,
used to meet their eldest brother Miquon
When an Indian of rank dies, it is cusand
when
they
reach
the
proper
age
they
(as they affectionately called Penn), and
there lay all his ‘t words,” or speeches are presented with a gun. The first game tomaryto send embassies from very diswith those of his descendants,
on a blanket they kill is the occasion of a great feast. tant tribes to condole with the relations.
or clean piece of bark,and with real plea- Young boys are made to fast long and The message would be something like the
following,—¢* We bury the remains of the
sure go successively over the whole. An often till their poor bodies become ema- deceased, and cover the grave with bark,
ciated,
and
their
minds
deranged,
and
eye-witness relates this; but adds that the
that neither the dew of heaven nor the
practice continued until the year 1780, their dreams wild and extravagant. This rain may fall upon it. We wipe off the
is continued until they have had, or pre- tears from your eee: and take all sorrow
when the disturbances which then took
"We put your heart in
tend to have had some remarkable dream from your heart.
place put an end to it, probably forever!
9
which is at once interpreted by the pa- good order, and make it cheerful,”
But to return to the habits and customs
We close this sketch by giving one of
rents
and
friends
and
the
future
occupatheir songs, before going against an eneof the Delaware and Iroquois. They are
tion of the child prophesied. The way is my. They are sung in short sentences,
very particular about their dress and orthus prepared for theirbecoming physi- the music is well adapted to the words,
naments. The men wear a blanket hung
cians, hunters, sorcercers, rich men, cap- and is far from being displeasing and unloosely over their shoulders or only on the
tains according to the tenor ‘of their harmonious.

left so as to leave the right arm’ free.

r—

Kiterarp Bebieko,

intelligible jargon till the boy begins to

>

what they had

countrymen

un-

a situation well supplieg with wood and some distance, and at the same time enwater, and suitable for planting Indian trusted by his employer with a letter
corn. Their cabins or huts are built in describing
tWe
things
sent.
There
the following manner:
They peel the happened to be some rum among the rest
bark off trees, which they dry and flat- and the Indian's propensity tempted him
ten.
The frame of the building is made strongly to help himself. Fearing betray-

or pure water. They also preparea kind |
of liquid of dried berries, sugar, and
water, of which they are extremely fond.
But they have now an insatiable thirst for
spirituous liquors, and use them to excess
whenever they can get them.
They marry early in life, and never
axes, and hoed up the ground, and cut near relations.
They say they were didown trees before their, eyes, and told vided into tribes to prevent the marriage
them the use of the stockings. The of near relatives; for they always take a
Indians were now asked for a piece of person from another tribe. When an Inland for a garden spot, only as much they dian wishes to marry, he sends presents’
were told as the hide of a bullock would to the nearest friends of the person he
cover or encompass, and the hide was has selected.
If they are pleased, they
spread before them. The request was propose it to the girl; if she consents she
readily granted, but judge of the natives’ is led to her husband’s hut without much
surprise when the white men took a knife ceremony, If the offer is declined. the
and cut the hide into a long rope; then presents are returned. Though the conbeing careful not to break it, it was drawn tract is thus formed by the cousent of both
out in a circular form and being closed at parties, the moment it takes place the
each end enclosed a large piece of ground.
woman becomes the slave of her husband,
Though surprised at the superior wit of and for some offenses the husband may put
their white neighbors, they did not wish
his wife to death. Itis a sad fact that
to contend for a little land, as they had so among the uncivilized of all nations the
much remaining. Thus they lived to- women are more degraded than the men.
gether contentedly for a long time,though
Among the Indians the women are forced
the white people from’ time to time asked

their

some

the paper when written upon can speak to the

fit only for a woman, and they can not
understand why they should strive to
heap up riches which they can not carry
away with them to the next world. They
conclude that the white people have a
great many thieves among them, since
they are obliged to put under lock and
key everything that is valuable.
An intelligent Delaware Indian has
given an interesting account of the first
visit of the Europeans to their land.
‘“A great many years ago,” he says,
** when men with a white skin had never
yet been seen in the land, some Indians
who were out fishing at a ‘place. where
the sea widens, espied far out at sea
something remarkably large floating on
the water. They immediately returned
told

He then utters

1879.

leave the hair on. The parts around the
ankles are ornamented with small pieces

again with the red men, and-both parties

to the shore, and

same power.”

' 3,

boys by the same tricks which were played
upon him in his youth.
Generally speaking the Indians can
of brass or tin fastened with leather strings, neither read nor write,and it is very diffiwhich make an odd jingling when they cult to give them an idea of these accomwalk or dance. Their hair is commonly plishments. If anything written or printdecorated with a variety of trinkets. They ed is shown them and an extract read
do not paint their faces with different fig- from it, some imagine that a spirit speaks
made of deer skin,

say that the whites talk too much, and
that much talk disgraces a man, and is

were glad to see each other. The Europeans laughed at the Indians when they
saw what use they had made of their
first presents. They had the axes and
hoes hanging on their breasts as ornaments, while the stockings they used as
bags to hold their tobacco. 'The white
men now put handles to their hoes and
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We notice this season

Boston:

Lee

t A800),

[For

several ‘books

whose:

geographical location is in Russia.

It may

be

because that country, little known to
Western:

Europe and America,

opens

a

new

field to.

story writers, or on account of a wholesome
desire to farther stimulate interest in that

great empire.

At least the volume

before

us

meets both suppositions. It is fresh in
its
local details, and it interests the reader
to
know more of the customs and natural sur-

rounding of a country where such a singular
course of events could be possible, Though

the scene of the story is, for
lnid in Russia, yet it seems
chain, and India is the seal
links together.
It opens in

is hunting

with a party

the greater part,
to be told in a
which binds the
India. The author

drawn

together

by

chance, one a young man, and another an old
mun.
The next chapter carries the reader to

Russia, and then through three hundred pages
carefully and slowly is developed the plot, so
intricate we must often re-read to understand,
and yet admirably woven together, till, coming through Poland, Denmark; France, Egypt
and Palestine, through murders and wickedness and dungeons, we complete the circle and

in India again find the ol'man of the hunting
purty to be the Prince Meerschaum, exiled,
batisbed from home, love,wealth and position,
the young man bis son heir to all this and

reverencing his father, and a stranger in the

hunting party the prince’s deadly enemy who
has brought all this trouble upon him. The
old mau is killed in the hunt by a tiger, the
stranger dies by his own dagger, and friend

und foe lie together in the jungle. When one
commences tae story there is no place to stop.
till the end is reached.
The approaching holidays are preceded by
numerous books for the children. There is
genuine drollery in a little book of outline
sketches, published by D. Lothrop & Co. (Bos-

ton), and entitled “Art inthe Nursery; Pictures for Baby to Draw, und Pictures for Bato

by

laugh

at.”

Whatever

the baby: does

about it, there is no doubt but his older friends

will laugh at these pictures, whether they attempt to draw them or not. There are odd
and comical conceits in the book, and as the
price of it is only 50 cents, a good many people

. can afford
to Jook at it.—For children who
come next
to the

baby,

there is a

volume

of

full-page illustrations, with stories and rhymes
to match, entitled Chatterbox Junior, and
published by R. Worthington, New York. The
pictures are, many of them, familiar, but they

ure none the worse for that, and among the
single-page stories which they illustrate are
many that teach good lessons, while all are
more or less entertaining.— Sparkles for Bright

Eyes(T.

T. Crowell, New York)

is of a still

higher grade,baving fewer full-page pictures but
many more of a smaller size, and almost no
end of bright stories.
Among the contributors

to this volume are Miss Alcott, Olive Thorne,

Laurie Loring, Edgar Fawcett, Celia Thaxter,
H. R. Hudson, Mary H. Prescott, and others

familiarto appreciative

young

people.

Each

of these books has gayly-figured and illuminat™"
ed covers, and from beginuing to end they are

adapted to the tastes of the different stages of
childhood.

The North American Review for December
is specially noteworthy for the timeliness of
every one of the papers which it contains. The

number opens

with

the first installment of i»

study by James Anthony Froude, the historian,
on “Roman ism and the Irish Race in the Unit-

ed States.” Mr. Froude views with alarm the:
development ofthe Papal system in this country,

and foresees the necessity of radical changes in
our Nutional and State cobstitutions, if we

would not have universal suffrage converted’
into an engine for the overthrow of republican:
government in the interest of the Roman Cath-olic religion.

The dream of the Ultramontanes

that the Pope will soon exercise as complete an
authority in the United States as Gregory VII.
ever exercised in’ Europe, is.regarded by Mr.
Froude as scarcely more preposterous or impossible of realization than the state of things
which actually exists—~Roman Catholics constituting the largest single religious community

inthis

country—would

have

seemed

to the

grandfathersofthe present generation. The Hon.

Geo. S.\Boutwell considers the causes which in-

dispose young men of culture and ability to take

anactive pactin the conduct of political affairs.
These causes are manifold, among them being

the very strong inducements offered in a new
country by various other pursuits, the evil repute which has come upon politics! and official

life from the misdeeds of tricksters and officeholders, and so on.” Nevertheless, Mr. Boutwell contends that in no sphere of life is there
opportunity for a larger or more enduring influence than in politics and government, and
that consequently there can be no more praisewortby ambition for the capable young man
than that which aims at distinction ‘through

ance by seeking her company for his own entertainment, fully determined not to descend
from his own fancied position to hers. He final-

tributes. an essay on * The Religion of To-

will not listen to his advances; yet, comparing
him with another wealthy suitor,she is inclined
to yield, but the weeks pass, and she at last marries a sober, rather uninteresting friend of the:

lectual attitude of our age toward the ancient dogmas of Christianity, and showing the
progressive elimination of tenets herotofore
reckoned among the essentials of religious be-

ly ceases to trifle, and becomes in earnest. She

trifler; who bas been in earnest from the begin-

ning. The plot does not develop,in all respects,
as we expect, and perhaps not as we hope, and

yet it may be just this faithfulness to life, so

frequently disappointing us, which maintains
the interest in the story, and has secured for it

80 large a class of admirers.

SEALED ORDERS. By Elizabeth Stuart Phelps,
author of *“The Gates

Ajar,”

“The Story

of

political service.
Day.”

An

anonymous

author

This writer, after surveying the

con-

intel-

lief, contends that this *‘ downfall of doctrine

by no means does away entirely with religious
fuith, The old, dogmatic faith will surely perish utterly, but there will still remain another
faith,a faith that the throne of the moral universe
will stand unshaken before

sion.

all human

discus-

Prof. Bonamy Price raises the question,

**Is Political Economy a Science”! He accepts
as an adequate and accurate definition of Science “ the filiation of causes through common

Avis,” ete. Same
pu lishers, ‘ete, 12mo. observation to things beyond,” and then depp. 345. ($1.50). [Kor sale by E. J. Lane clares that Political Economy is not a science,
& Co.
but only a body of systematlis knowledge. Dr.
This volume isa collection of stories reprint- | George M. Beard compures the physique of
ed from Harper's Monthly, the New York In- Englishmen and Americans, and corrects many
dependent, Scribner’s Monthly and the Atlan- erroneous opinions on that subject which have
tic Monthly. Some of them are among the obtained curretey on both sides of the Atlan-most powerful that have been written in dia- tie. Mr. Cuthbert Mills, in the first of a series
lect. ‘Whether it is the poor fellow repeating of papers onthe “Permanence of Political
his story at the diamond mines, or the police Forces,” breaks ground for a very instructive
hilosophico-bistorical
inquiry touching the poofficer telling of Doherty, or the sailor deseribtical status of the Un ted States. The book
ing the vessel wrecked in port, there is a pathos
reviews
are
by
Mr.
John
R.
Hassard, The
to which we are forced to yield. And in all North American Review, 661 G,Broadway,
New
these’ ‘stories, written in the common, unork,
:

*
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The cities on the Japanese

seaboard

have adopted so many foreign customs
that you do not find real Japan without

going into the interior.
For this purpose we left Yokohama on
the 3d inst. for a days’ ride,by Jinrikisha,

of eighteen miles to Kamakura.
In order to have the cool morning for
our ride we started at 5 o'clock. Accom-

panied by Dr, Hepburn,as guide; we had
a day of rare enjoyment,

Few men have the faculty of making

bers of pilgrims visit it daily,and they are
now collecting funds to rebuild the tem-

tion. = Finally, after four months of mis.

rebuild it. We had our pictures taken
while sitting on the arms of Diabutzer

a special

breakfast.

we

stopped

We had taken a cup

fee and a roll before starting, and made
this fifteen miles as comfortably as in an
ordinary carriage at home.
Wherever
we halted for a few moments, crowds

would gather to see the foreigners.
The
available part of Japan is thickly populated.
4
With a territory containing about the
same number of square miles as the New

England States, nearly one-half of which
is mountainous and uninhabitable, they
have a population of nearly forty million,

other

fine earthenware,

also

silks

compounds near the palace.

and

ground.

in this, by

But labor here is very cheap,

skin

in diameter

though in a very

and by this means all their valleys

are

attracts

atten-

Kiota is an inland city some

40 to

and as the season has been favorable,

were petmitted to see its
best advantage.
Numerous villages all
gave us the opportunity
" the people live and dress.
ter, it is next fo the most

ner possible.
the waist

culture

along the road
of seeing how
As to the latprimitive man-

A loose frock

is

the

we

to the

50 miles from Koby by railroad. This
railroad and the one from Yokohama to
Takio are the only ones in Japan, I am
informed. For centuries Kiota has been

considered the sacred city of Japan, and

principal

tied

about

attire,

and

tal of the empire. In this
neighborhood is the great tea growing

district of Japan, known as Uji, from
which are obtained the choice teas of
Japan. But really if your readers could
see the process of curing, it would take
away, I fear, something

of - the

relish

of

Lake

Bima

7

beverage.

this favorite

miles east of Kiota, is one of the finest
sheets of water, and a place of great
sort.

before

entering the

enclosure, and

PARTICULAR
BRIEF and

at the

re-

try. The choicest sites are always selected,

* forty to fifty feet high,

generally

round

with hewn stone archways, connecting
the columns thirtyto forty feet in a sin
gle stone.
4

The temples

themselves of the most

costly make in gold, gilt and lacquer work,
costing millions of dollars, and these
temples are cared for constantly by a
large number of attendants and visited by
hundreds, some of them by thousands
daily, each worshiper presenting hig offering in money before he bows to worship.
:
:
Protestants may here well learn a lesson. Our church and mission treasuries
at home would not be as empty as now,
if vur alms accompanied our prayers
more uniformly.
If Protestant Christians were to tax
themselves a tithe of what the heathen do
for their worship, there would be means
enoughto give the pure gospel of the
blessed God to the whole world in a very
short space of time.
The city of Kamakura is now little
Once it
more than a country village.
was a large city and one of the capitals
of the empire but some years ago a tidal
wave swept away the larger part of the

city, andit has never been rebuilt.
It has
a Shiota temple of note,
Yarotamo

NS

I, the founder of the military

.class, has his image in this temple. A

worship and two
English

$400

Church
Last

school-houses for the
mission,
* and gave

Dec.,

Mr.

Rose,

also

of

to the principal

a month

school.

built a house of

an

the
Am.

Baptist Missionary, commenced work at
Mandelay, the capital of upper Burmah—

which

is still

independent of English

rule—with the view of making it a mission

station. Thee Baw Ming, one of the king's
song, twenty years of age, had succeeded
to the throne, and there was a feeling of
hopeful expectation in regard to his
reign. Mr. Rose had large gatherings all
over the city, who listened well; many
seemed interested, wanted to hear and
learn more, and

were glad

to take books

But many were afraid,
and read them.
though they would rarely express the
ground of their fears.
«The young king,” said Mr. Rose,
«had agreed that the ministers who had
80 kindly made him king should rule the
country. The ministers seemed to believe among themselves, that if they gave
the young man all he wanted of fine silks,
and satins, and gold, and rubies, and diamonds, women and cock-fights, he would

On the

pot meddle with affairs of state.

morning of the 18th of Jan., we were
startled by the fact that this playful kitten
or lamb had suddenly been transformed
to a full grown tiger, and had really got
a sniffof blood. . .. Two of the four Chief
Ministers were thrown into prison, heavily ironed, and eleven other bigh officials
treated in like manner."
Writing under date of Feb. 19, Mr. Rose

says:
«Qur terrible suspense of weeks is now

dissipated by a terrible atrocity.”

That

views ** It was the cool, determined
quaint, are shown, here and are said to ery
of helpless captives, whose
date back: thousands of years.
In this

butch-

large number of relics ‘of the past—helmets, swords

&

He even

mother,

ete.,

some

of

them

very

temple also, is the image of Kuwanan,
the goddess of Mercy, of gilt bronze 30
feet,3 inches high. A fine and benignant
looking figure, kept in the dark for some
reason which I did not ascertain, shown
4
by lanterns only.

thus described by a Calcutta
atrocity is
paper and copied by the Missionary Re-

only
crime consisted in the fact, that they were
the brothers, sisters and nephews of the
man who slaughtered them. Before the
death of the late king, all the princes and
their families were enticed into the palace, and imprisoned en masse, to secure

the accession of Thee Baw.

escaped by marvelous chance, and found
The rest,
shelter within our protection.
numbering some hundred people, men,
women and children, were confined with-

Three miles from Kamakura is the im.’
age of Diabutzeror great Buddah. This image wasonce in avery costly and large in & brick building
temple, but the tidal

wave

that swept

away the city, swept away also this temple, but the image was 80 heavy it was
:
not carried away.

It is of bronze, fifty feet high, and large

every way

in proportion.

Large

num-

Two only

Yoom.

All the

consisting of a single

doors and

windows were

blocked up, and food and water supplied
through a hole in the roof. Even this

scanty diet was occasionally intesmitted,
and owing

to privation and confinement,

dbaths occurred
several
suffering, and, it is said,

from sickness,
actual stagva-

employ the electric
room on dark days.

thirty

British

Museum

of experiment,to

light

in

An ingnisitive young lady asks: ¢ What

Fairburn,

Ga.,

a

drunken

man,

named Adams,drove his horse into a ditch,
killing himself and little son.
In

Russia

over

21,000,000

appropriated every year for

roubles

are

pensious

and

subsidies to retired officers and to the families of deceased officers.

Geological explorations have shown the
probability that Russia contains beds of
phosphate of lime of sufficient extent to
supply Europe for an indefinite period.
A Milwaukee girl, suffering from lockjaw, was left alone with a mouse by the
shrewd physician, and she contrived
to
open her mouth enough to give a yell that
made the crockery in the china closet

rattle.— Modern Argo.

Track laying has been commenced on the
Southern Pacific Railway, and it is expected the line will be laid to Shakspeare,New

Mexico, by next March,
the Rio

Grande,

346

and
miles

Messilla,
east

of

on
the

present terminus, by the end of 1880.
The Russian
Navy,
according to the
Golos, now
consists
of 28
ironclads, 4
frigates, 11 corvettes,13 clippers, 21 steam-

ers,

22 gunboats,

111

torpedo

boats,

27

schooners and 117 sailing vessels.
This
armament is manned by 3187 officers and
28,920 men.

Another national monument is to be
erected in Germany—a statue of victorious
Germania of colossal size.
Competent
critics, speaking critically pronounce the
exec ution of this work the finest performance of the kind that had been seen for
many years.
Little Billy has been taken to see his old
uncle, who is so deaf that he can not hear
a single word without recourse to his eartrumpet. Billy watches the movements of
this instrument for some time with great
interest,
and then exclaims: ¢ Mamma,
what does uncle try all the time to play
the hor in his ear for, when he can't
makeit go ?”
There is in the British Musuem an old volume of bound pamphlets presented by King

George Ill, in which is the following

pas-

sage : ‘A drunkard is the annoyance of modthe trouble of civility, the spoil of wealth,
the distraction of reason. He is the brewer's
agent, the tavern and alehouse benefactor,
the beggar's companion, the constable’s
trouble. He is his wife's woe, his children’s
scoff, his own
sorrow, his neighbor's

shame.

In summer heis a tub of swill, a

spirit of sleep, a picture of beast and a
.
monster of man.”
One ‘of the largest of the dry-goods
‘stores of Paris was visited in one day recently by 64,921 persons,and the money tak-

en amounted to

| times.

worth

There

1,185,372

were

brothers

sold

of silk, 7000 francs’

francs

400,000

80

to.

Music
For

LINE

and

thus

:

Louden,

ILTON

en-

TESA

The

cen-

francs’

worth of um-

"

Oct. 29, aged 82 years, 7 months and 5 days.
Bro. Farnham professed faith
Christ and
was baptized about the year 1828. In 1831, at
the OrFanizaticn of the 2d (afterwards the 1st)
Wakefield F.
B. church, he was chosen deacon,

postage 4 cents.
The Sacred Melody

He lived

to see nearly
all of the original members
swept away by death, and to see the church
that he had loved and cherished so long and so
dearly, become nearly extinct,—swept away

Ale

The

ENGRAVING

covers the first Lali century

history.

AINE

New

York,

till

the

time

CENTRAL

the proceedings of the tirst sixteen sesiicns.

Butler's

INSTITUTE.
— Pittsfield,
Expenses low.

18,

1879.

term

Spring term begins Jan. 26,

-

.

.
of the doctrine
and our general
25 cents;

1880.

reading.

activity, religious
prayer

Two new subscribers have, with-

IKE SEMINARY.—Pike, Wyoming Co., New
York. This schoel was never in better condition for doing thorough work in Academic Instruction. No primary instruction. With three care.
fully arranged courses of study. The Classical,
Seminary sud I
lish Course. For full catalogue.
address the Principal.
IRVING B. SMITH.

sistants.

LITERARY

INSTITUTE.—J.
competent

Winter term begins December, 2,

8.
as

1879.

i apring term
ng March 9, 1830.
“Fall term begins August 24, 1880.
A first-class school.
Three complete courses of
study,—Collegiate, Scientific, Ladies’ English and
Classical. Send for Catalogue. Address,
I. W. SANBORN, Sec. £
i
Lyndonville, Vt.

T
USTIN ACADEMY.—Center: Strafford,
N. H.
Rooms for self-boarding
and board in private
wamilies at reasonable rates, Two full courses,
English and Classical.
For further information

address the Principal, Rev. 8. C. KIMBALL, A. M.

Nicnors

LATIN

of the school is to

i=The special work
the

$1.00 ; postage, 12 cents,

The

HITESTOWN SEMINARY.—This Institution
is one of the largest and best in the State.
Terms moderate. Send for Catalogue.
7
J. S. GARDNER,
Principal,
Whitestown, Oneida
Co., N.Y

A. M., Principal, with

N

$1.60 postage. 12 cents.
{
Butler's Commentary
/
by the same author,—Prof, J. J Butler, contains Awo volumes, one on the Gospels, and the
other pu Acts, Romans and Corinthians.
It 18 an
excellent help for Sabbath schools and family

Nov.

Sum.

W

BROWN,

Theology

discusses briefly, but clearly, all the questions

Fall term

begins

pose

of doctrinal thevlogy,
and the author’s views
are those generally accepted by the denomination.

IDGEVILLE
COLLEGE.—The
Fall Term
will commence August 26. For catalogue adWi. REED,
ss the Secretary,
Ridgeville, Indiana.

YNDON

73

postage, 9 cents.

The Treatise

usages in church-building. It 18 publiehed by au-

Winter

Aug.

of

of their

of every session, and the hound vol umes embrace
cents;

thority of the General Conference.

begins

TD

meetings, contributions for the support of
worship, and a broader and deeper inter
est in all benevolent work. Thus the
pastors are directly repaid in better than
gold or greenbacks. .
fai
By helping the Star, all of the benevolent enterprises of the denomination are
helped.

in

union with the Freewill Baptists. $1.00.
The Minutes of the General Conference
sare published in pamphlet iorm at {ne close

mer term
begins Apr. 1, 1880. Anniversaries,
June 17, 1880. For
Catalogue address K. Bachelder, A, M., Principal, or C. A. Farwell, Secretary.
Pittsfield, Me., Aug. 2, 1879.
{

parish, the better the results that appear
the

our existence

10 cents.

contains a briet statement
held by
the
denomination,

Full board of teachers.
3, 1879.

NOT TO BE READ
UNLESS YOU WISH TO HELP.
We have hitherto depended upon the
pastors, and the more active friends of the
Star, to circulate it. We still depend
upon them. It will be comparatively easy
for them“ to call the attention of their
friends, acquaintances and parishes to it,
and thus to put it into many families that
do’'not now have it.
This is not a gratuitous service that we
ask, It is the unvarying testimony, that
the more copies of the Star that go into a

at

$0.75; postage.

Christians

Maine.
College Preparatory, Normal, Classical, Scientific courses of study for both sexes.

was buried with Christ in baptism.

attendance
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The Memorials of the Free Baptisls
ve the rise and progress of this body

He has been a member of this church ever |
since its organization. Ip 1849 he was chosen
EW HAMPTON INSTITUTION,—New Hampdeacon.
From that time to the day of his
ton, N. H.
Rev. A. B, Meservey, Ph.
D.
death, he has been so
in spirit, so chaste
principal, with eight associate teachers. Regular
in all his words, so honorable in his daily life,
courses of study for both sexes. Connected with
and so constant in his service to the church,
the Institution is “the best commercial college in
that in his death we have to confess that a New England. Telegra hy a Shecally.
Best
teacher of Penmanship
in’ the State.
KXpenses
great man has fallen in lsrael. The Christian
less
than
in
any
other
of
like
grade.
Four
tern's
life of our dear brother edified mankind, and
of 10 weeks each. Fall Term Begins August 25,
no doubt the world is better because of the
1879. Winter Term begins Nov.
17, 7679. Spring
holy life which he led. He was a man of tenTerm Begins Keb.2, 1880. Summer Term begins
der feelings; and nowhere was that more
ap- Apr. 19, 1880. Summer Term closes June 26. Send
parent. than when engaged in the loftiest of all
for Catalogue to
:
;
REV. A. B. MESERVEY, Principal.
exercises—communion with heaven.
But his
work is done, and he is now resting from his
ATES COLLEGE THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL,
labors, while he leaves a wife and five children,
—For further information address the Pres
with a large circle of friends, who mourn his
ident,
O. B. CHENEY, D.D., or Prof. JOHN Ful.
absence from the body.
CoM.
LONTON, D. D., Lewiston, Maine.
J. A. Hoy, Sec.
MRS. SARGENT,
widow
of Mr. Charles
Sargent, died in Sunapee, N. H., Oct. 23, in
the 76th year of her age.
Sister 8. had pro-’|
REEN
MOUNTAIN
SEMINARY,”
WATERBURY CRNTER, VT.
fessed religion more than forty years, and was
Courses
of
study
are
English,
Scientific,
and
connected with the Free Baptists some forty
Classical.
Three terms per year of twelve weeks
Jeart. Always interested in every good work,.
each.
Board, and rooms
for self-boarding, at
er house was the home of Christians, and
reasonably low rates. Pupils taking the courses
ministers of the gospel found a pleasint place
above the
English, have the privileges
of the lower
in her family. She was a faithful wife and affec- course, without extra charges.
he influences
throughout the community are wholesome. Extra
tionate mother.
In her last sickness she was
care will be taken in the general culture of the
happy.
Sister Sargent read the Morning Star
young. Competent assistants. For further inforwith interest for many years.
mation address,
De
E.F. GARVIN, A. B., PRINCIPAL.
Mrs. Fisk, widow of Ephraim Fisk, died in
Sutton, N. H., Nov. 4, aged 83 years., Sister F,
ORTHWOOD SEMINARY—Northwood Ridge
obtained an interest in Christ in early life, and
N. H. Three terms per year, commencing on
sought to honor him all her life. She was a
the
first Tuesday of Sept., Dec., and March,
J.
good wife and kind mother.
Her last sickness
H. Hutchins, A. M., Principal, with a complete
,was short but painful, which she bore calmly,
board of assistants. Students fitted for business
with a glorious hope of life eternal in Christ or college. For further particulars address the
our Lord and Saviour. May all her friends be Principal, or E. S. Tasker, Secretary.
Northwood Ridge, July 50, 1879.
ready to unite with her in praising God for-

intelligence,

ot the Freewill Baptists

| tage, 1 tent

DEA. SPENCER SMITH, of North Tunbridge,
Vt., died Tscendly, and the church in that
place feels that it has lost one of its strong men.
Mr. Smith was born in this town on the first
day of Sept., in the year 1802, and when but a
child of twelve years, he gave his heart to the

in respect to Christian
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from 1780 to 1830. It describes with considerable
detail, the early events ol our. denonunational

Eoucational.

H. P. MANSUR.

D. Moopy.
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only a few copies left.

This fine engraving
is of two sizes, 9 x 12 inches,
25 cents;
12 x 15 inches, 35 cents.
For Sale at the

all the dark scenes of his earthly pilgrimage
he never lost faith in God, but lived and died
with a firm trust in Jesus as his almighty
Saviour.
He was a kind husband and an indulgent father. He leaves a wile, eight children, and a large circle of relatives with many
friends, none of whom, having witnessed _his
long and severe sufferings, and his patient
resignation to the the divine will, can mourn,
but rather rejoice that he has gone to be with
Christ, which is far better.
3
:
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his long official connection with the church, he
was always true to his convictions of duty,

ever,
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mourn their loss.
“DEA. JOHN FARNHAM
died in Wakefield,

Lord, and

and

is for less than four montks at a time, the chdrge
will be at the rate of $7.00 per hundred. Pay.
.men in advance. Discoutinued when time expires. Sample copies sent free.
The Psalmody
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is the . denominauonal Hymn Book, exten
sively. used. Large book,in Sheep, $1.0(; Moroc-
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A En a ™ * FINGER,
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~~ pressure the Hernia is
|’ held securely day and night, and a radical cure is certain. It is easy, durable
and cheap. Sent by mail, postage paid,
Circulars free.
Address, Eggleston Truss Co., Manfrs,

Mrs. Karn
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Little Star

are Sabbath-school ‘papers, printed alternate
weeks, on superior
paper,
beaufafully: illustrated
Both papers are of
the same size, but the LITTLE
Sram is for an older class of readers than the

and children, are printed monthly, at the rate of
100 copiesto one address for $6.00.
If the order

FarNwaM died in- Wakefield,

the dark waves of materialism.

INSTITUTE.—Wil

35 ceuts,
Terms : single copy, each, =:
Packages of ten or more to one address, each. +
=
wl
85 cents
Payment always in advance, discontinued whens
time expires, and no commission allowed on money sent,
“Sample copies sent free.
Lesson Papers
:
of the International Series, for both adulie

ham thought she experienced a change of heart
in early life, but never openly espoused the
cause of Christ.
She was an affectionate mother, a kind neighbor and friend, and has gone
to a land where perfect justice, tempered with
infinite love, will be meted out to all.
She
‘leaves two children and other relatives to

by
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Zhe Morning Sear,
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s a large religious paper of eight pages, in its
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and progressive.
All
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dressed to’ Dover, N. H.
’
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«“°
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'- 4
2.20
Postage is paid by the publisher.
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and one sister to

and to the faith of the denomination.

Sept. 2;

Freewill Baptist Publications.

N. H.,

which office he held until his death.

8

ton, Muscatine Co., Towa. Speeial arrangements for 4 he mine yours
‘or particulars address the Secretary,
A. O,
MupGk, Wilton Junction, lowa.
’

‘ Though
Com.

Sept. 23,-aged 73 years and 5 days.
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For further information address the Principal.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
TITS

SEMINARY.

Winter term Nov. ou

large its field of usefulness. Take the
paper to every Freewill Baptist who does
not receive it; show the paper ani the
present low terms—only $2.00-—and ask
for a subscription. It is both a denomina~
tional and a Christian work: let us all be
interested in it.

of eight

LD

v. T. F. MILLETT,
Principal, with competent
assistants, College bling
Dobe Classical
and Scientific course of study for both sexes.
Board, including room rent, from $2 to $2.50
week. Rooms from $2 to $4 per term.
Tuition
<id room rent free to thosc preparing for the
nistry.
j
Summer term begins May 6; Fall te
.

family may be enabled to have their denominational paper. Each present subseriber might get another,

COLLEGE.—Flemington,

to Rev. W.COLEGROVE, LL. D., President.
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der to be kept up to its present standard.
We look to the brethren to respond to our
enerous offer. It is not made in order
at the Printing Establishment may make

over
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Taylor Co., West Virginia. This Institution
offers to students important and pecular advantagee. For particular information, send for a circu-

must have an increased circulation in or-

be

$12 and Painting $12 a term.
Shame, 190,
Catalogue address,
3
D. W. C. DURGIN, President,
a
Hillsdale, Mich,
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ligious and educational news, its family
reading. and its literary merit.
Finally, at the reduced price, the paper
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is the most popular color for the bride?”
If we were. going to marry, we should sprefer a white one.—New York Star.
Near
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London has thirty chess clubs.

by way
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mourn their loss.
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lasts

doctrine,
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ABBIE W., wife of Horace B. Clark and
daughter of Ira and Nancy Pray, died in Lynn,
Mass., July 23, aged 26 years and 6 months.
She leaves a husband and one little boy, a
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determined,
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JOHN O. MERRILL died in

annex his kingdom

The authorities of the

the

Nov. 4, aged 57 years and 7 months,
deud he yet speaketh.”

to her other Burman possessions ?

have
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and
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arship for LD ereia:
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passed away he expressed a strong attachment
for his family, but—was willing to submit to
the will of the Lord.
He leaves a wife and five
children to mourn their loss.
F. COOPER, JR.

:

missionaries.
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life

ormal,
College

orthwest.
tio)
and fibrary fees, only $15 a year.

united with any church. A few days before he

Latest: things in boots—holes.— Boston
quite frequently when at work this is disKoby is a seaport of some 30,000 inhab- ‘Transcript.
pensed with, and a simple cloth about the
and a place of considerable busiOver 2000 murdzrs
occurred in Italy
loins is the only garment worn.
Their itants
as the teas and silks of the interior last year, and some 90,000 robberies.
ness,
‘houses are very lightstructures with thatchare brought here for shipment.” It has a
Cats have no fixed political belief. They
ed roofs and like all Japanese houses,
but like all the harbors are usually on the fence.—Boston Post.
minus farniture save mats on the floor very good harbor,
ships lay at anchor, there being | The household that keeps a baby can af‘and afew plates and kettles in which of Japan
This gives employment to ford to sell its alarm ciock very cheap.—
they cook their rice. In every house you no wharves.
New Haven Reyister.
large number of men in lifting goods
a
find the tea-pot, earthen,
and cups and
There is a decided difference between an
number
large
a
board vessels and also
elevated
railroad and a railroad that has
saucers, and a universal castom is to of- on
of small boats called sampans, -in carry- gone up.
fer a visitor a cup of tea.
passengers to and fro from vessels,
A new English eighty-ton gun, with a
The wants of the inhabitants are but ing
and they work very cheaply—10 cents charge of 425 pounds, carries a 1700
few, and they all seem well supplied.
being the usual fare for ene ora dozen pound projectile over six miles.
Nothing like extreme poverty or squalor
E. W. PAGE.
passengers each way.
I never had § man cum to me for adappeared. Everytbing about their houses
aaraian
vice, but beforq he got thru he had more
40+
is neat and scrupulously clean.
advice to offer than to ask for.—Josh BillBURMAH'S ROYAL TIGER.
ings.
One thing that strikes the traveler more
BY MRS. M. M. H. HILLS.
The number of foreign firms engaged in
forcibly than almost anything else is the
cominerce in China is 351, and the total
great number and vast expense of the
The late king of Burmah, who died foreign population 3814.
temples wherever you goin city or coun- about a year since, was quite friendly to

and the grounds surrounding are always
large and expensively laid out and cared
for, Generally on a hill or elevation and
a long avenue in front paved or’ flagsteps
granite
with stone and
ged
Gate-ways
best manner.
cut in the
granite—the pests of granite columns,

ot
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ear consists of four

study are
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ate, Scientific, hoologlonl, Commercial,
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Sunday-school notes, its secular and re-

WM. PACKARD died at his residence in Cam-

than these perpetrated the present year
by King Thee Baw? Would not the civilzed world rejoice and be glad, if England would hurl this monster from his

years.

rate

on

College

of

rILLSDALE COLLEGE.—Michigan.

can have it till Jan. 1, 1881, for the same
sum ($2.00). There is actually no paper
of its grade offeréd at so low a figure.
It is the purpose of the Managers to
make a better paper next year than they
have ever made before: to make it indispensable to every Freewill Baptist for the
amount of denominational matter that it
will contain, and to make it profitable to
everybody for its correspondence, its articles

The sollege

courses yo ol Classical and Scleatie.

year, and by subseribing at once, they

den, Me.; June 17, aged 63 years. Bro. P. was |.
born in Camden, united in marriage with Miss
Sarah Achorn, settled on Packard Hill, and
followed the occupation of farming and butchering. He took great interest in agriculture
and was one of the directors of the Knox Co.
fair.
He was known by a large circle of
friends and highly esteemed for his bonesty
nd strict integtit in all business matters, He
xperienced religion some years ago, but never

cases of more ferocious, fiendish cruelties

ordinarily

Board,
u
room ren
per week.
For further Infortantion apply to A. A. MovULTON, A.M., Rio Grande, Gallia Co, Ohio.

n, —

silent witnesses of terrific crime. Numerous arrests have also been made quite recently, and the whole country lives in
constant terror and alarm.
Can the annals of history furnish any

locomotive

public.

should

BINGE.

for twenty-five cents, but for Two dollars,
cash in hand, any person can have it a

Rees Ohio.

money, but that every Freewill Baptist

Obituaries
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can parties have it on trial three months

There is no law

words, VERSES are inadmissible.

were carried down across our frontier—]

A

for the

No Scituate, R. I.

Moreover,

e
Commercial,

ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those sent by persons who do not patronize the Morning Star, it
is but just that CASH should accompany the copy

them do their worst. It is impossible to |
compute the amount of slaughter which
has taken place.
‘Whole
boatfuls of
corpses were emptied into the river, and

throne of power, and

NOTICE,
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Furthermore, a better opportunity than
the present was never offered for the increased circulation of the Star. Not only

®brtuuries.

fused with contemptuous abuse, and bade

made available for rice, and the side hills
nine years ago, when
and mountain side, for barley and vege- from A. D. 793 till
Takio it was the capifor
left
Micado
the
tables. We passed through thousands of
immediate
acres of rice fields in all stages of growth,

against

of the late King, remained fearless and
defiant to the last. lle upbraided. his
cousins and brothers who were shriekin
for mercy. ‘We have to die,’ he shouted,
‘let us die like the sons of a king. When
ordered by one of the offices to prostrate
himself in reverence to the palace, he re-

and 4 inches thick; it can be heard a great

way, the irrigation of their land,

heads

The Thonse prince, one of the elder sons

|. distance and is rung on the 15th of each
month, It is struck in ringing by a beam
some 40ft. in length, swung by a rude
machine requiring some twenty men to
The Japanese are the best of farmers.
Every available part of land is cultiva- ring it. The great expense and ‘large

and use to perfection,

their

their silk waist-cloths and petticoats were
the reward of the felons who killed them.

lay
numbers,
A portion of our way
through a beaatifal valley under very
high cultivation.

rude

dashing

the brick wall ‘so as to bespatter the
naked limbs of each wailing parent; for
all the captives had been stripped to the

temple of Hanganji is a very large and

tion.

The sole entreaty of the mothers

ed themselves by endeavoring to wrench the
helpless babes in two, and when they failed

10 to 15 cents per day for common labor,
and skilled labor in proportion, In the

ted in the neatest possible manner.
Their fields are like gardens. No weeds
are suffered to grow, and they understand

an would work wonders.

being complied with, the maurderers amus-

rude instruments they can fabricate such
fine wares. The various processes and
the amount of labor expended are also

number of temples here

On

to prevent theappointment of afemale commissioner of charities in this city, and,
when
a vacancy occurs, Mayor Cooper
might profitably consider the expediency of
attempting to introduce a much needed element into that branch of local adminis—
tration.— New York Times.

was that they might be allowed to die
before their children. So far from this

of silks, and the wonder is that with such

old bell, 12 feet high, 9 feet

The Mek-

khaia Queen, when a ruffian laid violent
hands on her, exclaimed, ‘ Do not touch
me! Iam a queen.’ He replied with a
foul word of abuse and a sword thrust in
her chest, which stretched her on the

derful as also the spinning and weaving

or very nearly the same as the whole
United States.
Wherever you travel,
therefore, you find the people in great

$195,000,

INSTITUTE.Ni

Aor Parcioniars address tio

| - EBANON ACADEMY.
s fitted
for.
scientific in
od, aiekes:
the Printing Establishment
has lately do- LTW.il HUTRGHING,
AB,
feipal.” For
| nated $1250 to the Edueation and the two
org
| principal, OF
HaHE:
Missionary Societies. The greater its in- BT
W. Lebanon, Me., July 25, 1878,
mans]
come the larger can be these donations.
) 10 GRANDE'COLLEGE.—Rio Grande, , Gallia

vices of energetic women in the management of the public schools there should be
but one opinion. There is still more obvious demand for the co-operation of the
proper class of women in the administration of our public charities.
Thefrequently-recurring illustrations of the looseness
of the administration of our Island institutions suggest the existence of a fleld where
the minute inspection of a competent wom-

their death, and piteous outeries of «Kill
me! kill me! do not put me to shame!’
were heard by the trembling inmates of

fans of fine quality, We spent a day
very profitably in looking through its
shops and factories, The manufacture of
fine earthen ware was something won-

wonderful.

read the appeals in the Star.

Marlborough street twenty houses are being built, valued at about $300,000, and on
Newbury street eight: houses valued at

two had been butchered.
The women
were subjected to brutal indignities before

is a city of 240,000 inhabitants and celebrated for its fine temples and palaces,
and for the manufacture of porcelain and

of cof-

eight more, valued at about

APHAM

They did not know their wants until they

:

victed felons. The corpses were laid out about $112,000. This shows that over one
million dollars will soon be added to the
for identification, and then flung into dee
taxahle valuation of the city in that secits which had been dug close at hand. tied alone.— Boston Transcript.
his ghastly work was continued during
About the policy of enlisting the serthe two followin nights, till some eighty-.

hai we broke our journey at Koby. This
enables us to visit Kiota, literally 1st
Capital, as Takio means 2nd- Capital. It

for

in‘a few weeks, sent generous contribu
tions to each of our Missionary. Societies.

There are being built on Commonwealth
avenue,between Arlington street and West
Chester park twenty-two buildings, valued
at $707,000
and plans are prepared for

part of the captives were removed on pretense of being conveyed to their new lodging. They were brought into a yard east
of the palace enclosure,and there the work
of ;slanghter commenced.
The Pung-

the thirty-six as the first. The endurance and speed of these coolies are a constant wonder to me,
In passing from Yokohama ‘to Shang-

:

where

erection. On the night of the 15th of Feb.,

with our coolies standing at the base of

reached a tea house (hotel),a distance of
wiles,

for the season. '

prison house was in course of

the image. = After waiting till the heat of
midday was passed we returned in the early evening and our men seemed as fresh won and some military officers superinand ready for a run on the last mile of tended, the actual agents being five con-

With two coolies to each Jinrikisha we
made good time, and in three hours had

fifteen

ery, arrangements were made that their
place of captivity should be changed, and

ple. They expeot it will cost, $500,000 to

others happy in the degree that this wor-

thy missionary has,

\
brellas, 85,000 francs’ worth of artificial
flowers, and 25,000 francs’ worth of fichus.
The ladies were making their provisions

students for col-

lege, and every effort is
ma
do this in as thor.
ough a manner as possible.
)
are moderate, Send for a Catalogue.
h
A. M. JONES, Sec.,
Lewiston, Me. :
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a book of 260 pages, the first 64 being Tables
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study,
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Tracts
were not stereotyped till within the last tew
years, and we can furnish only the following: T
ots. per dozen;50 cts. per hundred.
On Denomination, which contains a historical statement, and a brief notice of our doctrinal basis.church polily ana institutions.
On Faith & Covenant i8 & confession of 17 articles of taith and a desirable chureh covenant.

Trintiny Batoviishuiont is a brief historical
statement,
. Published by order of the Gen
Conference, and for gratuitous distribution.
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D. Lotaror & C0. 82Franklin 8t..Boston,
Mass.
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BOSTON
H

MONDAY

MAN

LECTURES.

:

AT HIS CLIMAX.

Hetos

Christ is man at his climax. Scepticism gives
up, in all serioys* circles, the claim that the

founder

of Chriftianity

personage.

(See

ics.) cess

was

a mythological

Encye. Brit, Art. Apologet-

;

!

1. It is a truth of science that awd nature
+ is to be understood not by what man is in his
beginning, but by what he is at his clinfax.
2.- It is a truth of revelation that, when
God said, *‘ Let us make man in our image,”
his thought was pointing not to mun as his beginning, but to. man. at his
climax.
(See
Matheson, “ Aids to the Study of German
Theology,” pp. 47,48.)

3. Ttisa truth of science that conscience
requires man’s sinlessness in the present life.

This is really the dictate of the moral law
under which we live, and however poorly man
may
obey these divine behests of nature
around him, science of the ethical sort is ableto
prove that the whisper from above never says,
Be less than perfect, take satisfaction in something that is not sinless.

4.

This unfulfilled demand of nature in the

laws by which we are environed, would lead
us to suppose that man at his present state is
not man at his climax.
Somewhere
and
somehow
we must be
brought into harmony with those laws which
require
our perfection, otherwise we are a
portion of creation not in harmony with the
other portions. A race of beings not harmonized with their consciences evidently belongs
to an unfinished world.
We are in various
ways bunglingly made, if the best we can do
with ourselves is to limp through time while
we listen to the earnest commands from the
moral laws requiring of us not to limp.
5. Only one character in history has attain-

ed sinlessness.
6. That character, therefore, and that

exhibits man

at the

climax

only,

required by

con-

science for his harmonization with the laws of
his own natiire,

:

_ You say that these stern

drawn from
shut up the

revelation.
Bible, and

considerations are
Well, but you can
natural moral laws

would require us to harmonize ourselves with
man at his climax. If there were no Bible, but
simply the record of one sinless character, and
if we bad proof of the authenticity of that record, we should be obliged to say that the ap-

yoarance of such ; charactor jn: history wasa

part of the plan of the world.
7. Our harmonization with the law of the
ascent of life and its individualization in loftier
and loftier forms requires our harmonization
with that character which represents man at

his climax.
8. That character was from the first what
all men ought to have been from the
beginning.
9,

The

Incarnation in which that

character

appeared was, therefore, the culmination of the
creation.

iv.

What God does he from the first in-

tends.
11. This character. therefore. or man

at his

climax, was fiot only the goal of creation,

also its beginning,

but

for in the execution

ofa

lan that which is last in realization is first in
he thought of the one who executes the pur-

08€.

P When, in the construction of a drama, a certain conclusion is foreseen, everything is adapted to the outcome from the very first; a tinal
effect is proposed, and therefore you may say
that the final thing isthe first thing in the
drama.
When you construct complicated machinery for a given purpose, the purpose is the
first thing in the thought, although the last
ing in execution.
:

2.

Christ, therefore,

while

above human-

is, in the strict sense, the only true maa,
archetype of human nature, the pattern
after whose image and likeness the human race
is fashioned.
‘We thus reach a transcendent conclusion,
and reach it on scientific grounds
purely;
reach it om ground
of common admissicas
among serious men, reach it on ground not exclusively oceupied by those who belong to the
advanced philosophical or Christian school,

but by the average serious opinion in the e¢ircles of the best culture.
13. Harmonization with the demands of the

nature of man at his climax, therefore, will be
attained by culture only by harmonization
with the Christ, who is man at his climax.
14. There is a God in conscience, even when
man is not yet at his climax:

15.

Much

more is there a God

in Christ,

who is man at his climax.
16. The fellowship
of the soul with

_requires demonstrably, therefore,
nization with both the God
the

God

Nature

our harmo-

in conscience and

in Christ.eee.

®

a

‘We are agreed that the highest

in each

dividual is the conscience.
e are
our serious solitude that the highest
is Christ. Now, I ask, what is the
ence from these two propositions?
man who means to be natural, that

THE. MORNING

in-

agreed in
in- history
fair inferThat the
the man

ITEMS.

3 anmnvary .

Miscellaneonsa,
Kossuth is now nearly eighty.
Ex-Gov, McCormick is a son-in-law of Senator Thurman.

The New York+canals will close officially on

December 6. '

Senator Bayard’s father is still living in very
feeble health.
Captain Webb is going to California to exhibit his swimming powers.
Sleeping-car conductors give David Davis a
wide berth.—New Orleans Picayune.
The King of Holland has the largest private
conservatory in the world.
&
¢
Spanish residents in New York have subscribed and sent on $10,000 for the sufferers by
the recent floods in Spain.
Four large meteors were seen ‘at Albany,
N. Y., and one at Syracuse; Friday morning.
Two boys, 12 years old, named Miller and
Keoberger, were drowned in the Wawayanda
creek at Warwick, N. Y., Tuesday, while
skating.
'
William A. Heeney, of Cambridge, while intoxicated,fell down a flight of stairs, Thursday,
and was killed.
A neat head-line about Grant in the Cinecinnati Enquirer runs ‘ old-man-in everybody’s

way.» —Springfield Républican.

An Irish mass meeting will be held at St.
Louis,December 18,to raise funds for the suffering people in Ireland.
An effort is to be made at the present
session of Congress to repeal the tax on the circulation capital and deposits of national banks.
Last week Mr. Vanderbilt transferred the
enormous sum of $25,000,000 worth of New
York Central stock to a syndicate, the compensation which he received being in 4 per cent,
U. S. bonds at par,

Russia is said to be organizing a plan for the
capture of Merv, in the spring, by a forcible
Two men named Hutchinson and Denlow
were fatall
jared at Elmdale, Ont., yesterday,
the bursting of a circular saw in
Cooper's shingle-mill.
General W. W. Belknap, ex-Secretary of

by

War, frankly says he is-for a third term
General Grant. This is the hardest blow

for

the

third term idea bas had.—N. Y. Tribune.
Rev. Henry Morgan, the Boston sensational

preacher, has been

sued

for

$10,000

y. & physician, whom he is said to havé
in a recent lecture,

dpfnagei 8

libeled”

The imperial government is establishing a
teserve of 10,000 men in Canada,

Montreal

ports say, composed of Dominion
active service at home, or abroad

re-

militia for
if ¥Fequir-

Charles C. Wilbur, of Little Compton,
eighteen years’ absence in California,

after

recently

returned home to find he had been considered
dead, and - his estate distributed among his
heirs.
Even if it were the *¢ little game” of Southern Democrats to join in the invitation to leading Republicans to canvass Louisiana, for the
purpose of disproving the charge that free
speech is unknown in that State, it was a
wretchedly poor * little game” on the
part of
Republicans to refuse the invitation
lest the

proof should be afforded.— Christian Union.

in himself

and

with

as to many

taught;

points

but

for the

of

doctrine

present

which

regarding

he

the

. whole topic from the point of view of mere
reason, I gaze back across the centuries to
man’s climax, and I say that the climax within us, and the climax without
us, point
to the same duty of self-surrender.to the
moral law, requiring universal harmonization
with the divine ought, ‘reverberuting in the
+ intonations of the unseen from ‘all quarters
approachable by the human
faculties. We
have been born; we can not escape from existence; we are here awake or asleep, and one

day shall cease to dream,and if we are scientif-

ie, if we are in earnest, if we are men and
women, and not dreamers or fools, it is time
for us to seek similarity of feeling with the

God within us and with man’s

climax

within

USeeee

I am not asserting that the divine in Christ
was not something different from the Divine
in conscience and the Divine in nature, I am
asking you to grant what you can not deny on
your premises, that if there isa Ged in conscience when man is at his beginning, then
there is a God in Christ, who is man at
Lis climax. The nature of conscience is to

. Maine supplies Boston with neatly 10.000 sieds
annually.
Cattle disease of a serious nature is reported in
Montana,
:
The yield of wool is unusually large in California this season.
Bordeaux exports 500,000 casks of spurious
wine annually.
The Indian indigo erop will be 73,000 pounds
this year; last year it was 113,000.
Chocolate was first introduced into Europe
from Mexico about 1520. It is the flour of the cgp
now

found

Nearly”

two

hundred

been

hard

at

work

two

months getting evidence, the result of whichis
four

indictments

for

polygamy.

The

jury in their report say they found great
culty in obtaining truthful testimony,
witnesses were unwilling or

unreliable.

grand

diffithat

The Boston Herald finds in recent French
affairs that they point ‘¢ to the conclusion that

to

Elan
righer.

%

If

reform,

strongly

renewing

the

i

President’s previously uttered sentiments on

Ee ie Ta Sap aly eu:

‘this question; takes strong ground in favor of
the enforcement of the Inw against polygamy

’

3

8

ly

civil service

2

1

‘roundness of concept

to the universe. ‘We

4

concerning.

ning

inUtab, and in favor of

maintaining

free

Dr. Richardson, who was the first

to

and ceremony

chloral, or hypodemic injections of morphene,

fire on Saturday morning,
ohh

than

in

water
v

Ta

nixie, especially

ishingin the flames.

reach $200,000.

The

three

persons

property

loss

per-.

will

demand
bbl

FLOUR.

The

for Oat

tor

good

sales

WILL

have

been

@ $2 76 ¥ 100 Ibe.

Dizziness, Headache,
Nervous«
ness, Painsin the Back, Faint=

includ-

ness at the Stomach,

@

creameries are held at 35

@

3%

¥

Bb,

;

Eacs.

There

continues

scarcity

most of the receipts 23c 18 an

FOR BRONCHIAL, ASTHMATIC, and CatarrhBronchial Troches manifest remarkable curaImitations are offered for sale,
are injurious.
The genuine

* Brown’s Bronchial

in hoxes,

Troches”

are sold only

-

FRANCE prides herselfon the excellence of
her Chocolate but at the Exposition of 1878,
Walter Baker & Co: won the Gold Medal for
the superiority of their preparations of Choco-

late.

Sold everywhere by grocers.
jr

The Best Reading.
As a source of profitable entertainment
the family

no

paper

exceeds

in

ain advanced with sales at $21 @ $22

for

Youth’s Companion.
It has recently been
enlarged, and is illustrated by our best artists.
1 euipleys the same writers as the English and

me

can magazines, and no other publication

for the family furnishes so much entertainment
and instruction of a su
or order for so low a
price.
le
d
]
3

NASAL AND BRONCHIAL CATARRH.

A

Geese, teersaesss

STRONG RECORD.

Partridges, ¥ pair

of

brethren

throughout

the

State;

and

Ly

Si

within

the

last

few

his

erchants

and

dealers

in

4 Epos

bnto

pongitlien,
maintain, v
i
8
throughout the
West, ap current prices. ato now
con
8, ‘therefore, a
ponfident feeling that better prices will soon be
reali

change,

mand, with-sales at $7 26 @ $8 76 & bbl, the

latter

choice, St Louis winter.

eats are in demand and have been selling at $7
§ $7 75% bbl for med
and choice; Illinois and
odiana from $6 75 ¢ 7 505 and Ohio and Michi.
at gs 7b @ R725
1, including very choice
rands; Minnesota bakers extras remain the
game, with sales at $6 @ 7 50 ¥ bbl, the latter price

TRADE

glish
|
dy, will promptly and radica
cure
any
an
eve
case
of
Nervou 8 Debility
and
Weakness,
result of Indis-

4

helfoneh,

cretion, gxcessaos

\

sts everywhere
Lh

perfoet safety in

pg yy

Pon
and copyof MODEL PRINTER'S GUID E, with all the par,
ticulars, J. W. DAUGHADAY & CO., Inventors
and
uliac
“The Model
M
Sd
Tess surpasses; any
we ever expected, Ithas
t
about
paid for itselfin two con fon
ekh de & McG
Hart.
* “1 would not take $100 and be without the Model
in
than three months ver $200,
”

CHRISTMAS

Melinda

Pisa

Sure

BIGLOW & MAIN,

in

ache,
Dizzimatic and Neu

ble Breath, Paios and Sore:
‘ness in all parts of the body, Sailow and Eraptive
Skin, Indigestion, Jaundice, Biliousness, Colds,

with

Suppressions,

Office;

43

arrived.

Everywhere known and prized for
Skill and fidelity in manufacture,

due to the growing
NOVEL

OF

J.

ESTEY & CO.,
Brattleboro:

COLLECTION

Street,

N. Y.

Hymns

This

latter,

American literature.
also includes
20

The

yet

READY:

!

POEMS

BY

AMERICAN

comprising verse by many

most

in one

volume,

all

edition,

in

Board

Covers,

dupli-

the
TAP

B8¢
ol EN

ONLY,

$60

100

in Paper Covers, $10

per

Sise
ofait. 27,ordiete.
Ameriean
on

66WEST

York.

4TH

for

the

GOLDEN

New GIFT BOOK

THOUGHTS

on

portrait engraved by Cole; an illustrated
description of the John Hopkins University: a

aper by Burroughs

on

¢ Natare

ets ;

and the

h

.

“THE NEW CAPITOL AT ALBANY,”
—it is thought, the first complétely illustrated
description yet published;—in vighteen pages
and twent Sthres drawings:
-

“ SUCCESS

WITH

SMALL

FRUITS.”

the second of E. P. Roe’s valuable papers, profusely illustrated, and an ‘article on Coffee
Culture in Brazil, an industry of world-wide
interest, described from
personal observation.

The REIGN OF PETER THE GREAT,

By EUGENE SCHUYLER
will begin in the February number.
Theillustrations for the first of
this splendid series of HISTORICAL PAPERS are
now almost
completed, and include several

finely engraved reproductions of famous Russian paintihgs.
Sold, and subscriptions received. by book
and news-dealers,at $4.00

ber.

| SCRIBNER

a year,

& CO,

Lv

35

New

cents
York.

a

In Prose and Poetry,by upwards of 300Distinguish-

ed Authors,at Home

and

Abroad, with rl

BY BEV. THEO, L. CUYLER, D. D.
In Elegant Binding, Illustrated. $2.75. Morocco, 5.

E.

B.

York.

TREAT,

=

:

Publisher,

805

Broadway,

New

49eow

Church & Mouse
DECORATIONS

For Christmas and School Festivals,

Paper Letters
Gold, Green or Red.
All sizes
used in Holiday Dressings of Churches or homes,
Prices low; designs preity and Jettect, Try them,
you will like them, Sen id circulars, af refer.’
, ences and prices.
CORREJA
114 Nassar AT. ¥ ¥
in Velvet,

SATE, 2
Boys
& Girls VERY
LATEST IN THE
A GOLD WATCH!
Pos:
AND FINE BOOKS!
POLYAUTOGRAPHIC “ BOOM,
ALL FOR NOTHING!

at in the known world.
ULTER & CO., Chicago.

|’
|

pets,

hlet to

Ohio,

J Printing Press
18 larger sizes
your own ad=
type, cards,

Meriden, Conn

HALF A CENTURY OLD,

ST.,

Cincinnati,

WANTED

and Bum

7 Wiimote al rime
©o., 267 Vine, Ste,
:

a, for # stamps. Kelsey &

prothi-

nent women writers: ¢ Two Visits to Vice
tor Hugo,” by H. H. Boyesen, with a Ia

|

TOTS TCR!
:

Is a sure

remedy

1

for

Caughs, Colds, Whooping
Cough, and all Lung diseases, when used in season.
Fifty years ago, Elder

Downs was given up by his}
physicians, to die with Consumption. Under these circumstances he compounded
this Elixir, was cured
and lived to a good old a
You can try it for the price]
of one doctor's visit.

For sale everywhere.

| THE MORNING STAR
TERMS :

$280

r Joust

ory ie

ald min

the first twe
onths,
$2.20; and
for
$2.0 receivedwe will ate the os year.
. For25 cents received we will send the Star

Take notice all who USE or SELL the
- | hree months on trial,
ch subscriber will please notice
, The publicher of a book called ‘* Know
BEST
‘and CHEAPEST MSS, MULTIPLYING
‘of payment on the label of his paper,
‘Th weit, 19m. 64 pages, cloth bound, 50 illus - APPARATUS.
tr
, written by “Jane Taylor for Little
allow it to be in arrears,
+ ;

Folks, telling then all abont themselves, best

ways
to eat, sleep, sit, wail, dress, bathe; all
about the. hair, teeth, nails, and a thousan
. ; Dele ‘things Necseed to know to
ote “
long
life, health an:
ness, has
ted on
the Hack page of ATP
ae a y 4 Hi Rebus,
which is pretty hard, it is true, but it is a fair
one, and can be readily solved. The boys and
fore, will receive a handsome Gold Watch
and books as New Year presente. The best |
written and. expressed solution will
get the
watch.
All others will receive handsome
books euch as usually sell for SL. y
Send24 cents (8 three-cent stam
do) and get the book con
the Rebus,
Address R,

SHOPPELL,

New York

ln

Bible

8

H:

in

+ TOI". POLYAUTOGRAPRIC TABLETS.

|

10t45

Biglow & Main, | John Church & Co.
76 EAST
NINTH ST,

NE. ¥

Prints cards labels &e. (Self-inker $5)
Fer business or pleasure, young
or old.
vertising and
printing. Catalogug of

if sent by
7

100; 2 cents per copy additional if sent by mail.

New

XY, all Ordinary Sonpermation,
a
apr New of =

wonderful sclentito invention THE
E. k or remarkable ublio tes
80 on
fr
Herald, Sept. 98; Christian Standard,

New York

per

Copies; 10 cents per copy additional,
mail,

:

WOMEN.

of our

DEAF
HEAR

Bible House, N.Y,

Sacred
Gospel

MOODY AND SANKEY.

Edition WORDS

in

STOCK OF A BANKRUPT FIRM.
This is absolutely snch music a= costs
from 30 cents to $1.00 a piece in the
music stores. Twelve suingle pleces
{vocal or instrumental), with com«Plele catalogue, mailed free for
cents. Postage stamps

IS USED EXCLUSIVELY AT THE SPECIAL RELIGIOUS
SERVICES CONDUCTED BY MESSRS,

begun

number

68!

100,000 NTER EVENINGS!
at 2 Cents a Plece.

Gospel Hymns Combined

MUSIC

and

appeared

December

3

Pre-

& CO., Bangor, Maine.

Vt.

OF

cates being omitted.

in November, promises to be among the stron
est works of fiction that have

No.

posi-

1y27

POPULAR SACRED SONGS
"NOW

1y8"

PROVIDE FOR

The Largest and Cheapest

Containing Gespel
Hymns and
Songs, Gospel Hymns No. 2, and

NEW ORLEANS LIFE,

¢ The Grandissimes.””

I. S. JONSON

Yielding unrivaled tones.
Tlustrated Catalogues sent Free.

of the de-

¢ Confidence, »

lives, sent free by mail. Dou’ delay a moment.
vention is better than cure. Sold Everywhere.

[Elegant variety of designs,

interest in the two serials

James, Jr’s
W, Cable’s

and

CASWELL

tively prevent this terrible
disease,
tive.
cure nine cases inten. Information that will Fg
d

Tasteful
and excellens improvements,

So rapidly are orders increasing for the De-

Henry
Genrge

Send 25 cents by mail

For sale by all druggists.

Co., Boston, Proprietors,

will be at his Bos-

Milk

ete.

DIPHTHERIA!
Ri yr pp

a box.

¥

.

consequence

for

and
sure
out causing
in the bowels,
travel, labor oy
vital impor

or interfering with fa
diet.’ They are of §

76 East Ninth Street,

New York.
73 Randolph Street, Chicago
.

City dressed

5c.

Cure

CONSTIPATION,

CANTATA

be produced with or Svihout costumes, anc
will proves most attractive Evening Musical Ens
tertainment at
the Holiday
Season.
Over 20
Songs: Duets, Chioruses, ete.
Full directions for
most effective rendering.
Sent Postpaid on receipt of 23 Cents.

4448

pay as
about.

ean."

StiSeow

DOANE,
Casewll’s

HIS BEAUTIFUL

* No investment will

Press. In my own business 1 have sa:
$300
a year by its use,~B,
J. BICKNELL,

of BosWestern

ge who solve it by the 25th of Decemberor

price gbtained for very

SPECIFIC MEDICINE.
MARKTheFy Great En.
pol T RADE MARK

1

By W. HOWARD

n

@ 9c

0,

sat20

SANTA CLAUS

-cember SCRIBNER that it is thought that the
first edition of 103,000 will not supply the demand.
One cause of the recent increase in circulation, by which 100,000 Nov. Numbers
were wif in Two Weeks, is undoubtedly

demand has

hold} the bast bragde of 5 Ld ul.

& Co.,

Cincinnati,

And 805 Broadway, New York.

Everybody Should See

First Edition, 103,000.

and

inereased and promises to be more active at an
‘early day. The principal inquiry has been for
winter wheats and good and choice St Lomis
brands, ranging from $7 25 @ $7 75 ¥ bbl has been
placedto some extent, ‘and for some favorite
| rand 3 50 3 75 is now freely offered, with a

pl

re

t:

year

euis, beans, dried apples, &c. Cellar No 38
Quincy
Market, Boston.
(
A
okay
8
BOSTON, Saturday, November
29.
Frour. The market has been quite firm since
our last, and we qiote: desirable family
aids
full
26c ¥ bbl higher than a week a
uf
the

bubinesy
18 not active, although the

wo

personal services,

Boston

months,

cheese

i8

Frihcipal Office, 251 Broadway,

Piano.

butter,

whe

1"

DR. J. A. SHERMAN, “CORPIL ETM

con-

=

Phonographic

Street,

kre JOAN P. LOVELL & BONS, Gon

ton office on
Wednesdays, Thursdays and Fridays,
and in New York on Saturdays, Mondays and
Tuesdays
of each week, till further notice.
HIS
BOOK on Rupture gives the most reliable
proofs from distinguished professional gentlemen,
clergymen and merchants, of his successful practice and popularity therefrom throughout this
country and
the West Indies.
The aftivted should read it and inform themselves.
:
Itis illustrated with photographic likenesses of
extremely bad cases before and after cure, and
mailed to those who send 10 cents.

that Mr. Beatty has been compelled to erect a new
mammoth factory at Washington, New Jersey,corner Rail Road avenue and Beatty Street.
Read his advertisement and send for his Illustrated Newspaper, Holiday Edition, before you
purchase.
The

There

Dr. J. A. Sherman,
mand for his

al
~~

brated instruments

Fourth

being slowed to leave the ET

Rupture.
|.

stitutional troubles growing out of Catarrh,
Dr. Green will add such treatment as will remove them.
,
every

HAMS.

but hardly enough to make a price.

vised by himself, and now so confidently reeommended to others.
The addition to his firm of Dr. J. H. Green,
a well-known physician of twenty years’ prac-

One pair of boots or shoes saved

W,

BY

EEE
EL
Ie SR
Retail’ Price. — Plain

unchanged.
The sales
$1160 @ $12; clear at

are firmer, and command

ong life are also well known, and can be
ascribed to nothing else than the treatment de-

have any

PUBLISHED

$1350
@ $14; and backs at $14 @ §14 60 ¥ bbl, No

Phosens robustness of health and prospect of

tice, assures patients that if they

66

extra prime here and prices are nominal.
BEEF.
The market
has ruled steady, with sales
of Western mess and extra mess at #11 @ 812 ¥
bbl. Extra
plate commands $12 @ $13 ¥ bbl.

SMOKED

H.

1y48

or ali kinas of Meats but prices are nominally unnged.
La
PORK. There has been a gtiiet market the past

the pulpit expectingto die, is well kitown to all

his

Song.

CHURCH

&
Pinkham and by d
C. Goodwin & id a

40 @

further sales at 8% @ Y¢ lor Boston, and 9
Bb for Western.
LARD.
The market is quiet, with sales
tonat7 @ 7%c ¥ bh. Kettle rendered
commands 77% & 8c ¥ th.
:
DRESSED HOGS.
A few Wesiern have

:

BY Dg. J. H. VINCENT.
OvVerwork
o
e
.
BEFORE TAKING.brain and nerv-AFTER TAKING.
Sent on receipt of 10 cents; $7.50 per 100,
ous
system;
is
perfectly
harmless,
acts
like
m
by Mail.
:
has been Rxtenaivoly used for over th o
Every Sunday School proposing an Entertain. and
ears with
t success.
arFull particulars
Ment at Christmas Time, should examine
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our pamphlet, which we desire to send free by
above.
mail to e
one.
8 The Specific Medicine is
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sts at $1 per
BIGLOW & MAIN, Publishers.
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FRESH MEAT. There has been a light demand
ee days and prices are
mess have been at
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New

Price, 5 cts. $4.00 per 100 copies.

DOUBLE THE USUAL QUANTITY, |
At the old price, $4 per 100, by Mail.

¥ ton.

ses

Co.'s

Doane, Geo. F. Root, Harry
and others have contributed to
year’s selections, NOW READY.

It contains 12 New Christmas Carols,

RESSED POULTRY, A large quantity of com.
mon to good Poultry was carried over from
Thavksgiving and prices have materially declined. Yesterday,
Turkeys could be bought at
10 @ 12¢ ¥ Bb, but no trade. Sales of common stuff
were made to consumers at 6 @ 8c. Prices are entirely nominal at the close. Receipts for the
ee lcing on Weanesday hui) nid aekages.
Do
Common to BOO, ses niesesenn;
@ 10
Chickens, cholee.....c.cuunes
geld
8 1
Do
Common to good
a 10
Mixed lots, Fowls and Chic
a 10

interest the

!

GRAY’'S

sales range from 22 @ 23¢. Ice-house stock is very
JusatisRctory and moves off slowly at 15 @ 22c,
Limed are quiet at 16 g 18¢ ¥ dozen.
BEANS.
ere has been an easier feeling in
Pea, with sales of Northern al $205 @ $2 10, and
Western at #2 @ $205 ¥ bu. Medinms have been
in steady demand, with sales of choice at $180 @
$1 85 ¥ bu. Yellow Eyes move off freely at $225
[ $23 for choice, and $235 @ $24 ¥ bu for improved,
POTATOES. The market continues dull, and it
is difficult to sell best Eastern Rose at over 5ic ¥
bu. Northern Rose have been selling mostly
at
50e¥ bu. Jacksons are selling at 45 @ 50v ¥ bu.
Bweets have advanced to #275 @ $3 for Norfolk
and §3 3 ¥ bbl for Jerseys,
HAY AND STRAW.There is a firmer tendency in
the market for Hay,and choice sells readily at’ $16
@ $16¥ ton, with some extra loads at $17. Poor
and ordinary grades are quiet at $10 @ $14 ¥ ton.
Rye Straw continues in demand and
prices have
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CHEESE. The market has ruled steady for
Cheese, with salgs confined to smail lots as “wanted by the trade af }3 @ lc for choice and 10 @ 11%¢
¥ hb for fair to g
» Shippers are holding off,.
and there is no indication of any change this

late. —=Indepéndent.
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ney Complaints, Female
Weakness, and Gen=
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CURE

cerous Humor, Krysipelas, Canker, Salt
Rhenm, Pimples or Humor on the
Face, Coughs and
Colds,
Ulcers,
Bronchitis, Neuralgia
DY Spopsiny
Rhematism, Pains in t hes d e
on=
stipation,
Costiveness.
Piles,

and

;
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Church

Scrofula, Scrofulous Humor,Cancer, Can=

Western at the latter price, but only a few fancy
brands bring over 38c. The market closes with a
dall tone, and farther
ions are
ry

ex.

at the Atocha

church. The city abounded in decorations, in
honor of the oceasion, and the young sovereigns were everywhere received with cordial
manifestationsof fuvor.—~The Grand Opera
House at Toronto, Canada, was destroyed
by

fair

$7

Middlings at $13 @ $20¥ ton.
BUTTER.
Trade as usual during

sept wuder Rael orders. Jue danger is terrible
and generally
unsuspected un
t 18 often too

: ie Christina, the nuptials being solemnized:
pomp

@
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The GREAT BLoob PURIFIER

and No 3 mixed and No 2 mixed at 43 @ 44c ¥ bu.
RYE. The market is quiet for Rye aud the sales
have been small at 93 @ 95¢ ¥ bu.
FEED. There is no chauge in Feed and the demand continues quite moderate. We quote Shorts
at $16 @ $16 50; Nine Feed at $1650 @ $17; and

introduce

electionsin the States; discusses the Indian | of
| question and other poomlbent national opin.
|
| =——King Alfonso of Spain was ation
: ia a Joel
on Satu-day to the Austrian Archdue
with great

6

{ have been at 47); @ 50c; No 2 white at 46)

chloral in England, declares that its unauthorized
use has become so great to induce sleep that he
is inclined to regret his Rar in recommending it
to the profession. Could
we reach invalids, we
would warn them against ever using any
of the
sedatives of pain, whether ether, A
yg

And why have I not'as good

pon,
betwen
svangelistic and
: ed
pr medio hinder

on |

for

Baltimore, to accommodate the increasing grain | week, has been light, and we have but few new
features to report. The tendency of prices contrade at that port.
tinues in buyers’ favor, and we make some reducThe us€ of absinthe is said to be increasing in
tions in our quotations, but a: present it is diffithis country. In that case the hospitals and lunacult to give a reliable range. For most of the full
make
now coming in 30 @ 83c # bis a full range,
tic asylums ought to be immediately enlarged, for
but some holders will not sell at these prices.
the green venomous poison destroys both mind
Choice Straight dairies, New York and Vermont,
and body surely and swiftly.—Am. Cultivator.
are quoted at 27 g 30c ¢ Bb, and 30c is an extreme
A project is on foot whereby an * air line’
selling price. Fair to zood dairies are quiet at 22
@ 250 ¥ bb. Eastern dairy lots, including Maine
railroad route isto be created between Boston
and the Provinces, have been selling
from 18 @ 23¢
and Cincinnati, via the Poughkeepsie Bridge and
¥ 1b, but it is not easy to get 23c ¥ 1 for most that
the Pa. Central from Harrisburg. By absorbing
is received. . Choice dairy packed Western is in
partially Sompjeied lines inNew Netsey sud buildlight supply and commands 28 @ 30¢c ¥ Bb, and
vg short links, the distancebetween
Pougkeepsia
some very
choice fall packed goes a little higher.
and Harrisburg by rail will be only 190 miles.
Good to choice ladle packed has been selling at
22 @ 26¢¥ Ib, and common at 16 @ 18¢c ¥ Bb. Choice

be fatally

takén or is proposed in other cities.—N, 'Y,
-a right, in the name of mere science, to ask | Tribune,
‘
you to take the highest revelations of the
hd
Latest
News.
W
moral law and school yourselves into: submissionto their dictates? aeee
:
!
The President’s messagé to Congress, to be
transmitted to-day,
Monday last, was published prematurely
in New York yesterday.
German
the eval
istic and. also of the - It recommends the suspension ‘of silver caintic, school. Lan insisting on the age and the retirement of the legal ‘tender
notes ; discusses at great length the question of

demand

ATS. The market is steady and firm with a
fair demand. The sales of No'1 and extra white

wounded, while Constable Weheiman’s left
arm was shattered, and one burglar was shot
A recent invention of an eminent Swiss musician.
dead.
Two other burglars escaped in the
be read not only in your inner spirit but also darkness. Burglars’ tools and money stolen It plays any tune in a most melodious and pleasing manner, and is preferable to the most expen
in this climax of humanity.
the night before were found.
Great execitesive music-box. A child can operate it, and the
You are to take Hellenism at its best, from
ment prevails, and strenuous efforts are makPraxiteles and Phidias.
You are to .take
ing to capture the other burglars.
; low price at which it is sold will insure a sale in
moral culture at its best. From what? From
The right to vote generally implies the right every music-loving household.
‘whom? From the climax of moral culture in
man. You think there is a Divine spirit lying to be voted for, and if there were any who
Adamson’s Botanic Balsam is prepared from the
coming
Massachusetts
behind art; you believe that the nations
have supposed that the
choicest extracts of barks, roots and gums, and is
been led from Join to point of development
woman would be content to vetefor members
until certain ideals of beauty
have acquired of school boards and never aspire to hold highly recommended for its great curative proper
ties. It cures all throat, chest and lung dificuls
power over us, and that in this development
God has exhibited himself as the author of office, they. now find themselves mistaken.
ties. Price 85 cents.
beauty. You think that it is artistic blaspheThe election of two or three women to vacanmy to go back to the uncouth ideals
the | cies in the School Committee of Boston is beTHE MARKETS.
suvages.
You must agree with God in_his
ing strongly urged, and it is thought that both
highest manifestations of beauty; you school
parties may make this concession to public
“your souls to whatever you find the highest
sentiment and give the women
a representaBoston Produce Report.
outcome of the unfathomable spirit of beauty . tion on their tickets, = Similar action has been Reported by HILTON BROS & CO., Commission

in the universe,

steady

bu; and new 60 @ 63¢c ¥ bu, as to quality,

HOLIDAY PRESENTS.

in the abdomeii and is supposed

a

ing all grades.

the political character of the French republic
by using Lyon’s Patent Metallic Heel Stiffeners.
is to undergo a change. - The parties are to. be
no longer Republicans and Monarchists and
Imperialists, as, for all practical purposes, |
.A Piano or Organ is the most suitable Holiday
these two latter organizations have lost whatPresent that can ever be made. Hon. Daniel F.
ever power they once had for good or ill, In
the place of these, the parties of the future are Beatty, of Washington, New Jersey, offers elseto be the Conservative and the Liberal Repubwhere in this issue splendid bargains for Holiday
lican, though the lines may not be definitely Presents. Mayor Beatty’s celebrated Pianos and
drawn until after another election.”
Organs are giving entire satisfaction,and we know
A party of burglars
who attempted to our readers will do well to purchase of him.
So great has been the demand for these celebreak into Speckman & Neiter’'s safe at New
Bremen, O., Wednesday night, were discovered Thursday night in Mr. Miller’s barn half a
mile east of the town, and six officers started
to arrest them, whereupon a desperate fight
ensued.
Marshal Lindenborg received a bullet

LCETIND

.

gan

The sales of old mixed and yellow at 62} @ 6c

horses were burned; besides a vast amount of T- facts, that Mg. Childs should be constrained to
other property belonging to the company.
urge the attention of people to this matter; and
The aggregate loss will exceed $125,000.
Dr. Freeman J. Bumpstead died at his resi- mention his ability to treat successfully this
:
dence in New York, Friday.
He was born at scourge of the human race.
Leading men of every denomination publicly
Boston, April 21, 1826, and graduated at Wilstate that Child’s treatment has cured them or
liams college in 1847. He had a world-wide
reputation, and his valuable contributions to their family of Catarrh or of Throat difficulties;
not obscure, unknown men, but men whose
the literature of medical science have placed
reputation is national, men widely aknown for
him in the front rank of specialists.
His
mother was a sister of N. P. Willis and Fanny their services in the pulpit or the missionary
field. Editors and publishers of our leading
Fern.
periodicals have personally investigated the
We feel far from ridiculing the female regisfacts, and they are satisfied that, while Mr,
tration in Boston.
It is the most respectable
Childs is not, as he does not claim to be,a regularly educated physician, but, on the other
demonstration of desire for
suffrage ever
hand, a highly esteemed minister of the gospel
made by women anywhere in the
country,
who has spent thirty years as a pastor in the
both from the number and from the characState of Ohio, yet he has made such a study of
ter of those engaged in it, who comprise
some ofthe most staid matrons in the city, the disease knownas Catarrh, as to have enincluding several hundred
property-owners to abled him to treat it with the most extraordian amount greatly surpass ng the average of nary success. His own affliction, suffered for
years, until he was finally
compelled to leave
the male voters.—New York Herald.
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CORN,
ereis no change to notice in Corn.
There is very little doing for export and the demand from the trade continues quite moderate.

near

It is' not surprising when we consider the

morning.

is

Thereis a

BUCKWHEAT

of 2,500,

Point,

There

MEAL.

at $2625

Horse breeding is increasing in England, and
imports izto that country declined from 80,000 in
is and 26,000 in 1878, to less than 18,000 in
built at Locust

CORN MEAL.

OAT

in abun.

A new grain elevator, with a capacity

.

Meul with sales at
choice.

Pa.

000 bushels, is being

Miscousin extras fre gel.

RYE FLOUR, There is a steady demand for Rye
Flour and the sales have beenat $525 @ $575 ¢

dance along the shores of Cape Cod, Mass.
An effort is being made to have the next National Butter Cheese and Egg Association convention at Pittsburg,

1879.

Corn Meal, with sales at $2 ¢5 a $2 50 ¥ bbl.

A fish known as the * crow] fish,” and never be.
fore seen in these waters, is

3,

eS
bo 60
Bb
There is A Hite upon
Jug Cidue herve and prices are nominally $5 @ $5.
2

coa-nut.

Tuesday

ty marshals

conscience

for a fiteorits brand.

vertisement of his Catarrh Treatment appears
in this issue of the Morning Star, has ad
dressed our snbscribers and readers befopd®

eternities about us, absolutely must harmonize

Christ, man’s climax in history. I ask you to
believe nothing now as to his deity, His character may
you to take his own testimony

;

The
Eighth-avenue
horse-car. company’s
stables, on the west side of Eighth avenue,
near Forty-ninth and Fiftieth streets, New
York city, were entirely destroyed by fire,

who intends to harmonize his being with these
irresistible powers of the infinities and the

that is, with

DECEMBER

passage of troops through Persia if necessary.

The grand jury who recently adjourned at
Salt Lake City, Utah, were specially charged
to inquire into violations of the law against
polygamy, and the district attorney and depu-

himself with the highest outcome of them—
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the date
and not

The Star is not discontinued when the time

expires for which it is paid unless’

ons

Ie

Only 1 OENT ‘a Square’ Inch for any Size and quest it; and it is discontinued . when it has
Shape desired |.
And warranted the very
; been more than one year in’ arrears, after due
quality known.
.
:
Highest notice and time shall have been given.
REMITTANCES Inyst be made in/mion-

“Vidi” Polyautographic Cabinet.

i} Matchless in Convenience

and

Equipment.

and Elegance of Casing

All
8 in Duplicate for Safdty.
i
Double Postal, $1; Double
ry $2.50; Double

aks or A
In
uction,
tion, the the ¥ FIRST ORDER fro
i
piace, with cash, at DEALER'
S’ ISCOUNT. p
ne.

“ VIDI” POLYAUTOGRAPHIC 00,
46
47 BEEKMAN ST., NEW YORK.

ey-orders or bank-checks if possible, or in a
‘letter ‘and at our risk and expense.
n writing to this office, persons will please

designate their STATE, as well as town, and

give both the old and new address when

they

order a change in the direction of their paper.

The Star

goes to

press Tuesday morning,

and communications
for insertion
here on 8aturday
previous.
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‘ought to be:

eve I. D. STEWART,

DOVER,

N.
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